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A bstract
Radiatively driven winds are a key component in a number of astrophysical settings, most 
notably the wind of hot massive stars. In this thesis we present the mechanism by which 
line radiation can drive hot star winds. In order to become familiar with the dynamics of 
numerical wind solutions in one and two dimensions, we also make calculations for winds 
driven by perfect gas pressure and continuum radiation pressure. The main emphasis of 
this work is to approximate the form of the line-driving as given by Owocki, Castor & 
Rvbicki (1986), with an efficient algorithm, in a pure absorption (no scattering) case. We 
construct an efficient model for the solution to the line-driving problem and use this to 
investigate the dynamics of perturbations in the wind.
Once we have shown that our method can reproduce the results of previous authors 
we add more physics to the model. We firstly change the shape of the line-profile function 
and observe that although this has a stabilizing effect on the flow the response of the 
wind to perturbations is largely unchanged. As separate refinement we move away from 
the pure absorption model and include the line drag phenomenon in the radiative driving 
calculation. This phenomenon also stabilizes the flow but its effect is decreases further 
from the central star and the downstream flow feels little of its influence.
We use the results from all of our models of hot star winds to create synthetic spectral 
diagrams. The spectra created from the perturbed models resemble structures which 
are observed in the spectra of hot star winds called Discrete Absorption Components, the 
origin of which is unclear. We show th a t our models can be used to explain astrophysically 
observed structure and better understand the nature of hot star winds.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As part of this work we develop computational models of winds from astrophysical objects. 
The main thrust of the work presented here is in modelling the winds from OB stars. To 
put these winds in context we discuss models of coronal winds (e.g. the Solar wind) and 
winds from Red Super Giants (RSGs), Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGBs) and from close 
to Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN). The study of the winds from stars began with subject 
of interest being our nearest star, the Sun. The solar wind has a great many effects on the 
atmospheric conditions on the Earth, from the Aurorae Borealis and Australis to electro­
magnetic interference strong enough to induce power cuts to cities. The stars which we 
consider in this work are quite different in nature from the Sun. For example the rate at 
which gas is expelled from the Sun is ~  10-14M©yr-1 whilst tha t of a typical O star is 
~  1O-6M0 y r-1 .
The effect of the Sun on the solar system is quite striking and such effects as the 
Solar Sun spot cycle have been documented since the 17th century. The effect of hot, 
young stars on their environment is even more striking since generally the velocities of 
such winds are higher than the Solar wind and the neighbourhood of a young star is also 
quite different from the neighbourhood of the Sun. Perhaps the largest effect th a t these 
stellar winds have on their environment is shown in observations of stellar wind bubbles 
(SWBs) such as NGC 7635 (cf. Fig. 1.1, W alter 2000). These objects show the outer edge
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Figure 1.1: NGC 7635, stellar wind bubble. The stellar wind from a massive star (BD- 
602522) pushes out region of the local interstellar medium forming the dense shell, or 
bubble seen here.
of a wind ploughing into the surrounding neutral gas and shock heating it. This process 
has serious implications for local star formation since any lower mass stars which were 
beginning to form in the neighbourhood of such a hot star will be affected. The nature of 
the effect is still a matter of some controversy. One argument is that a forming pre-stellar 
core is left with a reduced gas cloud from which to grow, thus leading to a change in the 
stellar population formed. Alternatively, the fast shock front of the expanding SWB can 
‘freeze-in’ and exacerbate any perturbations and trigger star formation, therefore having 
the opposite effect of the former argument.
In this chapter we discuss the observational evidence for winds around astrophysical 
objects. The understanding of the observations is the chief reason and motivation for our 
theoretical study. There is still much which is unknown or at least only partly understood 
about the physical cause of the observed properties of stellar winds. At present theoretical 
models of winds are incomplete and are viewed very much by those working in the field as 
a work-in-progress. This is not to say tha t the models are simplistic, as we will show that 
the models are indeed highly detailed in accounting for many physical effects. However as 
with any mathematical or numerical model, compromises must be made in order to make 
the model practicable. In this thesis we examine perturbed wind models with the aim of 
understanding the behaviour of the flow and the interaction of the hydrodynamics and 
the driving mechanism. We will discuss the form of our models further in later chapters.
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1.1 Observational evidence for a Solar wind
There is evidence for winds from astrophysical objects in every wave-band, however some 
evidence is more clearly attributable to the wind phenomena than others. The first 
observational evidence for a wind emanating from the Sun was in the study of cometary 
dynamics. A source of ‘corpuscular radiation’ (korpuskularstrahlung) from the Sun was 
proposed by Biermann (1951) to explain the dynamics of cometary ion tails. By the end 
of the decade Parker (1958) calculated tha t a fast outflow or wind could be driven by gas 
pressure. The driving in this case is only effective because of the high coronal tem perature 
of the Sun. A much cooler corona will push the sonic radius of the wind much further 
from the star, making the mass loss rate and terminal velocity of the wind very low (in 
this case the outflow will be more dominated by effects such as rotation of the star and 
magnetic field).
This simple model gave results qualitatively similar to the observations available of 
the wind at the time, however once more detailed observations were made, it was realized 
that the Solar wind was much more complicated (e.g. Habbal et al. 1997). The complic­
ated wind structure was observed by the space-crafts Pioneer 10 and 11, where abrupt 
changes in the speed of the wind were found at a distance of between 1 and 5 AU from 
the Sun (Hundhausen & Gosling 1976, Smith &; Wolfe 1976). These fluctuations had a 
periodic ‘saw-tooth’ shape implying tha t they were persistently generated structures. A 
large number of these regions were found to have accompanying forward, reverse or for­
ward/reverse shock pairs. This shows that there are two velocity components to the solar 
wind and these observations support the theoretical prediction tha t the two components 
interact. These, so called, Co-rotating Interaction Regions (CIRs) are formed by the in­
teraction of high velocity (> 500km s-1) and low velocity ( ^  100km s-1) radial streams 
of gas. The base point of each radial stream  changes because of the rotation of the Sun. 
The gas in a slow stream is hit by gas from a neighbouring fast stream which left the 
stellar surface later forming a shock front at the interface. These features are proposed
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to explain observable features in the spectra of line driven winds which will be discussed 
further in § 1.4 and Chapter 6.
1.2 Studies of radiation driven winds
In this thesis we model winds driven by radiation pressure from both continuum and line 
radiation. In this section we discuss different models of radiation driven winds.
The phrases continuum and line driving refers to the form of opacity which dominates 
in the wind gas. Winds in both these cases are accelerated by the exchange of momentum 
between the continuum radiation from the central star (or a galactic nucleus in the case 
of AGN) and the gas in the photosphere (the theory behind this is discussed more in 
Chapter 2). For a continuum driven wind, the gas, or in the case of RSG and AGB 
stellar winds dust, absorbs radiation across the continuum of wavelengths present in the 
incident radiation field. Dust can be thought of as a macroscopic sphere which can absorb 
(and scatter) radiation at a wide range of wavelengths. However it is more effective at 
absorbing short wavelengths than long.
The metal ions present in the winds of OB stars can absorb photons which correspond 
to electronic line transitions within the ion. There are 3 factors which affect the magnitude 
of the line driving force. Firstly, the metal ions in the wind feel a strong force from line 
photons (momentum gained by an ion from absorbing a photon which pushes an electron 
into an excited state). The maximum force on a bound electron is a factor of 107 stronger 
than the force experienced by a free electron, because the bound transition is a resonance 
process. The number density of bound electrons in the ground state is a factor of 10~5 less 
than the number density of free electrons, making the resultant force on metal ions from 
line absorption a maximum of 100 times greater than the force from electron scattering 
(Gayley 1995). Secondly, this force on the metal ions is reduced by Self-Shadowing. 
An ion in the flow tha t lies in the shadow of another identical ion is shielded from the
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Parameter C Pup P C y g WR1 RSG AGB
Type 0 4  f B0 la WN5 M M or C
L*/L q 7.9 x 105 7.2 x 105 1.0 x 105 5 x 104 -  5 x 105 1 x 103 -  5 x 104
T eff(K ) 42,400 19,300 40,000 4000 3000
R */R q 17 76 2.2
<3*ot-H1o 50 -  103
A/*/A/© 59 30 9 8-50 0 .8 - 8
A /fM oyr-1) 2.4 x 10~6 1.5 x 10"5 6 x 10~5 1 0 '6 -  10"3 10~8 -  10"4
t’oo (km s 1) 2200 210 2000 20-50 5-25
Table 1.1: Stellar characteristics for specific OB stars and typical values for RSG and 
AGB stars.
incident radiation and is driven less forcefully. The occurrence of this process across the 
wind leads to a net reduction in the acceleration of the metal ions. Hot stars are close 
to the Eddington lim it1, and the presence of resonance scattering without self-shadowing 
would push the atmosphere beyond this limit and it would be completely blown away. 
Self-shadowing is highly im portant to the stability of the wind. Thirdly, the velocity of 
the metal ions in the wind allows the incident stellar continuum radiation to be Doppler 
shifted to the correct resonance frequency for ions throughout the wind. In a monotonic 
flow a photon has a unique location in the wind where it falls inside the interaction region 
of a metal ion because of the Doppler shift. In a real wind gradient allows a single line 
to absorb photons over a much wider range than its thermal width, ~  voVth/c, where v® 
is the line centre frequency in the stationary frame.
In Table 1.1 we show the physical characteristics for the various astrophysical objects 
which are subject to these driving mechanisms and Fig. 1.2 shows a labelled HR diagram 
indicating where the various types of star are located. Below we discuss the physical 
motivation for each of these driving mechanisms.
^ h e  Eddington limit is the point where the force from electron scattering will exceed gravity and all 
of the stellar atmosphere will be blown away. For a star to be stable <TeL*/(47rcG?A/,) =  r e < 1, where 
ae is the opacity coefficient for electron scattering (Lamers &: Cassinelli 1999)
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Figure 1.2: A Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (Cassinelli & Lamers 1987) displaying the 
limits of different regimes of stars with different spectral classifications. It labels the 
superionisation limits which indicates the range of effective temperatures of stars which 
show these high ionisation states.
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1.2.1 C ontinuum  driven w inds
We can apply the term “continuum driven” to the winds from two vastly different astro- 
physical scenarios since they both have similar physical origin; the winds from close to 
the nucleus of a certain type of radio quiet AGN and the winds from Red Super Giant 
(RSG) and Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars.
The dynamics of the cool gas in and around AGN may be seen in the broad absorption- 
lines (BALs) of the spectrum of some radio-quiet AGN (Foltz et al. 1987; Turnshek et 
al. 1988). The variation in the BALs is attributable to high velocity clumpy structure, 
such as narrow Lya emission. There are also, within the absorption troughs of various 
lines, regularly spaced components implying periodic wind structure, some of the observed 
features even appear to be travelling as fast as «  0.2c. This is a phenomenon which affects 
a small number of BALs so how much they represent the dynamics of gas around all AGN 
is uncertain.
The driving mechanism for AGN winds has been explored by many authors. The 
formalism of Falle et al. (1981) concentrates on a region of gas which has been swept up 
and shock heated by an expanding AGN wind bubble. This gas while at a high tem per­
ature is optically thin to the radiation field. However once the shock has passed, the shell 
begins to cool. As the shock front continues to propagate outward the expansion velocity 
decreases, decreasing the maximum tem perature of the shock heating. As this region 
cools its opacity increases and the radiation field can couple to the gas with increasing 
effectiveness; the cooled gas behind the outer shock front is driven by the continuum 
radiation field. Falle et al. (1981) make various assumptions in their treatm ent in order 
to simplify the form of the driving to being proportional to the density (#ContM p(r )\ 
Roser 1979). The results of Roser (1979) support the use of a constant K  since it is 
relatively insensitive to the ionisation sta te  of the gas.
The interaction of the m atter and radiation field in the AGN wind model is essentially 
an n2 process, since the driving force is dependent on the recombination process. Although
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the energy of the photon captured is important, the driving force is dependent on the 
number of recombination events because the gas is highly ionized.
An alternative astrophysical application of continuum driving is dust driven winds in 
AGB and RSG stars. These are stars close to the end of their lives. Their characteristics 
are very different from those of OB stars, having typical radii of R  ^  150 — 1OOOR0 , ter­
minal wind velocity Voo «  30km s-1 , and mass loss rates of M  = 10~8 — 10_3Moyr_1. The 
inflated stellar radius means tha t the photospheric temperatures of these stars decrease 
to T  «  2000 — 4000K. The low tem perature and outflow velocity facilitate the formation 
of dust in the envelopes of such stars (Gail et al. 1984), but in addition to these there 
must also be high density regions which can arise from such events as large mass ejection. 
Yet the exact formation process of dust and how much is formed in stellar photospheres 
is still a m atter of some controversy. The absorption of continuum photons by the dust 
grains, irrespective of their frequency, is the process by which the wind is driven in this 
scenario, thus the outflow is highly dependent on the number density of the dust grains.
We can model the dust driving force as being proportional to the density, gdust =  
K ( T ,p ), but in doing so we must make many assumptions. The previous statement 
assumes that the gas/dust ratio is constant, which is certainly not the case, however the 
variation in the ratio is highly uncertain. The gas/dust ratio is affected primarily by 
the temperature (which is highly variable throughout the flow) and local hydrodynamical 
stability of the wind. This can be taken into account by making the proportionality 
constant a function of the state of the gas. Once dust is formed it is rapidly accelerated 
through the sonic point because of the increased opacity and therefore we assume that the 
dust generation is frozen at this point and the gas/dust ratio is constant. Other authors 
have modelled the evolution of dust driven winds in similar ways (cf. Feuchtinger et al. 
1993).
In the rest of this work we will only use the AGN wind force model for calculations 
and comparisons with line-driving models.
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1.3 O bservational evidence for hot star w inds
UV spectra
A prominent signature of line driven winds is the P-Cygni profile in the UV part of 
their spectra, named after the star which has a large number of these features. These 
profiles are formed around the scattering lines of metal ions present in the wind. Their 
structure is derived from the scattering of photons from the central star by the ions in 
the wind.
P-C ygni profiles
An understanding of the shape of P-Cygni profiles comes from an understanding of the 
radiative transfer mechanisms present in the atmospheres of hot stars that lead to their 
formation. Scattering is the im portant process in driving winds which appears in P-Cygni 
profiles as absorption of the stellar continuum radiation along the line of sight in front of 
the star and emission of photons scattered into the line of sight by ions from the wind 
halo (photons which were originally em itted by the star not along the line of sight).
If we were to look at the absorption and emission from one metal ion species only 
(e.g. C3+, N4+), we would observe the emission peak to be symmetrical, centred on 
the rest frequency of the resonant line and the absorption trough to be asymmetrical. 
The absorption extends from the line rest frequency, and since the part of the wind tha t 
generates this feature is directed toward the observer, the absorption from ions further 
out in the wind is Doppler blue shifted. In observed spectra there is a sharp cut off in the 
absorption trough at a particular velocity, beyond which there is very little absorption, 
even around strong lines, called the blue absorption edge. The maximum or terminal 
velocity for the gas in the wind occurs when the force of the driving has become negligible 
and the wind is carried by its own inertia. The emission peak is symmetrical about 
the line rest frequency, with emission th a t extends to the terminal velocity in both red
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(receding) and blue (approaching) directions although the largest contribution is around 
the line centre or rest frequency (Lamers &: Cassinelli 1999).
Consider a stellar atmosphere which has a species of ion X , which can undergo a 
bound transition with frequency associated with it (in the rest frame of the ion). In a 
static atmosphere the absorption and emission of a line is symmetrical about uq. The line 
is broadened by many different effects but the predominant effect is the thermal motion of 
the gas which is modelled by a Maxwellian distribution. The emission peak and absorption 
trough are both broadened into a Gaussian shape with the standard deviation given by
z'oW c.
For ions in the atmosphere which are moving in respect of the stellar rest frame the 
Doppler effect becomes im portant as the component of the outflow velocity along the 
line of sight to a distant observer is Doppler shifted. The majority of emission comes 
from the area not along the line of sight to the star. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.3 by 
particles labelled ‘b ’, ‘c’ and ‘d ’. The emission peak extends from vQ(l — t ’oo/c) to close 
to Vq (1 +  Voo/c) (gas travelling close to the terminal velocity away from the observer is 
obscured by the star) where Voo represents the asymptotic maximum value of the radial 
outflow velocity.
The absorption trough comes from ions which occult the stellar disc (i.e. particle 
labelled ‘a ’) since the majority of these ions scatter photons out of the line of sight. 
This feature extends from to i/0(l — v ^ /c )  since only out-flowing ions contribute to it. 
Generally speaking the strongest absorption comes from gas close to the star, which has 
the lowest radial velocity and highest density (if we assume that the wind is smooth and 
monotonic).
The P-Cygni profile is formed from the addition of these two components (strictly 
there is also a reduction in the red-shifted emission as some of the photons are scattered 
back to the stellar surface; cf. Fullerton 1997). The depth of the absorption trough and 
the emission peak are both affected by the strength of the line, due to the conservation
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Figure 1.3: This schematic diagram shows 4 particles, labelled a, b, c and d which are 
at the same radial distance from the central star and radial velocity. Each of them has 
a different line of sight velocity in the observers frame. Particle a illustrates absorption 
along the line of sight, since it scatters light away from the observer. Particles b and 
d scatter light towards the observer which is seen as emission that is blue-shifted and 
red-shifted respectively. Particle c is not observed since it scatters light away from the 
observer. This is taken from Fullerton (1997).
of energy.
There are other indicators of the presence of winds and circumstellar material but we 
will discuss them more in the context of identifying structure in hot star winds in the 
following section.
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Figure 1.4: Examples of the P-Cygni profiles around the Civ resonance line doublet of 
three stars (top to bottom): £ Per, HD 93521, fi Nor. This Figure was taken from Prinja 
Sz Howarth (1986).
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1.4 O bservational evidence for structure in hot star 
winds
The P-Cygni profiles of OB and W R stars show structure at both small and large scales. 
The large-scale structure are often periodic or recurrent in time (cf. Prinja Sz Howarth 
1986) suggesting th a t their origin is in part associated with the rotation of the central star 
and not an entirely isolated wind feature. There is a class of features, Discrete Absorption 
Components (DACs), which are found in approximately 80% of OB stars (Howarth &; 
Prinja 1989) but in only one W R star (W R 24; Prinja Sz Smith 1992), and slowly migrate 
across the UV spectra. An example of such structure is given in Fig. 6.8 where the DAC 
structure in £ Pup can be seen to appear with strong regularity. From models of DACs the 
general behaviour is known to start as a relatively wide, low velocity absorption feature 
(A v  <  0.5^oo, 0.2—0.4i>oo) which gets narrower as it accelerates up to the terminal velocity. 
These models show tha t a DAC reaches a maximum column density (corresponding to 
a density enhancement of about a factor of 2 above the unperturbed wind solution) at 
v ~  0.75r>oo. The column density gradually decreases as the feature approaches the 
blue edge of the profile (i.e. the terminal velocity). This slow advancement is frequently 
accompanied by variability in the blue absorption edge of the spectral feature. It is difficult 
to fully investigate the nature of the variations in the blue edge by observational means, 
since such strong variability can only be observed in strongly saturated lines whereas the 
DAC structure is best observed in weaker absorption lines.
In Fig. 1.4 the Civ profiles in f  Per and fi Nor are shown (Prinja & Howarth 1986). 
Both show extended saturated regions (called a ‘Black troughs’) and blue edges which are 
‘softened’ by a turbulent velocity dispersion about the terminal velocity.
In the spectra of hot stars there is also evidence for small scale structure. This is 
however not easily distinguishable from noise in the spectra and must be treated with 
caution. In high S/N  observations of W R stars with good spectral resolution, Lepine Sz
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Moffat (1999) suggest that small-scale, over dense wind structures are responsible for the 
numerous sub-peaks seen in the emission. Observations of 9 WR stars corroborated this 
hypothesis, but as yet only one O star has shown similar behaviour (Eversberg 1998). 
This was seen in He II A4686 emission profile and the probable reason for this sparsity of 
data is that weak lines are difficult to observe. This m atter is still controversial since the 
He II A4686 is formed in the early part of the wind, r  < 1.5.R*, where the diffuse radiation 
field is most effective at damping oscillations in the flow (cf. §5.3 and Owocki & Rybicki 
1985).
Photometry
There is extensive photometric evidence that the winds of single OB and WR stars con­
tain dense clumps. Transient phenomena (with time scales of days-to-months) appear as 
variability in the polarization and are thought to originate from photospheric inhomo­
geneities. There is more variability in OB giants than in main-sequence OB stars. This 
variability is attributed to electron scattering from the surface of the dense clumps within 
the winds. Similar variability is also observed in ~  80% of W R stars (Robert et al. 1989). 
Brown (1994) stipulates tha t these clumps emanate directly from the inhomogeneities in 
the photospheric flow unless they are optically thick or they can collapse from a more 
diffuse state on a wind flow time. We will discuss the behaviour of such clumps or per­
turbations to the flow in more detail in later chapters in both one and two dimensional 
flows (e.g. §3.5.1, 3.6, 4.6). At present the observations lack spatial resolution and we aim 
to expand the understanding of their physical behaviour through numerical simulations.
Radio and IR excess emission 
Another fingerprint of circumstellar m aterial (whether in a wind or static) is found in 
‘excess’ radiation. This arises from free-free and free-bound interactions and is present in 
both the IR and radio bands. This is called an ‘excess’ because the radiation is in addition 
to th a t purely from the outer atmosphere (e.g. Lamers & Cassinelli 1999). Once the flux 
of excess emission is known, the mass loss rate can be calculated from it, provided that
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the various parameters about the star and the stellar wind are also known (e.g. distance 
to the star and terminal velocity) and a model for the stellar wind can be constructed.
By comparing observations of infrared and radio fluxes it has suggested th a t there 
is structure in the inner wind of O stars. Runacres & Blomme (1996) compare time- 
independent stellar atmosphere models with observations in the radio and infrared. In 
their sample of 18 stars there is good agreement between theory and observations except 
in 4 cases. In these stars there is a higher than predicted flux in the far-infrared and 
sub-mm, while the radio observations remain as predicted. The optical depth of the free- 
free and free-bound emission is dependent on the frequency squared, so radio emission 
corresponds to a position further out from the star than IR emission. The emission is also 
proportional to the density squared, and so the emission is higher where is the wind is 
clumped. The results of Runacres &; Blomme suggest tha t there is clumped structure in 
the inner part of the wind, while the outer part of the wind is smoother. These findings 
are supported by further work by Blomme et al. (2003) where they infer tha t structure 
persists in the wind out to % 70i?*.
Thermal and non-thermal emission 
Hot star winds have been observed to have both thermal and non-thermal radio emission, 
the latter attributable to Synchrotron emission from electrons accelerated to relativistic 
speeds in shocks. Thermal radio emission is generated from shocks between clumps in the 
wind. There is controversy surrounding the nature of shock generated radio emission. The 
presence and analysis of observations of radio requires detailed study of each individual 
case. It is uncertain as to whether the emission is primarily from instability driven shocks 
in the winds of single stars or from colliding wind binaries (cf. Dougherty & Williams 
2000). There is clear evidence tha t non-thermal radio emission is found in various binary 
W R stars (e.g. Williams &; et al. 1994, Setia Gunawan et al. 2000), although this, by no 
means, discounts the single star models.
X-ray emission
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The Copernicus satellite made extensive observations of the winds around hot stars, such 
as t Scorpii and £ Puppis, to very high resolution (A/AA =  104) over the range 1000 
to 1450 A. These observations made the controversial discovery that unexpectedly high 
ionisation stages are present in these winds. The entire range of observed 0  stars contains 
the Ovi doublet (around 1040 A) and the Nv doublet (around 1240 A). The presence of 
these ions in the winds of hot stars was from an effect dubbed ‘superionisation’ as dis­
cussed in Cassinelli (2002). The controversy of this discovery was that these ions were 
not expected because the photospheric emission was not thought to be hot enough to 
produce these high ionisation states. Various different theories were proposed to explain 
these surprising results (e.g. Lamers & Morton 1976 proposed a ‘warm wind’ model which 
requires a photospheric tem perature > 105K). However, there was a problem when the 
observations did not match the theory. Nesting a cool wind on top of a hot corona should 
cause the x-ray emission to be strongly attenuated in the wind, but the presence of super­
ionised states continued to be observed throughout the wind. Cassinelli, Castor & Lamers 
(1978) proposed a “corona plus cool wind” model. This proposes a thin corona similar 
to tha t proposed by Hearn (1975) with a temperature of a few 106K and a photosphere 
of ~60,000K. Due to the hot corona, this model allows the production of x-rays from the 
coronal gas which can be used to ionize the gas to some of the states observed. This idea 
was further developed by Cassinelli & Olson (1979) who argued that the superionisation 
effect is produced by the Auger effect, where an absorbed x-ray will cause certain ions 
to emit two electrons. This model also led to the prediction that OB stars would be 
significant thermal x-ray emitters.
The “cold wind plus corona” model only considers x-rays emitting from the corona, 
and not throughout the flow. The Einstein satellite and ROS AT showed that x-ray spect ra 
significantly deviated from this model, which prompted Lucy k. White (1980) to propose 
th a t shock structures in the winds were responsible for the additional x-ray spectral fea­
tures. Further work by Kramer et al. (2003) suggests that instability generated shocks are
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the origin of such x-ray emission. The shock heated gas can reach tem peratures of 108K 
which is hotter than the maximum coronal tem peratures and could explain the presence 
of high ionisation states throughout the wind, matching the observations. This x-ray 
emission from early type stars shows a flux which is almost constant with time. Cassinelli 
& Swank (1983) proposed tha t a roughly constant number of x-ray producing shell frag­
ments is dispersed about the accelerating wind. More recently Feldmeier, Oskinova Sz 
Hamann (2003) have considered a 3D distribution of shock fragments. Their results are 
preliminary, but they indicate th a t as the optical depth of the shell fragments decreases, 
the x-ray profile tends towards th a t of a homogeneous wind.
Soft x-ray emission is good evidence for highly structured winds. Shock structure, 
which appears from collisions between dense clumps (Feldmeier, Puls &: Pauldrach 1997) 
has been suggested as a source of these x-rays.
From all of these observations it is clear tha t OB and W R stars have highly structured 
winds. The origin of the structure is uncertain but in modelling the winds of such stars 
we will show the effect of physical perturbations, and how they respond to the driving 
mechanism. There is a wealth of information contained in observations of the winds of 
hot stars, which has fast become a many parameter problem to fit. Hydrodynamical 
simulations have an im portant part to play in the solution of the issues raised above as 
we will show in later sections. In the Chapters 2 and 5 we show the developments in the 
theory which allow us to model the behaviour of stellar outflows.
1.5 Thesis outline
The thesis is laid out as follows. In this introduction we have briefly discussed the major 
developments in stellar wind theory, the assumptions that are used in these models and the 
observations which are the motivation for such detailed models. Chapter 2 is concerned
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with expanding on the theoretical development of stellar winds with particular attention 
to the formulation and evolution of the line-driving mechanism. We also give details of our 
approach to the calculation of the line driving force. Using this theoretical background, 
one dimensional calculations are performed which introduce the effect of the different 
driving mechanisms and allow comparison with the work of other authors is presented in 
Chapter 3. We move these models into two dimensions in Chapter 4, still using a plane 
parallel approach, to investigate further the stability of the wind to perturbations and the 
large scale effects these produce. In Chapter 5 we further develop our model of line driven 
winds by changing the line-profile function in the pure-absorption case and adding a line 
drag driving term to the pure-absorption case in an approximate way. We also apply 
a finite disc correction factor to model a wind with a subsonic inner boundary, which 
we use as the basis for a full SSF approach. In Chapter 6 we use the results from the 
two dimensional line-driving models to build synthetic P-Cygni profiles. From these we 
identify the various physical features which were observed in the density plots of Chapters 
4 and 5.
Chapter 2 
A theoretical background to stellar 
wind stability
2.1 Parker wind
Perhaps the simplest model for the structure of a stellar wind is tha t put foward by 
Parker (1958), who analytically calculated solutions for the isothermal coronal wind of 
the Sun. This achievement is significant since it shows that without any driving force 
other than ideal gas pressure, stellar mass loss can occur. As is shown below, the solar 
mass loss rate and terminal velocity of the wind produced are low, in comparison to young 
hot stars. However the fact th a t an average star in the middle of the main sequence of 
the HR diagram has a wind th a t expels «  lO_14M0 yr-1 is quite remarkable. At th a t rate 
the Sun jettisons the mass of an ocean going oil tanker every second!
This theory is analytically soluble and so provides an excellent place from which to 
begin a journey into different wind driving mechanisms. The Parker wind assumes the 
gas to be isothermal. This assumption is only sustainable in the early part of the wind, 
close to the star where heating and cooling have short time scales; as the wind material 
becomes more diffuse, the total contribution of all transport mechanisms becomes less
19
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im portant and isothermality is no longer maintained. The outer wind requires a more 
advanced model to accurately simulate the physical situation. We do not include results 
far from the Sun and so use an approximate isothermal solution.
2.1.1 A stationary isotherm al m odel
The Eulerian equations of hydrodynamics as shown by equations (A.1)-(A.3) can be writ­
ten in the steady state, scalar form,
Since the model is isothermal the energy equation can be expressed as
assuming that the tem perature structure is maintained by detailed balance. The continu­
ity equation in differential form is written (cf. equation(A.l)) as,
T(r, t) = const, (2 .2 )
(2.3)
whose solution can be expressed in the following form,
M  =  47Tpvr2. (2.4)
which defines the constant M, the mass loss rate of the wind. In order to solve the 
above hydrodynamical equations we must impose an equation of state which relates the 
variation in gets pressure to that of the density. In this case and throughout this work we
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where 1Z is the molar gas constant, p  is the molar mass of the gas (for the present case 
it can be taken to be the value for solar composition, p  =  0.602, assuming complete 
ionisation) and T  corresponds to the tem perature of the gas.
The coronal tem perature of the solar wind (~  2 x 106K) is high in comparison to the 
winds of OB stars (% 4 x 104K), which gives the solar wind a large isothermal sound 
speed,
/7 Z T \  1/2
a0 =  I  J =  525km s_1. (2.6)
Using the isothermal equation of state, equation (2.5), we can write,
1 dP  d T  1ZT dp ( 1ZT \  1 dp
= IZp—  +  - f  =  ------ ) - f  2.7
p dr dr pp dr \  p j  p d r
which can be used to remove the dependence of equation (2.1) on gas pressure. The
dependence on density can also be removed using the continuity equation. The continuity
equation, from equation (A .l) can be written,
1 dp 1 dv 2 .
- —  +  - —  +  - = 0  ( 2 .8)
p d r  v dr r
which can then be used with the momentum equation (2.1) to give, after rearranging,
the final equation describing the Parker wind in differential form and as shown by many 
authors (e.g. Lamers & Cassinelli 1999),
J | _ (  C M . ) ( 29)
The solution of this can be obtained in closed form,
v2 — 2ao In v = 4ag In r  +  +  const. (2.10)r
From inspecting equation (2.9) it can be seen tha t there is a singularity when v2 = eft,
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as the denominator reaches zero. This singularity is regularised when the numerator of 
the RHS also becomes zero.
Using the above model we introduce the concept of a critical point in the wind. In 
this case it is found at the isothermal sonic point, the point at which a wind moves from 
the sub-sonic to the super-sonic regime. The isothermal sonic radius is defined, from 
equation (2.9) by,
as the radius at which the velocity is equal to the isothermal sound speed do as indicated 
above, thus both the numerator and denominator tend to zero at the same point.
The solution which passes through this critical point, the critical solution, is unique 
since it is the only physical solution which is subsonic close to the star and supersonic far 
from the star. Aside from this trans-sonic solution there is only one family of solutions 
which are also physical. These solutions begin subsonic, rise to a subsonic maximum at the 
sonic radius and decrease again further downstream. They have been termed Chamberlain 
breeze solutions (Chamberlain 1965) and their physical existence was the subject of some 
debate during the 1960’s. The resolution came when it was discovered that the Sun had 
a two component wind with fast and slow regions. The fast wind, emanating primarily 
around the poles was believed to be driven according to the Parker model, while the slow 
wind, extending from the equatorial regions, lent credence to the Chamberlain breeze 
solutions (in reality the solutions are further complicated by surface features of the Sun 
and its magnetic field). Current theories propose that the fast wind emanates from the 
magnetic flux tubes.
The complete set of solutions to the Parker model are graphically represented in 
Fig.2.1. This type of solution topology is called ‘x-type’. The trans-sonic critical solution 
is marked I and the breeze solution regime is marked with II. The remaining regions III. 
IV, and V are non-physical since they are either degenerate at some radius, require the 
wind to be at a very high velocity at the stellar surface, or both.
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Figure 2.1: A plot of the velocity solutions for the Parker wind made using equation (2.9). 
The sonic point is located at v =  1, r = 5. Solar units are not used, since this plot is 
an illustration of the solution behaviour. The trans-sonic solution is labelled I and the 
Breeze solutions are in the region labelled II. The remaining non-physical solutions are 
labelled III, IV and V. Strictly there is another trans-sonic solution, where a branch from 
V joins a branch of IV at the critical point, which is the solution for an accretion flow 
onto the star.
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The driving mechanism of this outflow from the Sun (Solar wind) is only gas pressure. 
The reason for this extreme effect is the high temperature of the wind gas. For an OB 
star with Teff =  4 x 104A  and M* =  50A/©, the sonic radius is «  140#* =  2800/?© . 
whereas in the case of the Sun it is close to the surface, at «  1.3#©. The steep critical 
solution has a very short distance to pass through the sonic point in the Sun. If OB stars 
relied on gas pressure alone to accelerate them, their terminal velocities and mass loss 
rates would be very low.
2.1.2 A sym ptotic Parker wind and the energy equation
In equation (2.10) we have given a solution for the Parker wind velocity law. As Fig. 2.1 
shows there is degeneracy in the solution space and for that reason we have until now only 
considered the derivative form. To understand the asymptotic velocity solution better we 
return to equation (2.10).
The value of the constant in equation (2.10) can easily be determined from the critical 
point values vc = ao, rc = G M e /(2al). Lamers & Cassinelli (1999) describe a solution 
tha t can be approximated to the asymptotic result,
v(r) «  2a0\ j r / tq, (2.12)
for r —► oo and ro is the radius at the inner boundary (the position of the photosphere). 
This shows that the velocity can continue getting infinitely large further away from the 
central star, as r —> oo, v —► oo.
We can look at how much energy this solution requires to sustain such an expansion.
The total energy for outflowing material (per unit mass) for an isothermal wind is given
by,
, , i>2 GMq bTZT
e ( r )  =  y — —  +  ^ r -  ( 2 1 3 )
The first term is the kinetic energy, the second term is the gravitational potential energy
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and the last is the enthalpy (total thermal energy, sum of the internal energy and the 
potential work done by adiabatic expansion). When r —> oo the gravity term vanishes, 
but the energy does not tend to a thermal equilibrium value, because of the kinetic energy 
term. From the asymptotic velocity, given in equation (2.12), we can see tha t in order to 
m aintain the isothermal assumption the energy must increase to infinity.
Clearly, isothermality cannot be maintained out to infinity but in the region where all 
three terms in e(r) are of the same order the approximation has some validity. This is 
satisfied in the inner portion of the wind where the effects of radiative heating and cooling 
do approximate to an isothermal balance.
2.2 Continuum  driving
The astrophysical applications of continuum driving have two distinct but im portant 
branches, in modelling the acceleration of the winds from of AGB and RSG stars and 
Broad Absorption Line Quasars (BALQSOs). The force experienced by the winds of 
AGB stars is weak since the photon-absorbing dust experiences relatively low energy 
interactions with the radiation field of the star. However there is a plentiful supply of 
photons from the star, so what is lacking in the energy exchange in each photon capture 
event is in part made up for by the large number of such events. Dust is accelerated by 
the photons from the star and conveys this energy to the ionic component of the wind 
through collisions. The large cross section of dust grains makes this practicable.
Continuum driving is also applicable in a small region of the outflow from an AGN 
wind, where the wind ploughs into the ambient medium surrounding the AGN, shock 
heating the gas. The ionisation state of the shocked wind is too high for the radiation 
field to couple to the gas, but as the evolution continues the swept up gas radiatively cools 
and becomes optically thicker. It then has the ability to absorb radiative momentum and 
be accelerated. This region can now contribute to the absorption spectra, which is the 
observational motivation tha t Williams (2000) takes for studying structure formation in
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this region from a perturbation.
The force per unit volume from this exchange of momentum from the continuum 
photons in BALQSOs is of the form pgrad = K p 2. The gas which is accelerated into a 
wind by the incident radiation from an AGN, is highly ionised. This produces a bottle 
neck in the wind acceleration process, since the ions must undergo recombination before 
any large scale driving can occur. A detail derivation of the continuum radiation force 
law can be found in Roser (1979). We present a simple treatment, by way of a plausibility 
argument.
From the ionisation balance equation for bound-free transitions,
-^ c o n t^ c o n t /rT7\ _  / o  1 n— -------- n H o =  a{T)nenp (2.14)
hZ'cont
which says that the number of ionisation events is equal to the number of recombination 
events, per unit time (where the gas is completely ionized). The numerator of the LHS 
gives the rate at which energy is emitted from ionising H°, where Fcont is the flux of 
continuum radiation, <7cont is the average cross-section to continuum radiation of H° and 
71ho is the number density of H°. From this we can express the force per unit mass for 
average continuum photons as,
frr\ hvcont nerip (
£cont =  Ol(T)-----------------£ (2 . 15 )c p
= a {T)h v 1 p, (2 . 16 )
c m em p
assuming the continuum photons to have an average momentum of hucont/c. This assumes
complete ionization which although not strictly the case in these AGN winds, is a useful
approximation for this illustration.
The static momentum equation for this case is the same as the Parker model (cf. 
equation (2.9)) with the extra source term  praci = Kp, which allows equation (2.9) to be
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re-expressed as
(2.17)
The value of the proportionality constant K  is dependent on the ionisation state of the 
gas in the wind, the composition and the spectrum of the incident radiation. The value, 
K  =  1014cm4s_2g-1 , is a typical value for a solar composition BALQSO (Kippenhahn, 
Perry & Roser 1974).
2.2.1 Critical point in radiation driving
In the case of the isothermal Parker wind model there is a critical point in the velocity 
solution w'hich is aligned with the sonic point. We can investigate the effect of radiation 
driving on the topology of the wind using the continuum driving form of the driving force. 
The form of the radiation driving has been given above and the form of the momentum 
conservation equation for static solutions with a continuum driving source term is given 
by equation (2.17). We can re-write this equation, substituting for the density gradient 
using the continuity equation, in a similar manner to tha t of the Parker wind model (cf. 
§2.1.1 above), as follows
Prom this equation we can see tha t the critical point appears where the num erator and 
the denominator of the RHS equal zero. Therefore this point can be written as,
Anvr2
(2.18)
(2.19)
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Figure 2.2: The effect of the value of driving constant K  is illustrated in these graphs 
made by solving equation (4.1): (a) M  is negative K  = 1014cm4s“2g_1, accretion flow, 
(b) K  = 0, the Parker wind case, (c) K  =  1014cm4s-2g-1 , continuum driven and (d) 
K  = 2 x 1014cm4s 2g l , strongly driven wind. In the cases which contain radiation 
driving, (c) and (d), the position of the critical point (denoted by a circle) retreats inward 
away from the isothermal sonic point at r = 5, v(r) = 1, (denoted by a triangle).
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where A/ is the mass loss 4rate of the wind (which we approximate to a constant for the 
purposes of this illustration).
From equation (4.1) we generate the solution space shown in Fig. 2.2, substituting 
different values of K  to reflect different regimes of interest. In Fig. 2.2(a) we show an 
accretion flow where a negative value for the mass loss rate.
The case where K  = 0 is the Parker wind case, Fig. 2.2 (b), and its behaviour has 
been discussed above. The region where K  is positive corresponds to continuum driven 
wind solutions. Figs. 2.2 (c)-(d) show th a t the effect of increasing the K  param eter is to 
move the critical point closer to the stellar surface. Here, only the steeper solutions extend 
towards infinity and the shallower breeze solutions decelerate to zero velocity at a finite 
radius. In Fig. 2.2(d) the value of K  is twice that of (c) and the increased driving force 
shows tha t the only physical solution which survives into the outer wind is the critical 
solution. The Breeze-like solutions in this case have sufficient momentum to be carried 
only a short distance from the star before reaching a maximum velocity (lower than the 
sound speed) then decreasing to zero.
In Fig. 2.2 the Parker critical point and the location of the radiative critical point are 
marked with a triangle and a circle, respectively. We assume tha t the mass, A/*, and the 
mass loss rate, A/, remain constant (except in Fig. 2.2(a) where we assume tha t the mass 
loss rate is negative). As the driving force (i.e. the value of K)  increases the location 
of the critical point retreats towards the stellar surface. This forces the velocity at the 
stellar surface to a higher value and causes the Breeze-like solutions to have a shorter 
physical extent.
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2.2.2 Stability o f Continuum  driving
Williams (2000) introduced a perturbing wave of the form exp(—iut  +  zk- r) to the equil­
ib rium  wind solution. The form of the dispersion relation is,
J 1 =  a l k 2 +  ikz /K po ,  (2 .20 )
where k2 = k- k and po is the equilibrium  density. Williams uses this to show that waves 
directed away from the source of the radiation (parallel to the photon path) have unstable 
growth rates with short wavelength modes being the most unstable. The unstable growth 
of the modes can be limited by the viscosity of the flow so that when shocks form the 
growth of the mode is halted.
2.3 Radiative line driving
Here we introduce the form of driving which will be the subject of the majority of this 
work, driving from scattering of line radiation. The scattering of radiation is the dominant 
process which drives hot star winds. OB and Wolf-Rayet stars can sustain fast, high 
mass loss rate winds because of their high luminosities, but also because of the strong 
coupling between the radiation field and the photospheric gas. This comes from the 
presence, in the photosphere, of metal ions with large cross-sections w'hich can more readily 
absorb radiation from the star than the surrounding H and He ions. The mechanism 
which is responsible for all radiation driving is the exchange of momentum between the 
photons from the stellar radiation field and the material of the photosphere (in this case 
we assume the material to be gas of solar composition with no dust component). The 
highest amount of momentum absorbed by the ions is from a resonance line interaction 
since this effectively presents an increased ion cross-section to the incident radiation. 
The ions can absorb much more momentum from this interaction than from many free- 
free interactions. The frequency band of such an interaction is Doppler shifted by the
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ion velocity. The strong resonance line self-shadows in frequency, saturating and hence 
reducing the effec of absorption. The velocity gradient shifts the ion in frequency out 
of the shadow of underlying similar ions, allowing much greater driving. OB stars are 
close to the Eddington limit (Te ~  0.5), if it were not for a third effect, Self-Shadowing, 
the stellar atmosphere would be completely blown away. Self-shadowing occurs when the 
radiation field incident on an ion is blocked by an identical ion in the upstream flow which 
decrease the global effect of the driving.
The radiation force is provided by the absorption of photon momentum (h v /c ) within 
the resonant interaction region of an absorbing ion. An im portant factor in the absorption 
of radiation is the opacity defined as,
X ( y , r )  =  p ( r ) / c „ ,  ( 2 . 2 1 )
which is dependent on the density p, and frequency dependent opacity coefficient kv which 
is in turn  dependent on the cross section of the absorbing species. The acceleration due
to the absorption of radiation is a function of the optical depth r„, which is the integral
of the opacity along the line of sight,
T „ ( r ) = [  d r 'x (v , r ' )=  [  dr'p(r')Ru. ( 2 . 2 2 )
J R» J R*
The shape of the interaction region in frequency space for a particular line, can be 
factored out of the opacity coefficient as follows
r  OO
=  (f>u R u d v  =  K \ A v v ( f i u ( 2 . 2 3 )
Jo
where k\ A is the value of the total opacity averaged over the width of the line, A isq =  
^o^th/c is the thermal width of the line. The to tal opacity r \A uq is not a function of t>th 
and therefore we expect tha t the opacity coefficient to be accompanied by r;th-
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This is the case for a static atmosphere, since the atmospheres we consider here are 
winds we must include a Doppler shift term in the profile function. We change to a 
dimensionless frequency variable x , defined as
* =  ^  (2.24)
where is the line centre frequency. Using this we can express the optical depth for a 
single line at a point 2  and dimensionless frequency in a non-static atmosphere as.
t\ = k\ [  dz'p(z')<j)(x -  v (z ') /v th) (2.25)
JR*
where we have used v(z') as the velocity at each point in the flow. The normalisation of 
the profile function is such tha t regardless of its form /  (j>„dv =  f  (f)xdx = 1 .
The acceleration from a single line can be expressed as the amount of momentum 
absorbed from the central star per unit mass,
1 r ° °
g\ = -  Kylvdv (2.26)
=  r ^ e - ^ d u  (2.27)c Jo
voF„o [  </>{x -  v (z ) /v th)e~T{x)dx, (2.28)J—oo
Kl t^h
C2
where we have replaced the frequency specific intensity with Iy =  Fvoe~T^ v\  expressing 
the attenuation of the flux of stellar radiation Fuo at frequency vQ. For a particular line we 
can express variables in terms of the line centre frequency, however when we later derive 
more complete expressions we replace —► v  to emphasise tha t the relevent quantity is 
continuous in frequency.
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2.3.1 R adiation  driving o f m etal ions
Lucy &; Solomon (1970) made detailed calculations of the contribution to the acceleration 
of a stellar wind from a single line transition. Their seminal work expresses how the potent 
force of the radiation driving is incompatible with a static atmosphere model, because it 
sets up a continuous mass outflow or wind. They show th a t for various different metal 
ions, the acceleration produced by the absorption of line radiation is large enough to 
accelerate the wind to a terminal velocity of Voo ~  3000km s-1 .
The mechanism which transfers the velocity of the accelerated ions to the bulk plasma 
(H+, He2+ and e~) is known as Coulomb coupling. This is an electro-static repulsion (or 
attraction in the case of e~) between the metal ions and the other less massive, charged 
species in the wind. This phenomenon, first discussed by Lucy & Solomon (1970) and 
further developed by Lamers & Morton (1976) is responsible for dragging the bulk of the 
wind along with the driven ions. Recently studies have been done of low density stellar 
winds (for main sequence B stars) where the ion drift speed is higher than the thermal 
speed of the bulk plasma (Krticka & Kubat 2000, Owocki & Puls 2 0 0 2 ). They observe 
the somewhat surprising result th a t there is not a separation of the ions and the bulk 
plasma as the ion velocity increases, but the acceleration of the wind as a whole moves 
onto a lower velocity solution.
Using the theory of Lucy & Solomon (1970), the first calculations of the mass loss rates 
and terminal velocities of hot star winds were made using a look-up table approach for the 
line opacities. The total line force from all contributing lines is calculated by solving the 
radiative transfer problem for each atomic transition and summing the contributions. This 
process is tedious but once the ionisation sta te  of the metal ions in the wind is known the 
line opacity can be looked up from a table of calculated values. This requires knowledge 
of the species density in the wind as well as the ionisation state of the ions. Although the 
problem of calculating the exact state of the gas in the wind is highly complicated, Lucy 
&; Solomon (1970) show tha t a few strong resonance lines alone can drive the wind to a
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large terminal velocity but with a mass loss rate which was too small when compared to 
observational values.
2.3.2 The CAK  power law approach and Sobolev approxim ation
In their work Castor Abbott Sz Klein (1975 - hereafter CAK) evaluate the line force 
multiplier (the relation between optical depth and line force) for the lines of C2+ (the 
resonance line and other weaker lines) for different temperatures. They find two important 
results: firstly that the contribution of only the resonance line to the force is a factor of 
approximately 1 0 0  times smaller than the sum of all the C2+ lines, and secondly the 
contribution of all the lines can be modelled by a power law of the optical depth. The 
force is not strictly modelled by a power law but CAK quote an accuracy of 1% for 
T  = 4 x 104K but the error increases away from this wind temperature.
Lamers Sz Cassinelli (1999) quote values for the three ‘force multiplier’ parameters, a . 
<5 and k which produce velocity solutions tha t fit observed P-Cygni profiles cited in their 
work. For example, Lamers (1986) models the wind from P-Cygni using this line ensemble 
formalism taking values of a  =  0.611, S = 0.046 and k = 0.114. He uses these values as 
constants and successfully fits the observed wind parameters with variable opacity and 
wind temperature. For the purposes of our investigation the most important of these 
parameters is a  which is the index of power law in optical depth from which the radiation 
force is calculated. The other parameters are related to the maximum opacity of the gas 
in the wind, in the case of k and to the geometric dilution factor (cf. Lamers & Cassinelli 
1999), in the case of S.
The expense of using the CAK model is tha t it assumes the flow velocity to be mono­
tonic and the calculation of the line force to be entirely local (derived from the state 
of the gas at a specific radius). It relies on the Sobolev approximation of large velocity 
gradients to perform the above calculation of the line optical depth analytically. The So­
bolev assumption simplifies this calculation by assuming that the line interaction region
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is infinitely thin, (f>{v) —> 5(v). The optical depth for a single line then becomes,
_  WkhP 9 Q x
Ts ~  | , / j  i • (2.29)\dv/dr\
The optical depth is independent of frequency since photons are absorbed at the (Doppler 
shifted) line centre frequency.
Using the Sobolev approximation the solution of equation (2.28) can be written as,
9sob =  - ^ r - v F v  ( ~ ~ T — )  ’ ^2 ' 3 0 ^
which reduces to
_ /  vFvVth 
9sob  I oV c p
dv
(2.31)dr
in the optically thick limit (i.e. r s 1). In this limit the force is independent of the 
cross-section of the ions. This assumes tha t the stellar radiation is strongly absorbed 
by the wind, the bulk wind properties dominate over the microscopic state, such as gas 
particle size.
In the optically thin limit (rs C  1 ) the acceleration can be expressed with
i/F„kivth _ _ 00,
9sob  o ^ t h i n , 0 -  \ Z . o Z )
Cl
In this limit every ion is susceptible to the full flux of the stellar radiation field, and 
therefore the driving depends on the ability of each ion to absorb photons, i.e. the line 
opacity coefficient.
The ratio of the thermal velocity to the velocity gradient, t s =  vt\J(dvldr) ,  is called 
the Sobolev length. This is the length scale over which the flow velocity increases by 
a thermal velocity, and therefore the typical size of a region where the wind properties 
would change significantly. Where £s is small the velocity increases rapidly with radius 
(velocity gradient is large), which makes the line profiles appear narrow to the gas in the
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flow. The Sobolev approximation is invalid when velocity gradients are small and should 
not be used to study the dynamics of processes with wavelengths smaller than the Sobolev 
length.
CAK extended the Sobolev approach by calculating the radiation force for an ensemble 
of lines, represented by a power law in optical depth. The total force from all the lines 
present in the wind of a star can be written in a form which is consistent with the rest of 
our notation,
where F  is the frequency integrated stellar flux, and the third term on the RHS is nor­
malisation factor, related to the number distribution of lines. We have introduced an 
opacity term kq which we will discuss in more detail later, but is related to the maximum
of lines, the distribution of which we will introduce later (cf. equation (2.38)).
In CAK, the term <7thin is the maximum amount of acceleration from the incident 
radiation field and is defined as
The index of the line distribution was in CAK an observationally fitted parameter, 
and reflects the contribution of optically thick lines to the line force.
The steady state equation for momentum conservation including the CAK force has 
the following form
/q^th F  T(a)
c c (1  — a) \KoPVth dr
(1  -  a) \KopVth dr
(2.33)
line strength of an optically thick line in the wind. This term appears because we are no 
longer considering the force from a particular line but rather the force from an ensemble
r(a) /  1 dv Q
(1  -  a) \K 0pvth dr
(2.35)
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2
Figure 2.3: This is a reproduction of the CAK wind solutions using the physical para­
meters of A bbott (1980). The bold dashed line and the bold solid line demonstrate how 
these two solutions are married together to make the continuous trans-sonic solution at 
the singular point, marked +. Also displayed are other possible solutions, alternatives to 
the unique smoothly trans-sonic solution. In our numerical method we are not concerned 
with the unique trans-sonic solution but choose any super-sonic solution as the subject 
of our research, since the family of super-sonic solutions (represented by the solid curves) 
all have the same response to the line driving (we relax this assumption in Chapter 5).
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which breeds a family of solutions, of which the critical solution is a composite of two 
solutions, as can be seen in Fig. 2.3. The trans-sonic solution can be altered from the true 
critical solution if these conditions are not met and the sub-sonic solution can pass on to 
a neighbouring super-sonic solution at the critical point. This becomes a problem if the 
super-critical solution taken falls in the forbidden region (a range of nonphysical solut ions, 
analogous to the Parker wind solutions marked III and V in Fig. 2.1). A lump of gas that 
follows a forbidden solution will find tha t in the forbidden region it decelerates, colliding 
with material upstream of it, which shocks the gas onto a different solution branch. This 
behaviour does not necessarily shock the gas onto the trans-sonic solution, and the process 
may repeat many times before the critical solution is found.
By using equation (2.35) for the momentum equation, the regularity and singularity 
conditions give a simple relation for the velocity gradient at the critical point, viz.,
4  (2.36)
c r,
which can be used to derive an expression for the value of the velocity at the critical 
radius,
/  1 \  -  FA  A
(2.37)2 2 i 1=  a 0 +
cm.(i r«) _ 2gj
1 — a.
where oo is the sound speed, showing th a t for GA/*(|~Fc) ^  2 Oq, the critical point is 
supersonic and not aligned with the sonic point.
2.3.3 Pure absorption non-Sobolev approaches
A further development in the model and understanding of the theory of line driving in 
winds came from the development of a non-Sobolev approach by Owocki & Rybicki (1984. 
1986) and pure absorption theory in Owocki, Castor & Rybicki (1988; hereafter OCR). 
This approach considers the pure absorption case of the radiation/metal-ion coupling (as 
does the CAK formulation) but uses a line-profile function that more accurately represents
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its shape of the function with a Gaussian function. As a consequence of this move away 
from the Sobolev approximation the full integral form of the optical depth must be used 
in the calculation of the radiation force and the force is no longer a calculation from local 
variables. Their approach still considers the distribution for the participating lines as a 
power law of the opacity of each line, and thus making the driving acceleration a power 
law of the optical depth in the flow.
The line-profile function is particularly shaped by two physical effects; the thermal 
motion of the gas and the uncertainty in the energy of the particles. The thermal state 
of the gas is assumed to be modelled by a Maxwellian distribution, which is a Gaussian 
function of frequency, in the ion rest frame (called Doppler broadening of the line profile). 
The de-excitation energy from a particular level can be thought of as a damped harmonic 
oscillator where the energy is distributed as a Lorentz profile (called Natural broadening) 
with much smaller width than the Gaussian profile, for a high tem perature plasma like a 
stellar atmosphere. The correct form of the line profile function is therefore a convolution 
of a Doppler and a Lorentz profile, which is referred to as a Voigt profile. Owocki &; 
Rybicki (1984) discuss the use of a Voigt profile and note th a t although it more correctly 
calculates the radiation absorption in the Lorentz wings of the frequency distribution (the 
blue absorption edge), the Gaussian profile fits the majority of the frequencies th a t are 
affected. There are other mechanisms which can affect the shape of the profile function, 
such as collisional broadening or non-thermal motion (e.g. turbulence).
The CAK treatm ent of the line force is very useful since it provides a system of ODEs 
which can be integrated to find static velocity-solutions or used in conjunction with a full 
hydrodynamical code to investigate the time varying behaviour. The notion of calculating 
the optical depth of the gas from local conditions does have its limitations. The wind 
is assumed to be optically thin and the flow wvariables to be constant on scales smaller 
than the Sobolev length, thus making such small scale disturbances unstable. In the CAK 
model the wind experiences growth rate instabilities on scales larger than the Sobolev
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length, which does not lead to the highly structured winds that are seen in non-Sobolev 
models.In this section we outline an approach to the calculation of the acceleration due 
to line radiation which is not dependent on the Sobolev approximation, but calculates the 
optical depth from the global state of the wind.
OCR found an approximation to the radiation driving provided by all lines by assuming 
th a t the line opacity distribution could be written in terms of the opacity coefficient only 
by integrating it over frequency,
distribution. This limits the maximum strength of the line force, which is necessary 
because the number distribution becomes invalid at the low number density end. The 
value of ftmax should be close to the maximum line strength « 0 but in numerical calculations 
it is typically set to a much lower value (Runacres & Owocki, submitted 2004, addresses 
the issue of using the higher, more realistic value of Kmax).
The total line force from all contributing lines can be found by using this number 
distribution with equation (2.28),
N ( k) =  dv N(i/, k)
1 f  /*c \  ^ ^
N(k)  = —  ( — ) exp( —« / Kmax)
K o VKO/
(2.38)
(2.39)
including an exponential cut-off (exp(—/c//cmax)) at the high opacity end of the number
K0Vth
max
(2.40)
(2.41)
where T(a) is the complete gamma function. This is essentially a re-expression of the CAK 
force except with a factor /co/^max- Previously we considered only 1 line with opacity H\p,
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we now use the opacity coefficient as a variable and replace the term k\ with k . The 
number of lines with opacity coefficient k, which contribute to the force is given by the 
number distribution N ( k).
Assuming tha t the underlying continuum radiation is approximately constant over the 
line absorption band, the radiation acceleration is given by
where x  is the frequency displacement from line centre for gas at rest with respect to 
the star, in units of the line width, and ae is the Thompson electron-scattering co-
have also included a reversing layer term  in the above expression, which represents the 
shape of the photosphere F ( r ) e ^ x^ ac.
As mentioned previously a  is measure of the contribution of the optically thick line 
to the to tal force. For example, if a  = 0 the contribution to the line force is entirely from 
optically thin lines (grad = ^thinX whereas for a = 1 the contribution to the line force from 
optically thick lines dominates over th a t from optically thin lines. Non LTE calculations 
of the contribution of different optical depth lines favour a value of a = 0.65 (Pauldrach, 
Puls & Kudritzki 1986) and we use a value of a  =  0.7, used in many hydrodynamical 
calculations (e.g. OCR, Feldmeier et al. 1997).
The function ij(x, r) is the ratio of the optical depth at x  to the opacity coefficient,
and can be thought of as a profile weighted column density from the photosphere to a 
point r  in the wind.
This formulation of the radiative force is similar to the CAK expression of the line 
force except no assumptions are made about the line interaction region, leaving the form
{r](x,r) +  l /nmai  +  0 (x ) /a e)Q
(p{x -  v ( r ) / v th) (2.42)
efficient. The lines are Doppler shifted by the local velocity, v(r) of the stellar wind. We
(2.43)
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of the profile function undefined. If we replace the general profile function with a delta 
function equation (2.43) becomes,
r](x,r) = [  dr'p(r')S ( x  — ——- ) , (2.44)
J R* y Vth J
which can be solved by changing the integration variable, u(r) = v (r ) /v th,
r u (r ) o ( u )
V ( x , r ) =  du 6(x -  u). (2.45)
Ju{R*) du dr
r'<r^Tr')=xP(r j
In some circumstances usefully expressed as the above.
This is an expression of the profile weighted column density and when multiplied by 
the opacity coefficient, Ko, is the Sobolev optical depth. This reinforces the fact that 
the Sobolev optical depth is constructed about the assumption of an infinitely thin line 
interaction region. This can then be used in equation (2.42) to find the CAK formulation 
of the line force. Replacing the general profile function of equation (2.42) with a delta 
function and using the form of 77 derived above we can show,
.  >_\ _  - r (a ) f°° S ( x - u ( r ))
g U r )  -  <?thin L oad x [t,(x,r) + l / Kmx]°'
*7thin r ' ( ^ )  1
(1  — a ) Kq ri(x,r)Q'
<7thin \ (  1
■Fa
(1  -  a )  VKo/Wth
dv
dr
(2.4’
where we assert th a t there is no limit on the maximum number of optically thick lines, 
and set l /K max = 0 as do CAK. We assume the that the flow is smooth so tha t the opacity 
at each point in the flow is unique. The CAK formulation allows the wind to be strongly 
accelerated as the gas gets optically thinner until r  —► 0  and gcAK 0 0 .
Following OCR we write the force per unit mass in terms of the radiation pressure.
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which in plane parallel geometry is given by
P9rad
Prad
d(Prad)
dz
P thin  r '(Q ')
(1  -  a) Kg
/ oo dx
-oo
(2.48)
(2.49)
1 <f>(x)f](x, r) H---------- 1--------
K , Or
1—a
The above neglects the effects of re-emitted or scattered radiation which is assumed to be 
globally isotropic. One im portant effect is the ‘line-drag’ phenomenon, described by Lucy 
(1984). This reduces the growth of small-scale velocity perturbations and is particularly 
im portant in the inner wind. This is revisited in Chapter 5 in more detail.
2.3.4 Stability  o f th e non-Sobolev driving
A feature of line-driving which is of extreme importance is instability. The Line De­
shadowing Instability (LDI, Feldmeier 1995), first hinted at by Milne (1926), is particular 
to the non-local nature of the driving, and is an affect of a real flow being non-monotonic. 
A clump of gas in the downstream flow is shaded from the stellar radiation field at 
a particular frequency by an upstream  clump. The clump decelerates relative to its 
upstream  counterpart, moving out of the shadow, and receives unattenuated stellar flux. 
The acceleration that the clump feels is due to the ‘de-shadowing’ instability.
Initial studies of the instability appeared to have conflicting findings due the fact tha t 
they were looking at two different regimes (e.g. Carlberg 1980, Abbott 1980, Owocki h  
Rybicki 1984). We now understand tha t the driving force is unstable to small wavelength 
optically thin perturbations.
A detailed study of the stability of this formulation was performed by Owocki & 
Rybicki (1984; hereafter OR84). The controversy surrounding this subject was resolved 
by Owocki & Rybicki when they showed th a t the wind solutions were both stable and
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unstable, in different regimes. They expand the line acceleration
9 tba{z) =  gthin [  dx(f){x -  u(r))e~T{T'r) (2.50)J—oo
at an arbitrary mean flow point (denoted by a subscript, 0 ) the optical depth and velocity 
are perturbed, r(x , r) =  To$(x) +  St, where <F(:r) =  f£° dx'4)(x') and v = vq +  Sv. Using 
a form for the velocity perturbation tha t is a sinusoidally varying function of height. 
Sv(z) ~  elkz, OR84 obtain the following relation,
Sg
Sv /oo dx<j>(x) exp[—To$(x)] (2.51-ooroc
x / dx'<f)(x') exp[—iK(x '  — x)],
J X
where K  = k£s is the perturbation wavenumber in units of the Sobolev length, u; 0 = 
^thin/^th is the amplification rate. We cite this with little justification to display the form 
th a t the ratio of the perturbed acceleration to the perturbed velocity takes. An important 
point is that this quantity (and the stability of the wind) depends on the form of the profile 
function as well as on perturbation wavenumber and line optical depth. However when 
considering an optically thick line an analytical approximation can be obtained. After 
some manipulation OR84 derive the form,
(ro » l ) .  (2.52)Sv Xb +  ik
where the line strength (opacity defined at the blue edge of a line) is Xb =  «oPo0 (^b) an(l 
the amplification rate is tJb =  wo<t>{xb) and x\> is the location of blue edge of the profile 
function in frequency in space.
This is a useful asymptotic analytical result which shows [OR84, Fig. la] tha t in this 
optically thick limit, high wave-numbers are highly unstable (Carlberg 1980) and low 
wave-numbers are more stable (Abbott 1980). We can further explore the stability of the
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wind by replacing the general profile function with a specific function. A natural first 
approximate form for this is a top-hat or box profile function which OR84 define as,
<(>{ x )  =  <
1 , Ixl <  1 / 2
(2.53)
0 , |x| >  1 / 2
From this they show tha t the optically thin limit is,
~  r0 (t0 <  1) (2.54)ov
which means that the perturbed force produced from a velocity perturbation tends to 
zero; the slight Doppler shift produced by a shift of Sv away from the mean flow velocity
does not change the acceleration from optically thin lines. In the limit of optically thick
lines, OR84 derive,
~r  ~  — T “ 7: (t ° ^  (2-55)Sv xo +  ik
which is the same as the form for a general profile function, except tha t the amplification 
rate and the line strength take the mean flow values; the value of the profile function 
at the blue absorption edge is the same as at the profile centre. The top-hat form of 
the profile function overestimates the line force and consequently is more unstable than a 
Gaussian profile function at this point. However the two profile functions have comparible 
values around the line centre (both the functions have reached a maximum).
These results show tha t in the optically thin limit the force is stable since the perturbed 
acceleration tends to zero. In the optically thick limit, the wavenumber dependence 
makes it unclear as to whether there is stability or not. Considering short wavelength 
perturbations, k 1 , equation (2.55) reduces to Sg/Sv ~  uo, which shows that in this 
limit the perturbed force is unstable and grows in direct proportion to the amplification
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rate. For a long wavelength, k 1, optically thin line equation (2.55) reduces to,
$9 j “o r r ,—  ~  i k — (2.56)
ov xo
Sg ~  Sv'.
This demonstrates that the stability of a perturbation is highly dependent on its wavenum­
ber and its optical thickness.
2.3.5 The diffuse radiation field
This pure absorption approach is further improved upon by the treatment of a scattered or 
diffuse radiation field. The scattered radiation produces a force which is not isotropic over 
a small distance, called Line Drag (Lucy 1984). Lucy describes this force as being “due 
to emission from scattering ions throughout the flow. Because these ions are everywhere 
receding from an observer moving with the unperturbed flow, the diffuse component to 
the radiation field is seen by this observer to start abruptly (in the narrow-line limit) 
at the line rest frequency and to extend to lower frequencies. Consequently, ions in an 
optically thin blob which moves relative to the adjacent unperturbed flow find themselves 
radiatively coupled to some ions ahead of the blob but not to any of those in its wake. 
Thus the blob sees a negative flux of line photons and experiences a radiative drag" (Lucy 
1984).
Owocki (1991) introduces a hydrodynamical approach to the line drag, thus improving 
on the pure absorption approach of OCR and subsequent work. His treatm ent makes the 
simplifying assumption tha t the radiation field source function is smooth, in the sense 
tha t there is no detailed feedback between it and the diffuse field. As in the case of the 
pure absorption approach (OCR) the flow is dominated by reverse shocks (where a high 
speed, low density gas decelerates into slow, dense downstream gas forming a shock), but 
the stability of the wind solution is generally increased.
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The Smooth Source Function (hereafter SSF) method, developed by Owocki (1991), 
consolidates the pure absorption formulation of OCR and introduces the line drag force. 
The OCR method calculates the line driving force in a more hydrodynamically consistent 
fashion than the CAK approach, but it produces a velocity solution which has a greater 
slope than would be obtained by using the CAK approach. This is a limitation since for a 
steady flow, the CAK method reproduces observations well. The SSF approach, although 
it has at its heart a detailed calculation of the optical depth (similar to OCR), produces 
time averaged solutions which more closely reproduce the results of CAK. This approach 
is later improved upon to take a more detailed account of second-order effects in the 
diffuse radiation field. Owocki &: Puls (1996) develop an Escape Integral Source Function 
(EISF) approach which replaces the assumption tha t the source function is smooth with 
a description of the source function th a t reflects the variation in the local state of the 
photospheric gas. This model more realistically describes the physical processes in the 
wind and produces time averaged results which a closer to those of CAK, than the results 
of the OCR and SSF methods. We will discuss SSF more in Chapter 5.
2.3.6 A n alternative approach to  optical depth  calculation
A major problem when using a numerical method to solve this form of the radiation 
driving is the double integral required to evaluate equation (2.49). This is computationally 
demanding to calculate directly. However, at any position the transm itted spectrum will 
only change over a small range of offsets x  around the value for the local mean flow, and 
the radiation driving can be obtained from the momentum of just these absorbed photons. 
The force calculation can therefore be speeded up considerably by storing the local scaled 
optical depth r/(x), and advancing it by a m ethod of short-characteristics.
The form of the profile function has little effect on the radiation driving force on 
scales larger than the Sobolev length, since at these scales the profile appears to be a 
delta function. As we find (and as has been seen in previous work, e.g. OCR, Feldmeier
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1995, Runacres & Owocki 2002), the growth of instabilities soon leads to smooth flow 
regions which are separated by strong shocks and high-gradient rarefactions in which 
the Sobolev length will not be resolved by the numerical grid. In these latter regions, 
discretisation errors in the hydrodynamical scheme will probably be at least as important 
as errors due to our approximation to the line profile function, and so it seems reasonable 
to use a top-hat profile function in this first treatment.
This may be generalised by approximating a Gaussian profile by multiple top hat 
functions, or by higher order approximations such as triangular functions. While a top- 
hat profile function is adequate for use in an initial calculation, the effect of other, more 
physical profile shapes is further investigated in Chapter 5. The formulation presented 
here remains independent of function shape, to maintain generality.
At each point in the flow, the reduction in the radiation field due to the optical depth 
must be determined in order to calculate the radiation force, from equation (2.48) and 
equation (2.49). However we start by considering the radiation field at just one cell of 
interest. The calculation of equation (2.49) for a particular cell reduces to differencing 
the values of the radiation pressure at the interfaces of the cell,
where rj(x,z) is the profile weighted column density which is the amount of radiation 
absorbed by the wind up to the point z.
Numerically a bottle-neck is caused by the calculation of the profile weighted column 
density, r](x,z). We present here a method for solving this which does not require a 
complete integral over the independent distance variable to be performed at each grid cell 
and also retains spectral information. A local approach can be taken. Only the value of 
7/ from the previous spectral step, rfr-i, and the increase across the current cell A//, are
max
1 —a
(2.57)
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necessary to calculate the driving force in cell ?,
dP raid
dz
12 A t
«  E  ~  (2-58)n=x i ZAZ
where Ax is the separation of the cells in frequency space , A z  is the spacing of the spatial 
grid, and the summation is over all frequencies Doppler shifted into the velocity range of 
the grid cell X\\X2 -
Using the quantity
rf{x,  z) = r)(x, z) -\-------   1- (2.59)
^max Oc
in our numerical calculations allows the photospheric profile and opacity limit to be ab­
sorbed into the initial conditions.
We can think of the calculation of r](x, z) as a convolution in velocity space if we write 
equation (2.43) as,
rv(z) dv
rj(x, z ) =  p{v)(p(x -  v / v th) —  . (2.60)
J v ( R *)  V '
If we shrink the domain tha t this convolution is performed over to one spatial grid cell, 
L of width A z , the amount th a t the absorption has been increased across this cell can be 
written as,
A r)i = f  hi(v)<t>(x -  v / v th)dv. (2.61)
J v t - 1
We assume that the density and velocity gradient are constant across the grid cell and 
re-express them as ht = Pijv\, using v\ as the velocity gradient across the cell i. Using this 
relation we can write the increase in the absorption from all frequencies Doppler shifted 
into cell i as,
A r]i = (j)i®hi . (2.62)
While this is different from the internal profile assumed in the hydrodynamical solution, 
we are free to assume a different profile as a result of the operator splitting. As we 
shall see, the results are sensitive to the way in which the assumed gradients depend on
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cell values, so it is of paramount importance to use a physically consistent model in the 
evaluation of these terms.
Assuming that the velocity gradient and density are constant between adjacent grid 
cells, hi will be a top-hat function and with the additional assumption that (pi is also a 
top-hat function, the analytical form of A 77^ , the change in absorption of the radiation 
field at a particular velocity, can be determined analytically. In this case the convolution 
of two top-hat profiles can be performed analytically outside the numerical routine. At 
run-time the functional form of the convolution can be accessed in the code and scaled 
depending on the values of the velocity gradient and density.
2.4 A ssum ptions m ade in the wind solutions
In this section we present the im portant assumptions specific to our implementation, 
including the assumptions which relate to the line driving and the state of the gas and 
those which relate to the numerical implementation of the hydrodynamics.
The important assumptions which relate to the nature of the photospheric gas and the 
interaction with the radiation field are: Coulomb coupling, zero effect of the net scattering 
radiation field, absorption lines not overlapping in the spectrum, an isothermal equation 
of state and no heating or cooling of the gas.
Isotherm ality and thermal equilibrium A perfect gas equation of state is used given 
by the thermal energy density of the gas, e = n k T / { 7  — 1), where the number density 
n = p / m , fn is the mean gas-particle mass, and 7  is the ratio of specific heats.
We have assumed tha t the gas in the wind behaves isothermally. This means that the 
cooling and heating zones are infinitely thin. Due to the photoionisation of hydrogen 
in the wind the ambient tem perature is approximately 1 0 4K (Field, Goldsmith &z 
Habing 1976, Drew 1989). Hotter gas tends to cool because of collisionally excited 
emission.
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Although isothermality is not generally applicable it is not wildly incorrect in the 
mean flow.
H eating and cooling The photospheric gas can become very diffuse in the rarefactions 
associated with the shock structure. In these regions the gas is susceptible to ex­
tended cooling zones which should be treated in detail by the numerical routine. 
However, as has been found by previous authors (Cooper & Owocki 1992, Runacres 
&: Owocki 2002), when including heating and cooling, the cooling zone collapses 
making the shocks remain isothermal. The reasons for this are not fully resolved.
Heating and cooling can be tricky mechanisms to employ in a numerical code. An 
explicit scheme is relatively simple to implement but can result in spurious results if 
cooling zones are under-resolved. Implicit schemes are more difficult to implement 
but give results that are more reliable. We do not include either of these methods 
but recognise that it would be im portant to update our numerical simulations to 
include these at a later stage.
Coulomb coupling: This process is described above and we re-iterate that we assume 
th a t the drift timescale is much larger than the time scale over which the ions slow 
down. Lamers h  Cassinelli (1999) quote the useful condition,
L* [A/pyr *] v 
[Lq] M  [km s-1]
< 5.9 x 1016 (2.63)
expressing the requirement for Coulomb coupling in terms of the stellar luminosity 
L*, velocity of the wind v, and the mass loss rate of the flow M.  For a typical 
hot star with M  > 10- 7A/oyr-1 , L* =  106 L© and v = 1000km s- 1  this condition is 
satisfied.
Scattered radiation: All of the absorption events in a stellar wind are accompanied 
by re-emission events which are called scatterings. The scattered photon field is
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considered to be globally isotropic. We will discuss local anisotropy in Chapter 5 
during the inclusion of the diffuse radiation field. For the remainder of this work 
we consider the stellar photons to have a maximum of one scattering event before 
escaping the wind.
Overlapping lines Two emission lines can overlap spectrally if they have even a mod­
erate optical depth. This changes their contribution to the line force, but the cal­
culation of this effect requires a more detailed approach than the ensemble method 
of CAK. We therefore follow CAK (and subsequent authors) in assuming that none 
of the lines that contribute to the line driving overlap.
The major approximations which we impose on our models for computational ease 
are: plane parallel geometry, super-sonic boundary condition, single photon ray approach, 
negligible finite disc effects, fixed hydro dynamical computational grid using the Piecewise 
Parabolic Method (PPM), variable CFL time step.
Plane parallel: Throughout this work we will use a plane parallel approach. We only 
consider a single ray in the calculation of the radiation force (see the next item). We 
assume the physical domain of the models in the work are sufficiently downstream 
of the stellar surface so as to consider the rays incident on the inner boundary to 
be parallel.
Supersonic boundary: Linked to the plane parallel geometry assumption is our as­
sumption of supersonic inner boundary, since both of these follow from the down­
stream flow assumption (used in the plane parallel description of the flow). This 
is justified because any features present in the supersonic flow cannot propagate 
towards the stellar surface, interior to the sonic point. Structure which appears 
in the sub-sonic flow and is directed towards the stellar surface cannot affect the 
outer wind. Mass loading can occur in the wind where a feedback process in the 
sub-sonic wind locally increases the mass-loss rate, forcing the sub-sonic solution
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onto a different solution branch at the stellar surface. This effect can communicate 
with the supersonic flow but produces a dynamical disturbance which could have 
its origin in the subsonic flow. This assumption will be relaxed in Chapter 5.
Single ray: A detailed treatm ent of a two dimensional spherically symmetric geometry 
should calculate the driving force using non-radial photon rays, however this is highly 
computationally expensive, even with a short characteristic method. A preliminary 
case was constructed by Owocki (1998), consisting of a single radial ray and two non- 
radial rays, each making the same angle with the normal on the left and right sides. 
He found significant differences between Sobolev and SSF approaches, such th a t the 
structure in this preliminary SSF approach disperses much of the imposed structure 
in the wind. To ensure tha t all of the rays intersect at the cell boundaries Owocki 
increases the radial length of grid cells with distance from the central star. This 
practice is acceptable in one dimension but has disadvantages in two dimensions 
because of asymmetrical hydrodynamical effects. We therefore recognise th a t non- 
radial rays are im portant but at present they are not used in the calculation of the 
line driving.
F inite disc effect: Close to the surface of the star the solid angle which the stellar 
photosphere subtends is large thus affecting the calculation of the line force. The 
calculation of the force from each line includes an integral average over the cone 
subtended by the stellar disc, weighted by the intensity of the incident radiation. 
However, further out in the wind, the stellar disc has a negligible effect on the 
evaluation of the line acceleration. At this point and beyond, the radiation can be 
considered as radially emitted (radial streaming approximation; Pauldrach, Puls & 
Kudritzki 1986).
This effect does not alter the nature of the line driving, only scales the magnitude 
of the force. Pauldrach, Puls &: Kudritzki (1986) show tha t the radial streaming
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approximation is unrealistic. Their primary interest is not the dynamics of the 
wind solutions but rather the generation of physically consistent mass loss rates and 
terminal velocities. We ignore the effect of the finite stellar disc since we consider 
a flow which is supersonic and therefore an appreciable distance downstream of the 
stellar photosphere. Having said that, a finite disc treatm ent will be employed in 
the Chapter 5, in calculations which extend towards the stellar photosphere and 
subsonic domain, where the finite disc becomes highly important.
Rotation: We make the assumption tha t there is zero rotation in the wind. This is 
certainly incorrect in a real wind as the observations of rotational broadening of lines 
suggest. However we are concerned with investigating the wind properties arising 
from the interaction of the driving and hydrodynamics, any further complications 
would serve only to blur these effects. We assume tha t the rotational velocity is 
substantially lower than the radial wind velocity.
Fixed grid PPM : Our concern with the time dependent behaviour of stellar winds is 
tied to the solution of the Eulerian equations of hydrodynamics, equations (A .l)- 
(A.3) with different forms of the source function in equation (A.2 ). In this work we 
use the VH-1 hydrodynamical code which uses a Godunov method (1959) of solv­
ing the Euler equation called the Piecewise Parabolic Method (PPM). The general 
philosophy of Godunov methods is to form an exact solution to the Euler equations 
for a small local zone. This reduces the complexity calculation by removing the 
need for a complete description of the flow. The hydrodynamics are solved for each 
small zone and they are then piece-d together. The piecing together can cause nu­
merical anomalies since an analytically smooth distribution can only be represented 
as a sequence of discrete steps in a numerical scheme. The approach of Collela k  
Woodward (1984; PPM) is to construct a parabola within each zone from which 
the full description of the state variables can be pieced together. The PPM method 
actually solves the Lagrangian hydrodynamical equations, remapping the solution
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onto an Eulerian grid.
This method is not as fast as implicit finite difference methods, however it does 
prevent spurious hydrodynamical behaviour which usually has to be damped by 
such means as artificial viscosity. Shock structure can be spuriously created at the 
interface of zones in coarse representations of continuous functions. We discuss this 
further in Appendix A.
Variable CFL lim ited tim e step: This condition (Courant, Friedrichs & Lewy 1928; 
CFL) is required in an explicit numerical scheme for hydrodynamics to be stable. In 
essence, it is a causal constraint, requiring tha t the computational time-step must 
be short enough tha t the physical characteristics will remain inside the tem plate of 
the numerical scheme. This time step is defined as
Ax
A t = —  (2.64
vc
where vc is the characteristic speed (maximum of isothermal sound speed, do and 
flow velocity, v) and Ax is the spacing of the cells, which is fixed in this imple­
mentation. Some authors have noted tha t the variation in this time step is the root 
of structure which appears in the wind solutions. In order to study the flow these 
authors seed the subsonic region of the flow with small amplitude periodic perturb­
ations and use a constant time step that satisfies the condition A t = Ax/ao- We 
allow the time step to vary with the dynamics and use the noise structure th a t this 
generates to study the wind. There is a degree of control over the timestep, built 
into most hydrodynamical codes in the form of the Courant number, C, which lies 
0  < C  < 1. The expression for the CFL timestep becomes A t = C Ax/ao- The 
CFL timestep is the limit at which the system will not allow information to propag­
ate faster than the sound speed but setting the Courant number to C < 1 allows 
the user to add additional safety to the stability of the calculations; the particular
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nature of the calculations performed can make the value of this ‘safety factor’ an 
important consideration to ensure stability in the numerical routine.
Summary
In this chapter we have discussed the theory of driving mechanisms for astrophysical 
winds and investigating their stability in analytically tractable ways. The winds which 
have been discussed are:
•  The isothermal Parker wind. A wind emitted from stars with intermediate mass 
(«  1 M q ) and hot corona («  106 AT), driven entirely by ideal gas pressure. The wind 
has a unique trans-sonic solution but the theory also allows for shallow solutions. 
Chamberlain Breeze solutions, which remain subsonic at large distances from the 
central star.
•  The continuum wind. A wind which is driven by interactions between free electrons 
and the incident radiation field. These type of winds can occur around Broad 
Absorption Line QSOs (BALQSOs) and stars with a dust component to the wind 
(e.g. RSG and AGB stars). Their driving mechanisms differ and we only model 
that of the former.
•  The line driven wind. A wind which arises from the interaction between the incident 
radiation field and metal ions in the stellar atmosphere. This interaction is prevalent 
in hot stars such as OB and W R stars, and is highly potent, resulting in high terminal 
velocities and large mass loss rates. The driving force can be modelled using a power 
law of the opacity, with results th a t are in good agreement with observations. A 
stability analysis of the driving force shows that the wind is most unstable to small 
optically thin perturbations.
•  We have given details of a convolution approach to the calculation of the driving
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force, without invoking the Sobolev approximation, in a pure absorption model.
In the following chapter we demonstrate the stability of the continuum and line driven 
models using numerical simulations and compare our convolution method to the results 
of other authors.
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Chapter 3
ID  tim e-dependent numerical results
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we have only considered static solutions for different driving 
mechanisms. This approach is useful to develop an understanding of stationary properties 
and for estimating such observable quantities as mass loss rates and terminal velocities for 
specific stellar parameters. However as is indicated by observational evidence, the winds 
of stars (and especially hot stars) strongly deviate from a static solution. Therefore a 
time dependent hydrodynamical simulation is embarked upon. Ideally a code could be 
constructed with the specific physical situation in mind, however, there are many freely 
available hydrodynamical codes which have been professionally written and fully tested 
in many different physical scenarios.
We chose to use the hydrodynamical code V H - 1  (Blondin 1 9 9 4 ) ,  in its isothermal 
implementation, which employs the Piecewise Parabolic Method (PPM) for solving hy­
drodynamical equations. The code makes efficient use of an Eulerian remap method, 
where the Lagrangian (mass as the independent variable) form of the Riemann problem 
is solved and then mapped on to an Eulerian (distance as the independent variable) grid. 
The Riemann problem contains the essentials of the hydrodynamics, in the form of non­
linear interaction of two constant states of the fluid (Woodward 1 9 8 2 ) .  This scenario is
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essentially a shock tube and its exact solution is well known. The starting conditions also 
are stored in terms of Eulerian parameters, therefore there is also a mapping of these to 
the Lagrangian grid for the solution of the Riemann problem. The creators of V H - 1  quote 
th a t the reason for this “is to avoid the subtleties associated with constructing the correct 
input states for the Riemann problem” ( v h - 1  Users Guide, Blondin 1 9 9 4 ) .
The solution of the Riemann problem is simpler when it is expressed in the Lagrangian 
form, rather than the Eulerian form. Once the Riemann problem has been solved in each 
Lagrangian zone V H - 1  interpolates between them using parabolae, obtaining a continuous 
function from which the values on the Eulerian grid can be calculated. Parameter values 
are stored as cell averages.
In the results presented here we use a toy model for the wind1. The hydrodynamical 
and radiation driving equations are scaled in a simple manner which equates to the scaling 
of OCR corresponding to an idealised stellar wind and not that of a particular star. 
Relevant values used for the OB star model are given in Table 3 . 1 .  This model is useful 
for understanding flow behaviour but clearly will not be acceptable when comparing such 
a model to observational evidence. The ratio of the ion thermal velocity to the isothermal 
sound speed is artificially high (^th/flo — 0-5, a  realistic value is closer to 0 . 3 )  so as to 
retain a stable flow. This was explored by Poe, Owocki &; Castor ( 1 9 9 0 ) ,  where they 
notice tha t for a large value the wind is stable with decreasing stability as the value 
gets smaller. The reason for this can be understood in terms of the width of the profile 
function. Increasing this ratio widens the profile function so tha t in a numerical scheme 
the overlap between grid cells in frequency space is larger and the total absorption is 
therefore smoother.
The value of the wind tem perature was set to an unphysically high value by OCR. 
because of a need to conserve computing time. Although this is not so much of an issue 
when running our code because of advances in computing since 1 9 8 8 ,  we use a value o f
Sections from this chapter have been published in Gomez & Williams (2003)
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Physical Parameter Value
Stellar mass M* 50Mo
Stellar radius R* 20Rq
Isothermal sound speed do 70km s-1
^th/ d0 0.5
CAK index a 0.7
Wind tem perature T 3.7 x 105 K
Stellar Luminosity L* 6.8 x 105Lo
Opacity constant KoVth /C 2270 cm2g " 1
Optically thick line limit ^max 10_3«o
Inner Boundard Condition Parameter Value
Density Po 2.5 x 10~12g cm-3
Velocity d2v /d z 2 0
Table 3.1: Code and physical parameter values.
the tem perature which is similar to th a t used in OCR, for the purposes of comparison. 
At the end of this chapter we compare this model with one th a t uses the parameters of a 
real star, £ Puppis.
An equilibrium, but structured, flow is established and used as the background upon 
which perturbations are subsequently added. Therefore all starting flow states are either 
smooth flow equilibrium states, or if this is not available (i.e. in the non-Sobolev case), a 
representative data set is used (which contains structure from line de-shadowing instabil­
ities) .
In the following sections we will discuss the results of time dependent numerical sim­
ulations. We show particular interest in the stability of the driving since this is where 
there lies the potential of detailed and interesting wind structure.
3.2 Flow characteristics o f stellar w inds
Before embarking upon a discussion of results from these driving forces, it is of use to 
introduce some characteristic flow structures which will appear. Flows can become highly 
complicated, as structures wax and wane.
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3.2.1 Basic wind structure
Shocks, rarefactions and mean flow are the basic structure elements of a wind. Generally 
speaking, when a region of gas is accelerated it leaves behind it a rarefied region. In 
this region, or depression in the velocity field, the optical depth drops and the flow will 
remain close to an equilibrium solution. The accelerated downstream edge of the region 
will carry on being accelerated until it is inhibited in a number of possible ways. Where 
this edge meets slower moving gas, the accelerated gas is braked and a reverse shock is 
formed. This shocked gas is fed into a dense shell which forms immediately downstream 
of the shock front. A reverse shock is where fast moving gas collides with slower moving 
gas. In the collision the faster moving gas is decelerated. Also in this interaction the 
velocity and density are out of phase with each other, the high density preshock shell 
leading the high velocity shock. There can occur forward shock structure in winds, where 
the density and velocity are correlated, however they appear to be weaker in line-driven 
winds than reverse shocks (Feldmeier 1995). Forward shocks are of great importance in 
such astrophysical events as supernovae where the force of the shock front is orders of 
magnitude larger than this case, accelerating the shocked gas and not decelerating it.
In non-Sobolev line driven wind models, radiation shadowing has a profound effect on 
the structure of the wind. Shadowing occurs when an upstream clump (u) of gas blocks a 
region of the stellar radiation field th a t had been accelerating a clump of downstream gas 
(d). Clump (d) will therefore receive less driving and decelerates. De-shadowing is the 
reverse process, when a region of shadowed gas receives driving as the upstream structure 
changes to reveal the necessary region of the spectrum.
All other flow properties will be discussed as they appear in the results. These are the 
main flow characteristics which produce interesting structure. We must be mindful that 
all structure is likely to be born from more than  one of these processes, therefore making 
the structure tricky to interpret fully.
In all of the plots, either graphs or two dimensional greyscale density maps of Chapter
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4, the rather vague coordinates, ‘upstream ’ and ‘downstream’ are used extensively. In all 
cases these refer to, in the case of upstream, gas or structures which are closer to the star 
(that is to say, to the left of) a particular flow feature, and vice versa. When an ‘upstream 
edge’ is discussed, this can be taken as referring to the left most part of the disturbance 
of concern. The opposite applies to a ‘downstream edge’.
Perturbations are added to the equilibrium flow and with fixed density and/or velocity, 
expressed in terms of the ratio of the perturbed density to the equilibrium (pc/po = 
R p) and the ratio of the perturbation to the mean flow velocity (M ) at the position of 
the upstream edge perturbation. Therefore in our notation, a value of M  means tha t 
the perturbation has an initial velocity which is much greater than the unperturbed 
background at this location.
In one dimension each perturbation has a width of 20 grid cells, A z  = 0.07517* in code 
units, unless otherwise stated.
3.2.2 Flow stability
In general terms a flow can be called unstable if a perturbation disturbs the ‘equilibrium 
of the external forces, inertia and viscous stress of the fluid’ (Drazin & Reid 1981). The 
evolution of the disturbance with time (and also with position in the flow) further defines 
what is meant by stability and instability. It is common to define a perturbation which dies 
back to the equilibrium els stable, one which persists at a similar magnitude as neutrally 
stable and one which grows so th a t it grossly affects the flow as unstable.
In the multivariate flows tha t we are concerned with, there is the probability th a t a 
disturbance in one of the flow variables will induce a disturbance in others, with growth 
rates tha t are related but not necessarily dependent. Such an induced, sympathetic 
disturbance may introduce further instabilities of its own, further complicating the flow. 
Each disturbance is, with a high level of probability, composed of different modes of 
oscillation. When the perturbation begins its evolution it may be dominated by the
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growth rate of one mode. However as the evolution continues, the less dominant modes 
may grow and become more distinct causing the smooth evolution to break.
In later sections we will discuss more specific instabilities inherent in purely hydro­
dynamical flows and ones more specific to radiatively driven winds.
3.3 Statistical descriptors of the flow
As suggested by Runacres & Owocki (2002), the flow of the wind can be usefully described 
by three statistical parameters; the clumping factor ( /ci), velocity dispersion (^disp) and 
correlation function (C ). The clumping factor is a measure of how the mass in the wind 
is distributed, where a small value indicates that there is little clumping. The velocity 
dispersion is nothing more than the standard deviation away from the mean flow velocity
at each point in the flow. The importance of this is th a t it shows regions that have
persistent velocity features. The correlation function indicates if the velocity and density 
are in (out) of phase, corresponding to a dominance of forward (reverse) shocks in the 
flow, strong (anti) correlation is shown when C  —► (—)1.
The clumping factor, velocity dispersion and correlation coefficient are given by,
(p?)
=  U ;   ( 3 -1)
»'disp,i =  \ j (v f)  -  (t>i)2, (3.2)
„  ( V i l o g P i )  -  (UiXlogp,) ,o ^
^ v l o g p . i  /----------------------------------------- ,
^dispy/({log Pi)2) -  (log Pi)2
respectively, where the angle brackets refer to a time average of flow quantities in cell ?: 
the parameters are functions of the position at which the time average is calculated.
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3.4 Num erical continuum  driving
We discuss the stability of continuum driving in this section with support from numerical 
results. The wind solution is assumed to be one of the family of supersonic solutions. 
Although in § 2.2 it was stated th a t these solutions were unphysical, that was in advocacy 
of the solution as a whole. Past a certain point in the flow (i.e. the critical point) the 
solution is quite plausible. This family is similar in nature to the family of supercritical 
solutions in the CAK formulation. The CAK solution uses an extra condition to ensure 
tha t the critical solution joins continuously to an appropriate member of the super-critical 
solution family. It is a solution of a similar family which is considered with continuum 
driven winds (cf. Fig. 2.2).
The parameters of this model are the critical velocity, uc, the continuum driving con­
stant, K , and the proportionality constant of the gravity of the system, GM*. The mass 
loss rate is not fixed in advance because at every point in the flow the value will be subject 
to the local conditions (cf. equation (2.4)).
3.4.1 T hin D ensity-perturbation
To investigate further the stability of the continuum driving case we add a density per­
turbation to the background flow. The perturbation has the characteristics R p =  2.5, 
M  = 1 (unperturbed in velocity). From this evolves the structure seen in Figs. 3.1, 3.2. 
As predicted in §2.2.2 the flow is unstable to this density perturbation (which grows in 
a direction parallel to the radiation field only). The enhanced density region locally in­
creases the driving from continuum radiation. This region is optically thicker than  the 
surroundings, increasing the amount of radiation it absorbs and increasing the acceleration 
by K5p.
There are different processes at work on the perturbation giving rise to the observed 
evolution. The smoothly varying background velocity field causes the velocity across 
the perturbation to increase with radius, and although the radiation driving across it is
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constant the dynamics of the perturbation is not. If the perturbation had been added to 
a uniform density the evolution would have been similar to 2 Sod shock tubes back to 
back (Sod 1978; more details of Sod Shock tubes and the evolution of such a pair in this 
scenario are given in § A.4). However this is not the case and the background is more 
dense upstream of the perturbation than it is downstream of it. The most significant 
difference between this and the Sod case is that the external driving force is directed 
outwards and dependent on the density. The background velocity is not constant, which 
influences the initial dynamics of the perturbation.
This effect is quite obvious in Fig. 3.2(a), where the upstream and downstream edges 
have become completely separate. The density at the downstream edge is further enhanced 
from swept up material and from accelerated material ballistically impacting from behind, 
which further accelerates it. This high density and high velocity edge steepens into a 
forward shock front (cf. Fig. 3.1(c) and Fig. 3.2(c)), where the swept up material is 
accelerated by the shock. The amplitude of the shock front increases as the material 
behind it increases in density and is accelerated more strongly by the radiation field. The 
velocity difference across the shock thus becomes greater and the shock becomes stronger.
3.4.2 Thin velocity-perturbation  
Positive velocity perturbation
The behaviour of a thin velocity perturbation with M  = 2, Rp = 1 is similar to the 
structure produced by a density perturbation, as can be seen by comparing Fig. 3.3 and 
3.4. The results in these figures and those of the previous section both showr tha t either 
an over-dense or high velocity perturbation will form a shock at its downstream edge 
whilst the disturbed flow upstream of it, having insufficient density or velocity to form 
any detailed structure, will gradually be smoothed out to match the mean flow solution. 
Therefore high density or velocity perturbations will generate dense shells, which will 
receive stronger driving and further steepen the shock front. This form of unstable flow
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Figure 3.1: Density perturbed flow, velocity plots. The solid line in (a) is the background 
mean flow, and the dotted line shows the perturbation at t = 0.0345. Plot (b) shows the 
perturbation at t — 0.069 and plot (c) shows the perturbation at t = 0.138. These plots 
show the evolution of an over-dense region as it accelerates in an unstable fashion due to 
the incident continuum radiation.
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Figure 3.2: Density perturbed flow, density plots. The solid line in (a) is the background 
mean flow with the initial perturbation, and the dotted line shows the perturbation at t = 
0.0345. Plot (b) shows the perturbation at t = 0.069 and plot (c) shows the perturbation 
at t = 0.138. These plots are the counterparts to Fig. 3.1 and show clearly the high 
density perturbation evolve into a steep shock, whilst the lower density part shrinks back 
to the level of the mean flow. Units of 2: are R* in all plots.
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could lead to observable features, if the non-thermal emission from the shock fronts is 
detected.
N egative velocity perturbation
Previously we have only considered an increase in the local conditions of the flow. Here 
we seed a depression in the mean flow velocity with M  = 1/2. As one might expect, the 
evolution of an optically thin velocity depression (or negative velocity perturbation) is 
stable to the continuum driving. As the perturbation is optically thin and is not driven 
thermal expansion makes it more diffuse and less subject the radiation driving. Figs. 3.5, 
3.6 show this behaviour neatly. The hydrodynamics cause more complicated interactions 
between the mean flow and the perturbation, which clouds the effect. In the central por­
tion of the perturbation the density decreases toward the mean flow, whilst the velocity 
is accelerated to a level close to th a t of the mean flow, as shown by Fig. 3.5 (b). In this 
portion and at the upstream edge, the driving assists the structure to approach the level 
of the mean flow. In contrast the upstream  edge evolves in a fashion that is unaffected 
by the driving. The low density and low velocity of the upstream portion means th a t the 
strength of the driving is small, which keeps this portion of the structure unchanged in 
the flow. Meanwhile the high density edge becomes unstable and steepens into a shock.
The results in this section show th a t perturbing a continuum driven wind always pro­
duces an unstable flow feature. However the driving mechanism is not strongly unstable 
so tha t once a perturbation has passed, the flow settles down to a smooth background 
flow. The instability in this case is advective. When the perturbation is removed the flow 
settles back down, since the information th a t propagates inwards is stable. We we will 
see below how other driving mechanisms respond to perturbations in the flow and the 
consequences for the end state of the wind.
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Figure 3.3: Positive velocity perturbed flow, velocity plots. The solid line in (a) is the 
background mean flow with the initial perturbation, and the dotted line shows the per­
turbation at t = 0.0345. Plot (b) shows the perturbation at t = 0.069 and plot (c) shows 
the perturbation at t = 0.138. These plots show the evolution of a high velocity region as 
it accelerates in an unstable fashion due to the incident continuum radiation.
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Figure 3.4: Positive velocity perturbed flow, density plots. The solid line in (a) is the 
background mean flow, and the dotted line shows the perturbation at t = 0.0345. Plot 
(b) shows the perturbation at t = 0.069 and plot (c) shows the perturbation at t = 0.138. 
These plots are the counterparts to Fig. 3.1 and show clearly the high density perturbation 
evolve into a steep shock, whilst the lower density part increases back to the level of the 
mean flow.
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Figure 3.5: Negative velocity perturbation, velocity plot. The solid curve in (a) shows 
the perturbation at t = 0. The dotted curve shows it at t =  0.0435 displaying the 
acceleration of the central portion of the perturbation. In plot (b) the solid curve shows 
the perturbation at t = 0.145 and the dotted curve is at t = 0.29. Here the upstream edge 
of the perturbation has returned to a value close to the mean flow whilst the upstream 
edge is advected, stably through the flow.
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Figure 3.6: Negative velocity perturbed flow, density plot.The solid curve in (a) shows 
the perturbation at t = 0 and The dotted curve shows it at t = 0.0435. The difference in 
the background density across this velocity perturbation produces the dotted structure. 
In plot (b) the solid curve shows the perturbation at t = 0.145 and the dotted curve is at 
t = 0.29. The density in the upstream part returns to the mean flow level whilst the rest 
of the structure evolves slowly as it is advected through the flow.
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3.5 Num erical Sobolev line driving
As we have discussed previously, a driving force law which uses the Sobolev approximation 
provides results which are in good agreement to observable mass loss rates and terminal 
velocities. In this section we present the results of numerical simulations which use the 
CAK power law formulation of the line driving force.
We use fixed values of the velocity and density at the inner boundary which can lead 
to over specification of a wind solution. The consequence of this is tha t it can trap  a shock 
at the inner boundary which periodically tries to force the inner wrind on to a different 
solution to that which the outer wind relaxes to. The results for our models do not appear 
to be affected by this phenomenon, suggesting that the values chosen for the boundary 
conditions closely match the hydrodynamical solution.
3.5.1 Num erical stab ility  in the CAK wind
The numerical calculation of the CAK force using equation (2.33) requires a numerical 
velocity gradient to be calculated, involving both velocity and spatial differencing. A 
consideration when differencing flow variables is the direction in which the differencing 
is performed since this affects the direction of information propagation. Comparing up­
stream and downstream differencing methods lead us to some interesting conclusions, 
which must affect all calculations of this nature.
In a simple method of gradient calculation, we consider 3 possible arrangements of 
gradients calculated from fi, /j_ i and f i+1 , where /  is a flow variable and i is an arbitrary 
grid cell. We define the 3 combinations of these variables as,
downstream
upstream
midpoint
(3.4)
(3.5)
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In all calculations we assume a constant grid spacing x i+i — Xi = x { — £j_i =  (xi+i — 
Xj_i)/2 =  Ax.
On inspection of the above forms we can expect tha t the downstream method will al­
low information to propagate from  downstream in an upstream direction. The upstream 
method only uses information along the characteristic from the star, propagating inform­
ation in the same direction as the radiation field. The midpoint method takes the average 
of values at its neighbouring cells. By this reckoning the upstream method is the most 
physically consistent of the 3 methods, since it derives a gradient only from the state 
of the gas which it is causally (not dynamically) in contact with. The gas in cell i can 
‘see’ only the gas that is upstream of it, which implies tha t information is propagating 
outwards from the interior of the wind. In the downstream method, the wind flow and 
the photon propagation is from upstream  to downstream, as with all the methods, while 
the information propagates in the reverse direction due to the differencing scheme.
We calculate the force using all three methods and the resulting velocity plot can 
be seen in Fig. 3.7. The stability of the model is dramatically improved by using the 
downstream or midpoint methods. This difference in the calculation direction for the 
velocity gradient will be used in the calculation of an approximate line drag force in 
Chapter 5.
This behaviour may be understood in terms of the propagation of ‘Abbott waves’. Ab­
bott (1980) treated the propagation of flow perturbations in the Sobolev limit. In one 
dimension, he found 2 radiative-acoustic wave modes moving at speeds
3.5.2 A bb ott W aves
(3.8)
(3.7)
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Figure 3.7: Instability in the wind produced by changing the direction of velocity calcu­
lation. Dashed curve shows upstream  gradient results and solid shows downstream and 
midpoint gradient results. All curves use the CAK radiation driving force law. As is 
shown the downstream and midpoint methods are stable while the upstream method is 
highly unstable.
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where g'rad is the derivative of the radiation acceleration with respect to the velocity 
gradient. The critical points in the steady-state CAK equation occur where one or other 
of these mode velocities is zero.
The first of these radiative-acoustic modes is, however, somewhat mysterious, as it 
moves upstream through the flow at a speed faster than the sound speed in the gas. 
Owocki et al. (1986) dem onstrated th a t A bbott’s approach is justified only for purely 
wave-like modes. The implication of this research is that the upstream propagation of 
the information is a mathematical illusion. The authors find the subtle result th a t when 
a small part of a perturbation function is added to the flow (i.e. a part of the asymptotic 
tail of a Gaussian) the entire perturbation function is generated by the driving. This is 
not a result of information propagating upstream, only th a t the function already exists 
in the flow and the time dependence of the phase makes the structure appear. While 
information cannot propagate upstream  in this pure absorption model because of the 
purely downstream direction of photon propagation, tha t does not prevent the phase and 
group velocities of wave-like perturbations being directed upstream in an unstable flow.
This is of relevance in explaining the stability analysis in §3.5.1 and later in §3.6.1 
where, in the former case, there is a choice as to which direction the velocity gradient 
calculation is performed. In the latter case, there is effectively a choice of direction 
in wdiich the radiation pressure gradient is calculated. Using the downstream velocity 
gradient in the calculation of the Sobolev line force allows information to travel upstream 
through the grid, and as a result genuine modes with the properties of Abbott waves arise 
in our numerical simulation. The midpoint method also allows for the propagation of 
information upstream and hence this method too is stable.
The speed of information propagation in these artificial grid waves is limited to |u| < 
A x /  A t,  however since all of our calculations use the CFL timestep this is a fixed quantity 
and these grid waves will always travel faster than the sound speed (Mark Runacres 
2003, Priv. Comm.). The upstream velocity of these modes no longer requires the flow
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to be unstable, and in the outcome it is not. This can be illustrated, for example. 1 
observing that the Abbott-like modes can allow the solution at the photosphere to adju: 
to satisfy the conditions at the CAK critical point, and hence the flow overall to relax t 
the steady-state CAK solution.
This stabilising feature of Abbott waves should, however, not be dismissed out of han 
as a numerical artifact, as scattered radiation can lead to some upstream propagation < 
information. The line-drag effect may be thought of as the result of just such a stabi 
ising influence, although at a different level to that implicit in fully downstream gradiei 
evaluation.
3.5.3 Thin velocity-perturbation
We added a thin velocity perturbation with M  =  2, R p = 1 to the mean flow solutic 
of the CAK formulation with the purpose of investigating the evolution of optically thi 
disturbances to the flow. Due to the higher velocity, the smooth background densil 
becomes more diffuse as it is pushed downstream faster than  the unperturbed flow. Th 
accelerated gas forms a dense shell at the downstream edge of the diffuse patch where 
encounters the unperturbed higher density, lower velocity gas.
Fig. 3.8(a) shows the initial velocity distribution of the flow and the state of tl 
perturbed region after t = 0.027. Fig. 3.9(a) shows the equivalent information in densit 
space. We observe that after this short time the increased velocity has swept the g< 
in the perturbed region into a dense shell which leaves a diffuse region behind it. Tl 
shape of the perturbation, in velocity space, begins to deviate from the symmetrical initi. 
condition, reflecting the density evolution.
After t = 0.069 the perturbation has swept up an optically thick clump and lookii 
at Fig. 3.8(b), it seems th a t the velocity of the perturbation has a dip part of the w? 
across it. We might expect the density to reflect this trend, however Fig. 3.9(b) display 
quite different structure. The high velocity perturbation causes a local discontinuity in tl
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Figure 3.8: Velocity plots for a velocity perturbed CAK flow, with an initial perturbation 
of M  = 2, R p = 1. The plots correspond to times, (a) t =  0.000 (solid) which includes the 
initial perturbation, t = 0.028 (dashed), (b) t = 0.069, (c) t =  0.276. The downstream 
edge of the perturbation steepens into a strong reverse shock at t = 0.1656 (not shown). 
The shock continues to grow stronger from the line driving force.
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density, as discussed above, thus changing the form of the mass conservation equation. For 
mean flow this can be written as, =  0, since there is no appreciable time variance. 
However when such a dramatic perturbation is introduced, altering the smoothness of 
the flow, the time derivative of density is needed to balance the increase in density at the 
current cell and mass conservation once again returns to the form shown in equation (A .l). 
This behaviour is hydrodynamical, although it is initiated by the line-driving interaction 
with the perturbation.
It is not until Figs. 3.8(c), 3.9(c) at t = 0.276 that the unstable nature of the wind 
is realised. In Figs. 3.8(b), 3.9(b) the behaviour is hydrodynamical, but now the driving 
has steepened the discontinuity between the diffuse and dense regions into a reverse shock 
front. In the wake of this front the main dense shell begins to fragment into a smaller 
shell, which if followed further downstream could lead to more detailed flow structure. 
The acceleration of the diffuse region is symptomatic of an unstable flow, since in a 
short distance the evolution has gone from slow hydrodynamical expansion to rapid shock 
formation.
3.6 Num erical non-Sobolev line driving
The behaviour of an unperturbed non-Sobolev model has been studied by many different 
authors (e.g. OCR, Runacres & Owocki 2002) so the discussion of free flow is not included 
here; the discussion concentrates on the similarities between this model and previous mod­
els. The basic structures of line driven flows are rarefactions, steep reverse shocks as fast 
upstream material runs into slow downstream material and de-shadowing of downstream 
gas. These effects are seen but the m atter of interest is how they all affect the evolution 
of the flow and specifically a perturbation to the flow.
Initially the mean flow of the wind in one dimension was simulated from the above 
model. Although the model as described, is physically incomplete it is useful to explore 
the most simple case of a line-driven wind, i.e. unperturbed flow. Unperturbed here
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Figure 3.9: Plots for a velocity perturbed CAK flow, with an initial perturbation of 
M  =  2, R p = 1, showing the counterpart density results to Fig. 3.9. The plots correspond 
to times, (a) t = 0.000 (solid), t =  0.028 (dashed), (b) t = 0.069, (c) t = 0.276. The 
strength of the shock formed by the perturbation is shown in (c) as having a height of 
~  2.5 orders of magnitude.
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means that there is no extra perturbation inserted by hand, however the flow does contain 
features tha t arise from its unstable nature in the optically thin limit. This means that 
such a pure absorption model is especially susceptible in the early wind to instabilities.
3.6.1 N um erical stab ility  in th e non-Sobolev wind
As was shown previously for the CAK force, the choice of the direction of velocity gradient 
calculation can affect the stability of the flow, v h -  1 stores variables as cell averages which 
we convert into values at the interface between each cell. The method that we use to 
calculate the line driving force requires the differencing of the radiation pressure at the 
interface between adajent grid cells (cf. §2.3.6). During the calculation of the force we 
need the velocity range for the current grid cell (difference between the velocity at the 
interface between the grid cell and its neighbours in the radial direction).
Two methods were used to calculate the interface values of the velocity; a mixture 
of interpolation and extrapolation from upstream information, and interpolation using 
downstream and upstream information,
mixture <
V n  = ^ ( u n  +  U n _ i )
= l \ v n - \ V n - \
interpolation <
V u  = \ ( v n + vn_ x)
V d  = £ ( u n  +  u n + i )
respectively. The subscripts refer to upstream (u) and downstream (d) values. The 
mixture method is the most physically consistent since it will not allow information to 
propagate upstream as a result of the numerical method. The interpolation method, since 
it uses both upstream and downstream grid cells, does permit information propagation 
upstream. It may seem clear which method should be employed, however as with the 
CAK calculation the more physically consistent method is also the more unstable, as is
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Figure 3.10: A plot showing two different models for the calculation of the cell interface 
velocities (which are required in the calculation of the line driving). Solid curve shows the 
evolution of the flow using the interpolation method and the dashed curve the evolution 
using the mixture method. The instabilities in the dashed curve appear earlier in the flow 
compared with the interpolation method.
shown by Fig. 3.10. In this case the instability is an inherent effect of the radiation driving 
which is exacerbated by the mixture method.
The interpolation method will therefore be consistently used in the remainder of this 
work. This has the additional benefit tha t the development of finite perturbations may 
be studied in the relatively smooth region z — 1 — 2R* without being confused by the 
effects of rapidly-growing small-scale instabilities.
3.6.2 O ptically thin  perturbation
A perturbation is applied to the base of the wind with M  = 10, R p = 1/10. The evolution 
of such a perturbation, that would not occur as a natural fluctuation, was investigated 
with the express purpose of analysing the optically thin nature of the wind. This was
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Figure 3.11: Velocity (a) and density (b) plots: Data from two different times have been 
overlaid; t =  0.005 (solid), 0.01 (dashed). The prominent features of the plots are the 
advection of the optically thin perturbation in the upstream portion of the wind.
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Figure 3.12: Velocity (a) and density (b) plots: Data from two different times have been 
overlaid; t = 0.016 (solid), 0.021 (dashed). The advected material now becomes unstable 
and begins to break into dense shells.
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done with the aim of comparing it to the analytical work from Owocki & Rybicki (1984). 
presented above.
In this limit the evolution of the perturbation should follow equation (2.54). At this 
position in the flow the perturbation experiences a constant force, ~  t 0 5 v .  In Fig. 3.11 the 
behaviour of the perturbation appears to be stable, as the structure advects slowly across 
the grid. It is interesting to note tha t because of the low density and high velocity gradient 
here the force term approximates to constant acceleration. The shape is characteristic 
of a non-driven rarefaction. The acceleration it feels is a slowly changing function of 
position initially because both the background flow optical depth and the velocity are 
slowly varying also. It seems th a t the behaviour is stable, however this is just because 
the dynamical timescales in this part of the flow dominate over the evolutionary timescale 
of the instability; the stable patch is short lived and the evolution of the perturbation 
becomes more unstable. The effect of the perturbation on the radiation field can be 
observed by the difference between the solid and dashed curves in Fig. 3.11. The structure 
downstream of the perturbation continues to evolve but the flow immediately downstream 
of it remains smooth. This is a result of line shadowing from the perturbation. The 
downstream structure, because of its higher velocity, is affected by an unshadowed region 
of the spectrum. As the perturbation grows, so does the extent of the smooth region in 
front of it, as a wider region falls into the shadow.
Eventually the perturbation begins to break up. As is shown by Fig. 3.12 the smoothly 
varying rarefaction behind the perturbation becomes disturbed bv noise waves. These 
arise from small amplitude fluctuations in the wake of the perturbation and have been 
amplified by the driving instability to a macroscopic size. They disrupt the reverse shock 
associated with the perturbation and accrete on to the shell in front of the shock. The 
disturbance at the upstream end of the rarefaction arises from the driving instability also 
but is seeded by larger fluctuations than those which appear at the downstream end of 
the perturbation. At longer times, these fluctuations will come to dominate the flow in
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the rarefied region, removing the original perturbation as a distinct object. In 2D these 
structures are present but are complicated by the presence of hydrodynamical instabilities 
(e.g. Rayleigh-Taylor, Kelvin-Helmholtz), and not quite as visible.
The dense shell is not subject to the formation of instabilities and is gently advected 
across the grid. This supports the asymptotic form, equation (2.55) which implies tha t 
this feature is stable for small wavelength perturbations; any change in the radiation 
force will only affect the phase of the perturbation, or the derivative of the velocity. The 
coupling of the radiation field with the dense shell is very weak which is evident in its 
unchanging amplitude, indicating th a t it is largely unaided by the driving force.
Shock structure begins to develop in the flow as an optically thin flow encounters a 
dense shell. A good example of a reverse shock can be seen in Fig. 3.13, a dense shell 
with a smoothly rarefied region preceding it. This figure also shows other shocks forming 
and interacting with the surrounding dense regions.
3.6.3 One dim ensional sta tistica l inform ation
The variation of the statistical information within the flow, for the above model, provided 
by equation (3.1) is graphically presented in Fig. 3.14(a)-(c). The noise in the system only 
becomes dominant at larger radii, in the clumping factor but it remains small in both the 
velocity dispersion and correlation coefficient.
As one might expect, the velocity dispersion, Udisp, is close to zero at the base of the 
wind and the clumping factor, f ci, is approximately unity. In this region there is little 
contribution to the flow structure from the noise excited waves, so the wind is smooth 
and has an almost constant velocity.
A minor peak in f c\ is reached at 2  =  27?*, the radius where the noise waves begin to 
dominate the flow. Upstream of this point there are no dense shells but in the downstream 
flow the dense shells steepen into shocks. The flow contains many dense shells but it is 
dominated by the accompanying rarefactions. The noise in f c\ beyond z ~  37?* results
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Figure 3.13: A plot of non-Sobolev driven model given in Fig. 3.11 at t =  0.028, where 
reverse shock structure can be observed forming in the unstable wake of the initial per­
turbation (indicated by the arrow).
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Figure 3.14: The above graphs show the variation of each of the statistical descriptors 
from equation (3.1) with radial distance. The noise in the clumping factor, f ci, is most 
evident, while the other parameters are tightly constrained. The data  has been binned 
from 800 grid cells to 80 bins of equal size, to reduce the scatter in the plots. This scatter 
does not represent noise in the data but tha t the flow features move quickly across the 
erid and are under resolved in the time averaee.
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from the extreme variability of the flow in this regime, so an average over 100 time sets 
has still not adequately sampled the behaviour of the flow in this region. Nevertheless, 
it is clear that the amount of clumping and velocity variation is increasing rapidly in the 
region.
Examination of Udisp in Fig. 3.14(b) shows that it too reaches a minor peak at z = 2/?*. 
Because this marks the point where the diffuse clumps form into dense shells bounded 
by forward and reverse shocks, t ’disp decreases as the smooth rarefied region begins to 
dominate. This downturn is short lived as the rarefied regions broaden and the shocked 
gas moves downstream.
The behaviour of C  is a little surprising but not totally unexpected. A flowr dominated 
by reverse shocks will have C  ~  — 1, since the velocity and density are anti-correlated. 
Fig. 3.14(c) shows this to be the case for the majority of the wind studied here. The initial 
portion of the wind moves sharply from correlated at the inner boundary to anti-correlated 
after a short distance, reaching a minimum at 2: =  1.2. This implies that reverse shocks 
are the dominant structures, but it is unwise to ignore the forward shocks. Indeed, in the 
later stages of the flow each dense shell is bounded by both an upstream reverse shock 
and a downstream forward shock. These forward shocks, although small in amplitude, 
could begin to dominate the flow further downstream.
Comparing these results with Runacres & Owocki (2002), shows good agreement in 
all of the parameters except C. They observe a downstream value of C  ~  0 indicating 
th a t both forward and reverse shocks are equally prevalent. In the model here the reverse 
shocks control the flow to a greater extent than the forward shocks, borne out by the the 
slow rise, away from C = — 1 to C = —0.5 at the edge of the grid.
3.6.4 Spectral inform ation
An indication of the absorbed radiation flux can be gained from displaying rj(x) = 
r](x, R max) graphically, where i?max(=  4i?*) is the maximum radius in the numerical do­
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main. It is useful to view a time average of this quantity, Fig 3.15, since the higher 
frequencies are affected by the movement of the structure across the grid; the high fre­
quency end is affected by high velocity material. From this quantity a P-Cygni profile 
for the time-averaged absorption can be estimated. Since the P-Cygni profile represents 
the absorption of radiation by a specific UV line, the relevant line opacity must be in­
cluded in the calculation. In the ID radial direction there is, of course, only an absorption 
component. The radiant intensity from the star, for a particular absorption line can be 
calculated from,
t (x ) = K\r)(x,Rmax), (3.9)
I (x)  =  h ( x ) e - ^ \  (3.10)
where /q is the opacity coefficient of the particular ionic transition and I*(x) is the incident 
intensity from the star. The calculation of a P-Cygni profile is deferred to Chapter 6, 
however it is still useful to consider the evolution of the wind structure in this regard and 
motivate the studies in further chapters.
A useful way of displaying the evolution of the continuum flux absorption, r](x) =
t ( x ) / k i ,  is in a trail plot. At first sight Fig. 3.16 appears unclear, however it contains
much information about the dynamics of the wind. It indicates the path of optically thick 
shells in velocity space. Initially the shells do not feel much acceleration and the trails 
are steep. As the shells become optically thinner and more diffuse they accelerate and the 
corresponding trails develop shallower gradients. The detailed structure tha t is produced 
as shells accelerate and decelerate is dramatically shown as the trails follow a twisted 
path. It is clear that there is a minimum resolution for these optically thick blobs since 
all of the dark trails have similar width. This limiting size of the trails is the width of the 
line profile function, 0(x) (cf. equation (2.43)). The absorption of a blob with uniform 
constant density will be the same irrespective of its flow velocity due to the Doppler term
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Figure 3.15: A time average of the absorbed flux from the model shown in § 3.6.2. This 
plot shows a strong absorption features at v «  1, 5 and 14. At the high velocity end the 
absorption becomes smaller as the gas is more rarefied. Due to the limited physical size 
of the computational domain the amount of gas at the high velocity end is less than in a 
real star.
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Figure 3.16: A trail diagram plotting values of r](x) as mean averaged greyscale points 
at different times. The continuous, albeit diffuse, lines in the plot indicate the path of 
optically thick material. Between velocities v = 0 — 3ao the flow is smooth and not 
dominated by unstable shells. The points marked i, ii and Hi are identified with discrete 
features in the flow, shown in Fig. 3.17.
in equation (2.43) (in a simple argument which neglects external dynamical influences 
on the blob). The absorption of the blob is smeared out over the width of the profile 
function. The top-hat nature of the profile function is reflected in the coarse structure of 
the trails. In Chapter 6 we address this issue further.
Care must be taken when interpreting information from such a trail plot, since flow 
structures with the same velocity can appear at different places in the wind. This can 
make the origin of each trail ambiguous. Nevertheless, a trail that remains well defined 
for a significant time is the result of a single optically thick feature, since the combination 
of differently spaced features would not have the same coherence.
The points marked i, ii, iii in Fig. 3.16 have been identified with dense shells on the 
density plot Fig. 3.17, which is taken at t = 0.414. In this case the three marked trails 
are the dense shells which stand out against the flow as being the most optically thick. It
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Figure 3.17: This plot of logp against 2 is taken at t = 0.414. The dense shells labelled 
with i, ii, iii match those whose histories are shown in the absorption trail plot, Fig. 3.16.
is clear from Figs. 3.16 and 3.17 that, although the shell marked i is not the densest shell, 
it has the highest optical depth of the shells at this time. This is evident from its steep 
evolutionary path, indicating th a t the region accelerates slowly and therefore receives less 
driving.
The initial perturbation (described in §3.6.2) is marked iii in Figs. 3.16 and 3.17. The 
path marking the evolution of this lump is interesting. The point marked as iii in Fig.3.16 
indicates where the evolution of this lump changes from optically thin evolution to optic­
ally thick. The difference in the evolution is obvious in two ways; the dark, steeper trail 
shows a marked difference to the earlier light, shallow trail of the optically thin evolution. 
This transition occurs because of minor shells colliding with the perturbation shell. As 
faster shells merge with the perturbation from upstream, so does the perturbation sweep 
up slower shells downstream of it. These interactions increase the density of the shell and 
make it optically thicker. As this behaviour continues the shell slows and at t = 0.485 it 
merges with another shell and its, once distinctive, optical depth becomes muddled with
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that of a shell further upstream  which is forming out of the noise. The perturbation shell 
does not disappear but from a spectral perspective it is indistinguishable from other parts 
of the flow, whilst remaining the densest shell in the region of flow under consideration.
3.6.5 E volution o f a large perturbation
A wide perturbation was introduced close to the base of the wind with the aim of invest­
igating the properties of a structure with £pert > / (dv /dr)  (where £pert is the length 
of perturbation). We add a perturbation with £pert =  0.2 (£s = 0.05 in the same region) 
which should be stable to the line driving. The evolution of such a perturbation in a 
hydrodynamical system can be misleading when comparing it with static solutions (i.e. 
those of OR84) since it will not behave as an unique block but as a patch of fluid. The 
perturbations used previously in this chapter (and in later chapters) have all been relat­
ively narrow slabs of constant velocity or density. Contrary to the results of the previous 
section we use a smoothly oscillating form for the large slab, which will behave less like 
a pair of Sod shock tubes (cf. Appendix §A.4) and more like a smoothly varying sound 
wave. We use a cosine with a wavelength of A =  £pert = 0.2.
The evolution of this perturbation is shown in Figs. 3.18 and 3.19. Initially the perturb­
ation retains some of its sinusoidal nature and interestingly forms a weak forward-reverse 
shock pair either side of the thick swept up clump (cf. dashed curve in Fig. 3.18(b)).
Unlike the previous cases seen in this chapter the dense downstream clump does not 
continue becoming denser and spread over an increasingly narrow region but as shown in 
Fig. 3.19, at later times the clump becomes more extended and diffuser. Gradually the 
high density region steepens into a shock (cf. dashed line Fig 3.19(b)), but at this point 
in the flow we are no longer looking at a distinct object with a large wavelength but a 
more complicated feature containing rarefactions and compressions of gas. The analysis 
of the evolution of the perturbation cannot be further clarified since the shock structure 
which appears may be due entirely to a steepening of the high density shell as it ploughs
-
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Figure 3.18: The initial evolution of a long perturbation applied just to the velocity field. 
Solid curve is the initial condition; dashed curve is at t = 0.075. a) velocity, b) density
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into the downstream material.
The evolution of the perturbation is difficult to interpret in a rigorous way since 
its environment is highly structured. The amplitude of the perturbation is not rapidly 
amplified which suggests th a t it is stable, however the smooth feature develops structure 
which suggests that it is unstable. The prediction from OR84 shown in equations (2.54)- 
(2.55) is difficult to follow up because of the complications of the time dependency of 
the results (OR84 are idealised time independent results). The initial evolution of the 
perturbation appears to be stable and is dominated by smoothly varying structure, but 
as the line de-shadowing instabilities prevail, the dense clump begins to break up.
3.6.6 Physical m odel
The results in this section have thus far been calculated using the physical param eters 
of OCR (cf. Table 3.1), which does not accurately represent an OB star. By way of 
comparison we used our radiation driving code to simulate the wind from a star with 
parameters the same as C Puppis, given in Table 3.2. The velocity is given, not in 
multiples of the isothermal sound speed as was done with the OCR results but in km s-1 , 
so as not to cause confusion since the value of the sound speed in OCR is much higher 
than tha t of (  Puppis. In these calculations, as with all of the previous calculations we 
use a supersonic inner boundary condition. We will relax this later but at present we keep 
it in place to allow the model to be compared with the toy model.
In this ‘real’ star model the wind velocity is much higher than the OCR toy model. 
From Fig. 3.20 we can see tha t the wind is still highly structured. An estim ate of the 
terminal velocity and mass loss rate can be obtained from these results to be, «  
1500km s " 1 and M  ~  1 x 10_6M©yr_1. These values are comparable to those published 
by Runacres & Owocki (2002), although they are a slightly lower. The value of the 
terminal velocity is much lower than the observed value, Voc «  2400km s-1 (Howarth et 
al. 1997) but the reader must note th a t our models only extend out to z — 4/2*, and
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Figure 3.19: The evolution of the flow at t = 0.135 (solid) and t = 0.210 (dashed). In 
the dashed curve instabilities begin to appear at the trailing and leading edges of the 
perturbation as these become optically thin, a) velocity, b) density.
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Figure 3.20: Results for £ Puppis using the physical parameter data  in Table 3.2. The 
flow contains much structure, comparable with the models in this chapter.
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Physical Parameter Value
Stellar mass M* 40 Me
Stellar radius R* 19 R e
Isothermal sound speed GO 22.7km s " 1
^th/^O 0.3
CAK index a 0.7
Wind tem perature T 3.78 x 104 K
Stellar Luminosity L* 6.8 x 105Lo
Opacity constant K ( ) V t h / c 3500 cm2g-1
Optically thick line limit ^max 10-3ko
Inner Boundary Condition Parameter Value
Density P o 1.12 x 10~n gcm -3
Velocity d2v / d z 2 0
Table 3.2: Code and physical parameter values for £ Puppis
do not correspond to the same point in the flow tha t the observations are taken. In our 
results the wind is still accelerating so the term “terminal velocity" is not strictly true 
and “maximum velocity” would be more appropriate.
We will return to £ Puppis in Chapter 5 where we will use our implementation of 
the radiative driving force to compare these results with those using a Gaussian profile 
function and a subsonic inner boundary condition.
Summ ary
During this chapter we have used the analytical models of Chapter 2, for continuum and 
line driven (in both the Sobolev and non-Sobolev cases) winds to:
• investigate the wind stability to perturbations in velocity and/or density.
•  test the convolution method for the solution of non-Sobolev line driving. Our 
method and tha t of other authors are in good agreement in the structure which 
appears, the evolution of the structure into shocks and the statistical behaviour of 
the solutions.
• use our implementation of the line driving force to calculate the mass loss rate and
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terminal velocity for a real star (in this case £ Puppis). These results are comparable 
with those of Runacres &: Owocki 2002, to a first approximation.
• investigate the stability of the wind solutions when the direction which the velocity 
gradient is calculated is changed.
An interesting result of this chapter is that the stability of the wind depends not only 
on the driving, as the stability analysis of Chapter 2 suggested, but in the line-driven 
case on numerical routine as well. Our results (published in Gomez & Williams 2003) 
show th a t the global relaxation of time dependent simulations to steady state depends on 
the direction which the velocity gradient is calculated. The behaviour can be understood 
in terms of inwards propagation of information, much as the CAK critical point can be 
understood in terms of Abbott waves. This is a difficult issue to resolve and we recognise 
tha t it requires further study.
In the following chapter we move the simulation of stellar winds into two dimensions, 
demonstrating the importance of including radial driving in two dimensional hydrodynam- 
ical simulations of these phenomena.
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Chapter 4
2D tim e-dependence of wind m odels
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we develop the study of unstable wind structure further by considering 
two dimensional flow. As in the previous chapter, we consider the same ‘toy m odel’ since 
at this stage we will not make any quantitative comparisons with observations. We re­
iterate (with reference to the physical parameters in Table 3.1) the length scale is 1 i?*, the 
velocity is measured in units of the sound speed and density is in units ofxlO -11g cm-3 
implying that the results are in a region of physical relevance and not just mathem atical 
curiosity1.
We will concentrate on the simplest two dimensional case, radial radiation transport 
through plane-parallel flow. This equates to studying a narrow slice of the wind at a 
reasonable distance from the photosphere. At such a distance from the central star we 
ignore finite disc effects and the incident continuum radiation is assumed to be radially 
streaming from the star (there are no non-radial photons).
This has the advantage tha t only a single ray calculation need be performed, parallel to 
one axis of the computational grid. It may be argued that this approach is little more than 
a series of one-dimensional simulations in separate but contiguous channels. However, 
Sections from this chapter have been published in Gomez Sz Williams (2003)
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while there is no tangential component to the radiation driving, the hydrodynamics arc1 
calculated in both dimensions. We will see th a t flows which are driven only in the radial 
direction can have fully two-dimensional structures.
The flows are studied in a similar way to the one-dimensional cases presented above. 
Perturbations are made to the velocity and/or density field, close to the base of the 
wind. Dense shell structures appear in the flowr once it has become less regular and more 
noise dominated. We will present a selection of results which highlight the effect of a 
perturbation to the initial conditions, on the flow structure.
4.2 H ydrodynam ically unstable structures in 2D
There are 2 main classes of instability in 2D hydrodynamics, those associated with a shear 
at the interface between two fluids moving at different transverse velocities (i.e. Kelvin- 
Helmholtz) and those where low density fluid is accelerated through a high density fluid 
(i.e. Rayleigh-Taylor, Richtmyer-Meshkov). In the case of line driven winds the impetus 
is provided by absorption from the incident radiation field (while in the Parker wind the 
impetus is provided by the gravitational field although the acceleration is in the opposite 
direction).
In winds tha t have large tangential velocities (e.g. from stellar rotation), the shear 
instability is observed as different velocity ‘streams’ move past each other (e.g. Co- 
rotating Interaction Regions, cf. Cranmer & Owocki 1996). This phenomenon is also 
seen in colliding winds where post-interaction gas is pushed in a tangential direction from 
material behind (cf. P ittard  1999). In the solar wind there is a similar interaction where 
the colliding fast and slow winds can lead to the formation of spiral shocks, with shear 
flow along the internal contact surfaces.
Considering, as always, an incompressible, inviscid gas, the dispersion relation for a
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perturbed two-fluid interface is given by Drazin & Reid (1981) in the following form,
PlUi +  P2U2s = a +  iuj =  —i k -----------------±
Pi +  P2
k2p l p 2A u 2 ~ f p x -  p 2
(Pi +  P2 ) 2 \P i  +  P2
1/2
(4.1)
where k — (k2 +  Z2)1/2 and k, I are the wavenumbers in the orthogonal directions, y  and 
2 . In the following analysis we assume tha t there is no 2  component to the wavenumber 
(/ =  0). The acceleration across the interface between the two regions is represented by g, 
irrespective of whether it is due to gravity, gas pressure or another force (e.g. line driving) 
and is aligned with the 2  axis.
We identify modes varying as
^  = A  exp(st +  iky) (4.2)
where the wave amplitude is given by A, the frequency s is complex (with real part a  
and imaginary part a;), and the wavenumber k is real. This is the natural assumption 
when treating the development of free-boundary flows from an initial condition (rather 
than the spatial development of a flow from a time-varying source).
The interface between the two fluids is assumed initially to be at constant 2  and to 
have an infinitesimal width. The subscript ‘2’ on variables refers to the fluid on top of 
(further from the star than) the ones with subscript ‘1’. The variable u refers to velocity 
of the gas in the y  direction and A u = |ui — 112].
Equation (4.1) produces unstable growth if the term in square brackets is real (i.e. 
o > 0). This can be expressed in the criterion,
A u 2 >  9- P- ^ l  
k P1P2
(4.3)
Below we look a t two different scenarios where this can be satisfied.
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4.2.1 Rayleigh-Taylor
This unstable phenomenon is named after Lord Rayleigh (1883) who investigated the 
stability of fluids in a medium whose density is stratified perpendicular to gravity. This 
work was taken further by Taylor (1950) who applied it to accelerating fluids in general 
and not just to those accelerated by a gravitational field.
Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T) instabilities occur at the interface between two regions of dif­
ferent density. The criterion, equation (4.3), is satisfied when p2 > P\, he. the heavier 
fluid is above the lighter. R-T instabilities affect a wide variety of astrophysical situations. 
These instabilities are often referred to as “fingers” when seen passing through dense gas.
We consider fluid motion in the radial direction alone and for u\ = U2 (and therefore 
th a t A u = 0) equation (4.1) becomes,
When P2 > Pi, s becomes real and equation (4.2) grows exponentially with the charac­
teristic time, r  =  1/cr.
4.2.2 Richtm yer-M eshkov
Another type of instability within this sharp density contrast class is the Richtmyer- 
Meshkov (R-M) instability. The distinction between this and the R-T instability is the 
presence of a shock crossing the interface between two fluids of different density. For 
such an impulsively accelerated interface, Richtmyer (1960) describes the velocity of the 
resulting perturbation as,
(4.4)
v =  A k A v
P + (J’
(4.5)
where all of the variables have the meanings previously stated and A t’ is the change in 
radial velocity of the interface from the passage of a shock. The passage of the shock 
amplifies the R-T structure which is present or forming at the interface.
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4.2.3 K elvin-H elm holtz
If at the interface between two fluids there is a difference in the tangential velocities of 
the fluids, Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instability can develop. If we consider again equa­
tion (4.3), we can see that if p\ = p2 the criterion is always satisfied and the flow is always 
unstable. The criterion is also satisfied if g =  0 but in the applications we will be con­
sidering there is will always be an acceleration. This allows us to rewrite equation (4.1) 
as
k
u =  (4 -6)
and when used in equation (4.2) shows the unstable growth of the perturbation.
K-H instabilities are found to exist in many astrophysical scenarios. The most prom­
inent and widespread instance of these instabilities are astrophysical jets, which have a 
great variety of forms, from molecular gas jets from star forming regions (Lim 2003; Baty 
& Keppens 2002) to the vortical structure observed in the C at’s Eye nebula (Ryu et al. 
2000). These instabilities often referred to as “C at’s eyes” (unrelated to the name of the 
nebula) because of their vortical structure.
These are simplistic and idealized formulations since they assume equilibrium large 
scale flow and that the fluids are in pressure equilibrium across the interface. This analysis 
does not allow for any time dependence, thus the state of two such fluids will locally 
change significantly in a hydrodynamical scenario. It does however illustrate the initial 
dependence that the state variables have on seeding the instability.
4.3 Two dim ensional structure
W ith the above awareness of hydrodynamical instabilities we consider the two dimen­
sional evolution of perturbations to the background flow in the continuum case. In two 
dimensions the structure is complicated by lateral expansion and the unstable structures 
detailed above.
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In the following sections we will discuss perturbations with different characteristics in 
M, R p space but having the same physical dimensions (20 x 40 cells =  0.075 x 0.15/?*). 
We investigate how perturbations with different characteristics are affected by K-H and 
R-T instabilities as well as the instability associated with the driving mechanism. Some 
perturbations have higher velocity or density contrasts than could arise from noise in the 
lower wind. This is not too much of a problem because the conditions of the inner wind 
and effects from the photosphere are not observationally constrained.
All of the plots in the following sections have a greyscale density map which in the 
continuum driving case is overlaid with velocity contours. Although the greyscale corres­
ponds to a fixed range of density it is not intended to be used to obtain detailed results, 
but rather to illustrate the structure in the flow. We choose the greyscale to best reflect 
the dynamical range of density, however we allow the higher densities to saturate. This 
causes very little information loss and improves the visibility of extended low-contrast 
features.
In all 2D simulations we insert a representative ID flow solution dataset in each channel 
so tha t the gas is initially isotropic in the non-radial direction. For continuum and CAI\ 
winds the background is smooth whereas in the non-Sobolev case the inherent structure 
in ID produces dense shells in 2D.
4.4 Continuum  response to perturbations
4.4.1 H igh density  contrast perturbation w ith  m ean flow velo­
city
This case is perhaps an extreme example of a perturbation th a t could arise out of noise 
in a wind flow, however a large scale mass ejection process could release a dense lump 
similar to this with R p = 10 (M  = 1 ) .  The evolution of the perturbation resembles that 
of an expanding bubble or what Smarr et al. (1984) refer to as a ‘cocoon’, as can be seen
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Figure 4.1: The evolution of a perturbation to a steady background flow with R p = 10, 
M  =  1. The contours are of constant velocity. These and subsequent plots are slightly 
compressed in the y-direction so th a t the complete set may be displayed together, for 
ease of viewing and comparison. The resolution of the grid is the same in each direction, 
however the aspect ratio is slightly different.
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in Fig. 4.1. Although the structure is denser at the downstream end than the upstream 
end, it nevertheless is reminiscent of an expanding shell.
In this case there is no initial velocity gradient at the perturbation but as is expected, 
hydrodynamic expansion of the high density gas produces a velocity disturbance associ­
ated with the perturbation. The downstream edge becomes more compacted as it expands 
into the ambient gas. This edge has a higher velocity than its upstream counterpart since 
the driving increases with gas density; the rectangular perturbation evolves into a high 
density bow shock leading a low density reverse bow shock from the upstream expansion 
of the perturbation. The upstream component gradually blends into the background as 
it becomes more diffuse with expansion.
As can be seen from the velocity contours in Fig. 4.1 the velocity gradient steepens 
around this surface, as is evidenced by the bending of the contours to follow the shape 
of the edge. The, once flat, downstream bow-shock sharpens into an ‘arrowhead’ shape, 
which gradually becomes less dense and thinner as the gas is distributed over the expand­
ing area.
The shell of the cocoon does not remain smooth, but develops higher density unstable 
knots. This structure is not simple to analyse in terms of hydrodynamic instabilities 
since the pressure field is not uniform, as required by our simple analysis of K-H and 
R-T instabilities. In Fig. 4.2(b), the velocity enhancement in the shell is small (a factor 
of «  1.4) while the density is a factor of «  5 times the background. This structure 
therefore is highly suggestive of R-T and not K-H instability despite the presence of shear 
velocities at the edge of the bubble. It seems likely that the structure formed is due to R-T 
instability which is then exacerbated by the radiation driving. The structure tha t this 
forms does not stay on the surface but propagates toward the centre of the disturbance, 
and although these unstable waves are initially small in amplitude they will break up the 
perturbation. The acceleration of the perturbation decreases as it expands, an effect of 
the driving instability.
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Figure 4.2: The evolution of a perturbation to a steady background flow with R p =  10, 
M  = 2.
The driving is dependent on the density of the perturbation, which decreases with 
thermal gas expansion. As Williams (1999) showed, a flow perturbation with vp < 2ao 
will be dominated by thermal expansion, thus in this case the perturbation expands as it 
propagates. The high density contrast of the perturbation with the background medium 
causes it to be driven downstream but as can be seen thermal expansion is still prominent.
4.4.2 M oderate Mach number, high density contrast perturba­
tion
We repeat the model from the previous section but give the perturbation an initial velo­
city, M  =  2, R p =  10. The main difference between these is that the onset of the R-T 
instabilities is at an earlier time as shown in Fig. 4.2, also the ’fingers’ are more pro­
nounced and appear in the direction of the driving. The perturbation develops structure 
on a faster timescale than in he previous model. This is because of the increased initial
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Figure 4.3: The evolution of a perturbation to a steady background flow with Rp =  2, 
M  =  10.
velocity which pushed more gas into the expanding shell and increases the driving. In 
equation (4.4) p\ — p2 and g are larger than the previous perturbation, giving a smaller 
growth timescale.
At the downstream head of the cocoon the contours are tightly packed, showing that 
the high density region is strongly accelerated by the driving. With the addition of an 
initial velocity, the evolution of the perturbation is less similar to an expanding cocoon and 
more akin to a supersonic bullet. This is significant from a physical and an observational 
point of view, since any perturbation formed is likely to have both density and velocity 
components.
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4.4.3 H igh M ach num ber, m oderate density  contrast perturba­
tion
Although a perturbation with M  = 10 and R p =  2 is beyond being generated from 
noise fluctuations, other mass ejection methods might give rise to it. The evolution seen 
in Fig. 4.3 is strikingly similar to the structures seen in Fig. 4.2. This confirms th a t the 
unstable structure is directly dependent on p and indirectly on u  which is counter intuitive 
after inspecting equation (4.4). The cocoon structure is less pronounced since the high 
initial v of the perturbation severely inhibits its thermal expansion and it behaves more 
like a supersonic bullet. This is similar to the sorts of objects seen in the studies of jets 
(e.g. Smarr et al. 1984, Downes & Ray 1998).
In all the perturbed cases above, we show the potential for a high level of structure in 
the wind, from small disturbances. In a real wind there is likely to be small scale structure 
which can seed such instabilities, thus making the wind highly structured.
4.5 Sobolev response to  perturbations
The structure which develops in the flow due to externally added perturbations in the 
case of a line-driven wind model, although having similar general flow properties to the 
continuum driven case, is significantly different in specific circumstances. In this section 
we present a full hydrodynamical treatm ent of the wind for the OB star with character­
istics given in Table 3.1, with a Sobolev form for the driving, in two dimensions. The 
method of calculating the velocity gradient (used in the calculation of the optical depth) 
is the stable, downstream method as discussed in §3.7. Close to the star the calculation 
of the optical depth at a point in the photosphere must include an average over the solid 
angle which the star subtends. In addition to this, the path length of the photons from 
the stellar limbs is different than those from the core, in this region. Lamers h  Cassinelli 
(1999) show tha t beyond R  «  4R+ the dependence of the path  length on the point of
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emanation of the photons can be neglected. As a first approximation we also ignore these 
effects.
We consider similar perturbation parameters to the continuum case above, to allow 
comparison between the results.
4.5.1 M oderate velocity  and density contrast perturbation
A perturbation with M  = 2 and R p = 2 is placed in the supersonic region of the flow. 
The behaviour contrasts to th a t of the previous section in tha t the perturbation remains 
centrally condensed while the downstream end accelerates away from it. This downstream 
edge rapidly detaches from the main body and because it is optically thin is highly ac­
celerated. This continues expanding until the optical depth of this edge is significantly 
increased as it ploughs further into background material. This effect is of very low amp­
litude and the perturbation appears to propagate in a quasi-static fashion (continuing to 
expand but interacting very little with the background gas).
The higher density upstream part of the initial perturbation expands under thermal 
pressure while it is optically thick. When it has become sufficiently optically thin, it 
too is driven by the radiation field. A point is reached where the evolved perturbation 
alters little in form as it continues to expand in the downstream flow, Fig. 4.4(b)-(c); 
the perturbation expands and becomes more diffuse but does not undergo any dynamical 
changes.
There is no appreciable change in the results of Fig. 4.4 if the model parameters are 
changed to M  = 1, R p = 2 (i.e. the same R p as previously but with zero velocity perturb­
ation). This supports the notion th a t the evolution of the perturbation is dominated by 
thermal pressure. Although the thermal pressure is im portant to this initially optically 
thick perturbation, th a t is not to say th a t the radiation driving is insignificant. Whilst 
the perturbation is optically thick gas pressure is dominant in the expansion of the per­
turbation. When the lump becomes optically thinner the effect of the radiation driving
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Figure 4.4: The evolution of an optically thick perturbation, M  =  2  and Rp =  2, in a 
CAK force model. Due to the low velocity of the perturbation it initially expands predom­
inantly from gas pressure expansion. Once the perturbation is optically thin enough to 
be driven by the radiation field the gas has formed a macroscopic structure which cannot 
be considered as one object, but distinct regions.
is felt by the gas and the subsequent expansion and evolution is reliant on this. The 
structure of the perturbation is set by the state which the thermal expansion leaves it 
in, at the time that radiation pressure dominates. The unstable nature of the radiation 
pressure appears as the accelerating gas becomes optically thin, further accelerating it 
and making it optically thinner.
4.5.2 High Mach number, mean flow density perturbation
As another example of perturbed behaviour we enhance the velocity over the perturbed 
region by M  =  4 and leave the density of the wind undisturbed, Rp =  1. As Fig. 4.5 
shows the enhanced velocity locally induces a density enhancement. As the faster moving 
gas sweeps up a dense shell, the shell continues to sweep up material as it propagates
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leaving a wake of diffuse gas. As the shell accretes downstream gas some gas is pushed 
out tangentially and forms a distinct shell around the diffuse wake.
As the perturbation ploughs into the downstream material it develops a pointed shape 
similar to that in Fig. 4.1 in the continuum driving case. The plane front forms into a 
dense knot which survives thermal expansion because of its high velocity. This knot will 
continue to sweep up downstream gas and be rammed by optically thin gas from behind, 
which both compacts it and replenishes the supply of gas pushed into the cocoon.
As the perturbation evolves two things happen: first the high density shell develops 
R-T instability. This does not develop until late in the evolution and the characteristic 
growth time is too small for them  to make an impact while the structure is inside the grid. 
Second, the edge of the perturbation steepens into a reverse shock. As the rarefaction 
waves from the upper and lower edge move upstream they interact forming a density 
enhancement in the middle of the diffuse gas, as seen in Fig. 4.5(c).
4.5.3 High Mach num ber, high density contrast perturbation
Although the perturbed flow of the previous section was useful for learning about the 
effect of velocity disturbances to the flow, there is little control over the initial form of the 
density perturbation induced. Therefore we return to a velocity and density perturbed 
flow introducing a perturbation which has twice the velocity and density amplitude of 
th a t in §4.5.1, M  =  4 and R p = 4. The reason for choosing such large amplitudes is to 
investigate whether the therm al or radiation pressure is more dominant in this initially 
high velocity and density perturbation.
The structure seen in Fig. 4.6 is reminiscent of that seen in Fig 4.5, with a thicker shell 
initially. The evolution of the perturbation departs from th a t seen in Fig. 4.5 gradually 
until the original slab perturbation becomes a focal lump. At this point optically thin 
gas from the perturbed region creeps around the lump and begins its own propagation 
into the undisturbed medium. This shows tha t the optically thin gas is inhibited by the
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Figure 4.5: The evolution of a perturbation with M  =  4 ,RP =  1, in a CAK force model. 
This shows that a dense shell of swept up material is quickly formed from accelerated gas 
impacting on the high density perturbation. The perturbation forms a bow shock which 
subsequently suffers under RT instabilities.
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downstream dense focal lump. Once past this obstacle the gas is accelerated freely by the 
radiation field.
This behaviour could be of importance to the wider structure of the wind. If this 
ejected optically thin region increases in density from interaction with the medium, sub­
sequent dense knots could be formed along this path in the flow. However this treatm ent 
ignores the spherical divergence of the radiation field and any non-isothermal considera­
tions about the state of the gas. We would expect that the propagation of the structure 
would be slowed from loss of energy and decreasing impetus. The effect of changing to 
an adiabatic equation of state increases the effect of the thermal pressure, and would in­
crease the thermal expansion rate. This effect would make the dense knots more inclined 
to expand as they propagate outward from the star, instead of becoming more condensed, 
thus smoothing out the structure which forms. It is unclear where this thermal expan­
sion would dominate, since the dynamics of the system are complicated, as the above 
structure analysis has shown. This allows for the possibility th a t the structures become 
macroscopically im portant and visible in the stellar spectrum.
4.6 N on-Sobolev response to perturbations
We now move to studying the 2D evolution of a non-Sobolev driven wind. The initial 
conditions and perturbation additions are performed in the same way as in previous 
sections. We continue to investigate perturbations with extreme characteristics, and also 
consider the evolution of small perturbations which can arise from background noise. Such 
small amplitude perturbations as these are likely to be common in a real wind so their 
evolution could assist the understanding of observations.
Running the model without further perturbation, its development is similar initially to 
one-dimensional runs. However, as the simulation progresses, the dense shell structures 
fragment in a direction perpendicular to the flow. We initially presumed th a t these 
instabilities are seeded by small rounding errors in the underlying hydrodynamical scheme
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Figure 4.6: The evolution of a perturbation with M  = 4 and Rp — 4, in a CAK force 
model. The perturbation behaves in a similar manner to that of Fig. 4.5. The higher 
dense makes the onset of -RT instability less prominent (cf. equation 4.4).
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and variations in the CFL timestep (cf. OCR). The results of Poe, Owocki and Castor 
(1990) suggest tha t the variability in the wind appears because the solution is nodal, and 
therefore surrounded very closely by similar solutions. Each point in a numerical solution 
has an error with it associated with it, which can prevent the solution settling to a unique 
solution and continually generating structure. Numerical results with a constant timestep 
(smaller than the minimum value of the CFL timestep for the flow) do not indicate any 
reduction in the variability for our method of force calculation. This suggests tha t the 
inherently structured flow results because the wind does not find a unique solution.
The growth of these perturbations of the dense noise-excited shells may be attributed 
to Richtmyer-Meshkov (R-M) instability. On immediate inspection the structure might 
appear to be R-T, because they form at the interface of two regions of different density, 
which is in part correct, since the R-M instability is related to the R-T instability. The 
results we show in this and subsequent sections are dominated by shock structure which is 
the feature distinguishing R-M from R-T. One of the assumptions in the analysis of § 4.2 
is tha t for R-T instabilities to form the two regions of different density must be in pressure 
equilibrium, which is not the case where shocks are present. We term all such unstable 
structures as R-M instabilities, although we do not eliminate the possibility th a t they 
could be R-T. As the flow evolves we can see that the vast majority of the motion is in 
the radial direction, thus discounting the possibility tha t such strong unstable structures 
could be K-H.
As structure evolves from these instabilities, it has a very definite effect on the down­
stream flow. When we allow the driving to act over a long time on a wind with no seeded 
perturbation, the result is a highly structured flow as can be seen in Fig. 4.7. Initially the 
instabilities appear to be regularly spaced and periodic but as the flow evolves the line 
de-shadowing instability (LDI) leads to an irregular and clumpy flow.
If the gas is diffuse the instabilities do not evolve to macroscopic structure, because 
the strong coupling with the driving ‘washes ou t’ the structure. Dense shells th a t have
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become optically thick, expand from gas pressure alone. This provides mechanisms by 
which both dense and diffuse shells can expand. Shocks are formed where the edges of 
two such expanding shells collide, for example at (ii) in Fig. 4.8(b). Depending on the 
expansion velocities of the shells involved, hydrodynamical instabilities may develop at 
the interface. The development of instabilities in the flow can fragment the resulting shell 
into multiple bullets and diffuse bubbles.
To study the development of these structures in more detail, we will now investigate the 
development of flows in which an explicit perturbation is included in the initial conditions. 
The distinct difference between the results from this section and those of the previous 
sections is th a t the flow contains dense shell structure from the outset.
4.6.1 V elocity perturbed flow
As a first example of the development of a perturbed two dimensional flow, we set M  = 1 .2 , 
Rp = 1 . Initially the disturbance expands smoothly through the background, and no 
significant effects appear on large scales. The gas in the initially perturbed region collects 
into a dense clump, with rarefied regions immediately upstream and downstream of it. 
The downstream rarefaction is simply the result of the increased velocity of the gas in 
the perturbed region, while the upstream  perturbation is caused by the shadow of the 
perturbation. In this shadow, the gas experiences a decreased radiation force, slows and 
is swept up by the clump.
As the perturbation increases in size, the changes of shadowing from gas shadowed 
by the perturbation (etc.) begin to have affects on the dense shells far downstream. The 
patch of the dense shell marked (i) in Fig. 4.8(b), falls in the shadow of the perturbation, 
decelerates and becomes more diffuse, causing the first break in the shell structure. At this 
time an instability develops in the unshadowed parts of the dense shell where the optically 
thin faster flowing gas meets an optically thick slower dense shock. The disruption of the 
shells is dependent on whether they continue to contract as they evolve, which is in
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Figure 4.7: The evolution of the flow when no perturbation is added . The structure 
develops as R-T or R-M instabilities become a dominant feature in the flow. There is 
a complicated hydrodynamical interaction between shadowing, de-shadowing, and gas 
pressure expansion. The regular features result from the hydrodynamical instabilities, 
however edge effects begin to arise as well as a high level of unresolved structure which 
disturbs the flow in an amorphous fashion. The axes measure the same distance units as 
the one dimensional case (i.e. R+).
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Figure 4.8: The evolution of a velocity perturbation of 20 per cent above the background 
level (A/ =  1.2, Rp =  1) is shown at variety of times, labeled beneath each plot. Many 
interesting features can be seen in this 2 D model. As the perturbed gas moves through 
the background it appears to trigger Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities in the dense shells 
and causes a disturbance to the upstream background.
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turn  dependent on whether they are compressed by a shock behind or retarded by a 
dense region ahead. If the shell expands slower than the perturbation evolves, the R-M 
instability within the shell structure develops. If not, the unstable structure diffuses away 
as the gas expands. This is the case in shell (i) of Fig. 4.8(c) where the increasing radial 
width and decreasing density of the shell damps the instability, so th a t before it becomes 
significant the shell disperses. The shadowed region is unaffected by this expansion due 
to the alterations in spectrum tha t govern its motion. The apex of the shadowed region 
in the same plot forms a transient dense feature labelled (ii) which is created by the fast 
highly rarefied region immediately upstream of it, from which it accretes gas. As the flow 
evolves further, this clump disperses.
It is interesting to note th a t when part of a dense shell falls into the rarefied slipstream 
of the perturbation it experiences very little driving and is swept up by the dense clump 
of the perturbation. There is steady accretion from such incidents, increasing the density 
and extent of the perturbation. Were it not for this accretion the perturbation would 
become highly rarefied and disappear, but as is shown in Fig. 4.8(d), part of the dense 
shell is accelerated and compressed into a high density bullet which rams through the 
perturbation.
Further downstream, Fig. 4.8(e) this feature develops into a bow shock/arrow shape 
and is added to further by faster flowing gas, ballisticallv accreting onto it from behind. 
This structure is preserved until the edge of the grid, but it is unlikely to remain in 
this form in the far downstream flow. When the wind has reached the terminal velocity, 
adiabatic expansion will cause it to diffuse away.
Persistent features appear in the inner wind at the position of the initial perturbation. 
Instabilities seeded by these disrupt the formation of dense shells in the downstream 
flow. This is eventually smoothed out as the features spread in the tangential direction. 
Fig. 4.8(f). However, as the flow is everywhere supersonic, the perturbations ought to 
have been advected downstream long before this affects the flow.
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In an Eulerian hydrodynamical scheme, perturbations to smooth flow in a particular 
cell can only be removed exponentially with time (in essence by dilution). A sufficiently 
strong instability can decrease the exponential damping rate, or even force the perturba­
tions to grow. This may be viewed as a limitation to the accuracy of these simulations -  
as indeed it would be a lim itation to the accuracy of any Eulerian simulation with finite 
resolution (Lagrangian simulations would suffer from complementary problems as a res­
ult of sampling noise). However, in reality the flow will continually be affected by small 
scale perturbations from the photospheric flow. At late times, as the dense but noisy 
shells evolve they become highly structured e l s  the hydrodynamics and the line-driving 
struggles for dominance in these regions. This flow is similar to tha t for unperturbed 
initial conditions, which suggests th a t it is not sensitive to the precise nature of the up­
stream perturbations, so long as they are small -  the exponential growth of the instability 
erases the small details of its seeding.
4.6.2 D ensity  perturbed flow
Contrasting behaviour is observed if a density perturbation is applied to the background 
flow. The motivation for this choice of perturbation was interest in a macroscopic persist­
ent feature in the outer portion of the wind. The phenomenon of Co-rotating Interaction 
Regions (CIRs) has been discussed previously (e.g. Cranmer h  Owocki 1996, Dessart & 
Chesneau 2002) but e l s  yet their formation in the winds of OB stars is not well understood 
(although research into their presence in the Solar wind is more advanced). CIRs were 
proposed as a method of generating periodic optically thick features as seen in OB spec­
tra. Work undertaken by Cranmer & Owocki (1996) suggest tha t CIR structure could 
be associated with velocity plateaus. Inspecting equation (2.33) and the accompanying 
definition of the optical depth reveals the importance of velocity plateaus, since like high 
density regions they make for a large optical depth. The subject is still controversial and 
we pursue an enhanced density perturbation method here.
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Figure 4.9: The evolution of a density perturbation of 20 per cent above the background 
level is shown at variety of times, labelled beneath each plot. These results contrast with 
those for a velocity perturbation shown earlier. Although the flow is similar the direction 
of the perturbation fronts is reversed.
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Initially, the perturbation expands in the form expected for such an over-pressured 
region from pure hydrodynamics. A diffuse bubble appears, with dense shocked plates at 
its upstream and downstream edges. However, as the flow develops, these plates move 
apart and become more condensed, while the material between them is accelerated by 
line driving into the downstream clump, or is swept up by the approach of the upstream 
edge or clump. The direction which material will move and which clump it will be swept 
into is dependent on whether the gas falls in the shadow of the upstream clump or not 
(or any other structure for th a t m atter).
The downstream flow still shows evidence of the spectral interference from the per­
turbation (i.e. LDI). The background dense shells are disturbed initially on the line of 
the edges of the perturbation, since a t these positions a range of velocities are present 
while the body of the perturbation has a very narrow velocity dispersion; the downstream 
material is only disturbed if gas upstream  of it blocks radiation in a relevant frequency 
range.
The subsequent evolution of the upstream and downstream components of the ori­
ginal perturbation is distinct from th a t found in the previous section, showing sensitive 
dependence of the details of the flow on the initial conditions. One obvious feature, shown 
in Fig. 4.9(b), is tha t both clumps of the perturbation appear to be blown away by the 
out-flowing wind whereas in Fig. 4.8(b) the perturbation forms bow shocks as it pushes 
through slower material ahead of it. These two graphs can be compared against the less 
structured flows in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 suggesting that a massive perturbation (R p > 1) 
results in a reverse bowshock while increasing the momentum (M  > 1 ) results in a forward 
bowshock.
These results prompted an investigation of a higher density initial perturbation, so a 
density perturbation, with R p = 4, M  = 1 was applied to the same initial conditions as 
above. As one might expect the evolution of this perturbation, as seen in Fig. 4.10(a)-(f) 
is similar to tha t seen in Fig. 4.9(a)-(f). In this case the upstream  edge of the expanding
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bubble withstands disruption by the flow and eventually forms a V -shaped front, which 
after further evolution develops highly detailed structure in Fig. 4.10(d) as a shock passes 
through it leaving R-M instabilities to develop.
The structure from the downstream edge of the bubble forms features in Fig. 4.10(c)- 
(d) that are reminiscent of the structure in Fig. 4.9(c)-(d). The perturbation has a 
great effect on the persistent features which remain in the upstream flow, leading to the 
beginning of highly clumped flow in Fig. 4.10(f).
Sum m ary
Building on the one dimensional results of chapter 3 we extend the computational domain 
into twTo dimensions. The calculation of the line driven winds assumes th a t the incident 
radiation is entirely plane parallel. This is useful for the following reasons:
•  It accurately describes the wind in the downstream flow where the radiation can be 
assumed to be approximately plane parallel.
•  It provides us with a tractable method of obtaining two dimensional results without 
the analytical and numerical complications that a multiple ray approach would 
bring.
The results for continuum winds are useful in illustrating the behaviour of a simple driving 
mechanism, to perturbations and hydrodynamical instabilities. The results for line driven 
winds using our non-Sobolev m ethod show significant structure:
• The self excited noise waves are seen to fragment from hydrodynamical instabilities 
(R-T and R-M), strongly affecting the flow. These are higher dimensional phenom­
ena and thus their importance would not be observed in ID.
•  We have presented one of the first studies of line de-shadowing instability in two 
dimensions. While this dissertation was written a different approach to 2D LDI
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Figure 4.10: The evolution of a density perturbation a factor of 4 times the background 
level is shown at variety of times, labelled beneath each plot.
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simulation has been proposed by Dessart &: Owocki (2003).
• Effects of the driving become more evident in 2D. The 2D density plots are essential 
in gaining a better understanding of the dynamics. W ith these we have been able to 
track the evolution of flow features clearly and investigate the evolution of structure 
in a detailed way.
•  The direct link between upstream  perturbations and the downstream is clearer in 
2D plots than ID, illustrating the highly non-local nature of the driving force. Such 
effects as the de-shadowing instability can be seen to be of great importance to the 
evolution of flow features and the complexity of the dynamics.
Having established the usefulness of our simple 2D model (published in Gomez 
Williams 2003) using a top-hat profile function in a pure absorption wind, in the following 
chapter we further refine this model to use a Gaussian profile function and include a 
contribution to the driving from the diffuse radiation field.
Chapter 5
Further developm ents w ith  
non-Sobolev models
In the previous sections we have shown the effects of physical refinements on the structure 
of the wind solutions. In this section we discuss the possible scientific gains of three further 
refinements on the two dimensional structure of the non-Sobolev driven wind: changing 
of line profile shape, implementing a subsonic inner boundary condition and calculation 
of the line drag effect.
5.1 Change o f Line profile shape
Until now the line profile function used in the optical depth calculation has been a top-hat 
function. In this section we will explain the original motivation for this assumption and 
ways in which it can be improved.
As detailed in §2.3.3, we simplify the optical depth calculation by updating it from 
the local velocity and density of the gas at each grid point. Spectral information from 
gas interior to each point in the flow is also used in this calculation which distinguishes 
it from a local approach using the Sobolev approximation. This method is not wholly 
dependent on local conditions but requires knowledge of the absorption spectrum interior
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to each calculation point on the grid.
We compute the non-Sobolev optical depth from the convolution of the line profile 
function with the column density in each grid cell in velocity space. If the density is 
assumed to be constant across the width of a cell the line profile function needs only to be 
convolved with a top-hat function with a width corresponding to the velocity difference 
across the cell and a height equal to the column density in the cell pAz.
Initially we used another top-hat function for the profile function, as this was the 
easiest case to consider both analytically and conceptually (the convolution of two top- 
hat functions with different height and width). This has limitations which are discussed 
extensively by Owocki k. Rybicki (1984). The essence of their argument against using a 
top-hat profile is tha t the growth rate of perturbations to a flow which is driven using 
such a profile, is larger than in reality. Also that it shortens the mean free path of photons 
absorbed a t the blue edge of the line. In the top-hat case the blue (and red) edge of the 
profile function is infinitely steep, and all photons in the frequency range A^t) are absorbed 
equally. This overestimates the driving force from the absorption of these photons. For 
this reason we have used other functional forms of the profile function, specifically a 
triangular function and a Gaussian (Doppler) profile. The triangular function produces 
flow which contains much jagged structure because of the shape of this profile. The 
triangular profile is not useful in our analysis so we discuss the Gaussian form of the 
profile function only.
The Gaussian profile is a good match to a line profile which is broadened only by the 
thermal motion of the gas (Mihalas 1978). In this case we assume tha t other mechanisms 
of broadening are not so dominant. As was discussed in Chapter 2  the true form of the line 
profile function is more accurately described by a Voigt profile since this includes the effect 
of natural broadening (Mihalas 1978). However the Gaussian is a good approximation 
of this in the context of a numerical routine for the driving such as ours. The main 
difficulty when using a Gaussian profile in a numerical routine is tha t it has an infinite
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extent, and consequently will contribute to the optical depth far from the line centre 
in frequency space, but this can be overcome by only including part of the function (3 
standard deviations away from the mean of a Gaussian includes more than 99% of the 
area under the curve). In the beginning we assumed tha t using a top-hat function would 
simplify the analytical convolution calculation (the justification for this step has been 
given already in § 2.3.3) and it would be instructive to investigate the properties of the 
wind when using such a simplifying assumption, in comparison to results published by 
other authors.
In the asymptotic limit of a large velocity gradient A u/u th 1 the profile function 
(irrespective of its form) tends to a delta function, <fi(x) —* 5(x), which is a re-expression 
of the Sobolev approximation (if the flow is monotonic). In the opposite asymptotic limit, 
A u/uth <  1 there is a numerical lower limit that inhibits the profile function being fully 
resolved (the A refers to differencing across one grid cell). The limiting size is the spacing 
of the spectral grid, Ax.
We give the functional form which is used in the numerical code in the equation (B.3) 
and more information about the form is given in §B. The results below are obtained by 
replacing the calculation of the radiative force using a top-hat profile function with that 
using a Gaussian profile function, in VH-1. To investigate the properties of the profile 
function we compare results in 3 limits (given below) for both the top-hat and Gaussian 
profile function.
5.1.1 A bsorption profile o f a single line
The effect of advancing the calculation of the driving from using a top hat to a Gaussian 
profile function is quite subtle. As indicated above, the form of the line profile tends 
to a delta function in the Sobolev limit, however in the optically thin limit the spectral 
grid resolution will have an effect on the optical depth calculation; the limitations of grid 
resolution can reduce the Gaussian to a function closer to the top hat function if it is
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under-resolved.
To better characterize the nature of radiation pressure, we consider the absorption 
from one physical cell with velocity width Av.  We choose 3 values for A v / v ^  which 
represent: (a) A v / v th A x , (b) A v / v ^  > A x , (c) A v / v ^  < Ax.  The differences
between the two profiles are evident in the generally smoother shape seen in Fig. 5.1. 
generated from the Gaussian profile function. The figures display the convolution of the 
profile function with a top-hat with width Ai; (from which the force is calculated). The 
curves are all normalized so th a t the area under all of them is equal to I / A x .  In the limit 
of large A v  the absorption profile produced by the two different methods becomes more 
similar, a flat topped structure with decreasing wings (Fig. 5.1(a)). This is close to the 
Sobolev limit and each profile function tends to a common shape, a delta function. The 
top-hat model always generates absorption structures which have flat tops, whereas the 
Gaussian model only generates flat top absorption features for A v  > 4r\h, which can be 
thought of as the start of the Sobolev regime (there is always curvature in the Gaussian 
model, at all values of x).
The difference between the models is more obvious for smaller values of A v  as is 
shown in Fig 5.1(b),(c). The nature of the Gaussian having no definable edge, such as 
the top hat function has, means th a t wings are inclined to contribute to the absorption at 
frequencies/velocities beyond those defined by the physical grid cell of interest. We will 
address this issue below with reference to absorption calculations over an entire grid and 
not just the single cell discussed here.
Figs. 5.1 illustrate well what is meant by “the shortening of the mean free path of 
photons at the blue edge” . The steep sides of the top hat function allow photons to be 
absorbed over a narrower range than the Gaussian function.
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Figure 5.1: The spectral absorption due to one flow cell with different velocity ranges,
(a)A u/uth =  5, (b) Au/^th =  1, (c) A u /^ th =  0 .0 1 , where Ax =  0.05 for each. The plots 
show the absorption with the top-hat profile function model (solid curve) and Gaussian 
profile function model (dashed curve). The area under the solid curves is the same as 
under the dashed curves. Remember tha t this shows the convolution of the profile and grid 
cell, so although (&) aDDroaches the Sobolev limit it does not look like a delta function.
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Figure 5.2: The spectral absorption from wind solutions with constant density, p = 1 
and constant velocity gradient (a )A y /%  =  5, (b)A u/uth =  1 , (c)Au/Tth =  0 .0 1 , with a 
spectral grid spacing of Ax =  0.05. The curves show a generally flat topped structure for 
both top-hat (solid) and Gaussian (dashed) models. As with the case of a single line, the 
area under each solid curve is the same as under the relevant dashed curve.
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5.1.2 A bsorption in wind solutions
We compare the optical depth calculation using the top hat and Gaussian profiles for 
the test cases discussed in the last section and Fig. 5.1 using a constant velocity gradient 
and constant density distribution over a physical range of 3R*. It has the simple solution 
r] = const and grad =  const, for the range of velocities observed. Fig. 5.2 (a)-(c) are 
the absorption profiles for the full wind (in this approximate case) and show th a t both 
profile functions produce a flat topped spectrum for the applied range of velocity. The 
three graphs in Fig. 5.2 show the difference in the absorption profiles for (a) A v / v ^  Ax
(b)A u/uth > Ax and (c) A v / v ^  < Ax over 3R* in the wind. The only apparent change in 
the shape of the profile, in Fig. 5.2(a) and (b), is their width and height which scale with 
Av.  These figures show tha t there is little difference between the results using the two 
different profile shapes when A u/u th > Ax. Fig. 5.2(c) shows tha t in the small velocity 
gradient limit A v /%  < Ax there is an appreciable difference in the absorption. Once 
again these results are normalized as in the previous section, which is the reason for the 
variable height of the profiles.
The values of A v / v ^  used differ from those shown in Fig. 5.1. It was convenient to 
show the difference in the absorption profile of a single line for velocity gradients which 
vary widely from the spectral grid resolution (cf. Fig. 5.1). In the case of a large physical 
domain (~  3R*) we show only two calculations of the absorption from constant density and 
velocity gradient models. These models emphasize the significant discrepancy between 
the top-hat and Gaussian models in the low velocity gradient case, e.g. Fig. 5.2(c), and 
the convergence of the models in the high velocity gradient case, Fig. 5.2(a). As the 
velocity gradient increases, so the curved shape of the Gaussian model steepens into a 
shape that more closely resembles the top-hat model. We do not include further results 
as their high velocity nature moves them  out of the spectral domain shown. An expansion 
of the spectral domain obscures the low velocity gradient results.
As can be seen from Fig. 5.3(a) and (b) there is only a slight difference between
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Figure 5.3: The acceleration due to radiation absorbed, as shown in Fig. 5.2. As in 
th a t case these are wind solutions with constant density, p = 1 and constant velocity 
gradient (a )Av /v th = 5, (b)A u/uth =  1 , (c)A u/uth =  0 .0 1 , with a spectral grid spacing of 
Ax =  0.05. The Gaussian model curve (dashed) is overlaid onto the top-hat model curve 
(solid). The ‘saw-tooth’ structure in (c) is due to aliasing in the force calculation using 
the top-hat method. More evidence for this effect is shown in Fig. 5.4(c).
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the acceleration derived from the two models, while in Fig 5.3(c) there is a noticeable 
difference in the structure. This noisy structure in the results for the top-hat case is due 
to the velocity width not being resolved by the spectral grid in the top-hat case. In this 
region the Gaussian tails are im portant to the smooth transition between the absorption 
in neighbouring spatial grid cells. The acceleration has a significant contribution from the 
overlapping of the convolution profile tails instead of from the flat region in the centre 
of the convolved function (as is the case in Fig. 5.3(a)-(b)). These results once again are 
for the contrived case of a wind with constant density p =  l,and  velocity which varies 
according to A u/uth =  const (defined in the caption of Fig. 5.3.
We test these models further by applying a non-idealized ID velocity and density data 
set to the two different driving models; we pass the dataset through the force calculation 
subroutine for both the top-hat and gaussian driving methods for one timestep only. The 
data  set contains shocks and detailed structure, and is from a typical ID run of the non- 
Sobolev model from § 3.6. In Fig. 5.4 we show the supplied velocity condition and driving 
results for this data set. There is good agreement once again between the Gaussian and 
top-hat models. The noise content of the acceleration and absorption is still present in the 
top-hat results of Fig. 5.4(b) and (c) while the Gaussian shows smooth structure especially 
obvious in the absorption results (cf. Fig. 5.4(c)). The noise in Fig. 5.4(c), 5.3(c) (top-hat 
results, solid curves) can be reduced by decreasing the size of the grid Ax, but it cannot 
be eliminated because in practice there will always exist regions where A v < Ax.
5.1.3 Gaussian line profile: 2D results
Using this reformulated model of the radiation driving, we run simulations which are 
similar to those of § 3.6 using the param eters is Table 3.1 so that the results can be 
compared with that of the top-hat line profile. We compare two of the models: (A)RP =  1, 
M  =  1.2 and (B)jRp =  4, M  = 1. The grey-scale results of these simulations are shown 
in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 respectively, and can be compared directly with Figs. 4.9 and 4.10
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Figure 5.4: Absorption and acceleration profiles for a non-idealized velocity and density 
data  set. As before top-hat model results (solid) are overlaid with Gaussian model results 
(dashed). The values are given in code units and the plots are shown for comparison 
purposes, the amplitude of the radiation acceleration in (b) can be compared to the ID 
results of chapter 3. The physical range of the acceleration is zoomed so as to best view 
the difference between the 2  models. The Gaussian model smooths out the features which
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(the variable CFL timestep makes the times of these plots are slightly different from the 
corresponding plots in Chapter 4).
There are various differences between the flow structures in these models and the 
top-hat models. The initial state of the flow is noticeably less structured since it uses 
ID relaxed data from the Gaussian model and not those of the top-hat model as a seed. 
The decreased structure in the Gaussian model is a result of the ‘softening’ of the driving 
force. This is well illustrated by Figs. 5.4, where the top-hat model has much sharper 
features derived from a profile function which has sharp edges; the continuous form of the 
Gaussian yields a smooth overlap of line interaction regions.
The question of the level of structure which is generated by the driving is of great 
importance, since in it lies the power to either cause or disrupt flow features. As is 
illustrated by Fig. 5.4(b) the top-hat case over-estimates the driving, albeit by a very 
small amount. It is not this effect th a t causes the structure, bu t rather the noise which 
appears as a result of the sharp edges of the top-hat, as appears in Fig. 5.4(c). The 
lessening of the structure in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 is a result of the decrease in seeding from 
the radiation absorption in the smoother Gaussian case.
The response of the perturbation to the driving is largely unchanged by the changed 
profile function. As was indicated in the ID results (cf. Fig. 5.2) there is no substantial 
difference between the two profile models when A u/uth >  Ax which is largely satisfied 
in such a wind and with a sufficiently low choice of A x(=  0.05uth). The nature of the 
driving is not generally affected by this change of profile function only the level of noise 
(or structure from LDI in the early wind) it produces.
The perturbation in model (A) remains as a coherent lump in the flow and because 
of the decreased structure in this model is not disrupted whilst it remains within the 
grid. Model (B), expands rapidly by gas pressure expansion which is not inhibited by the 
large amounts of flow structure seen in Fig. 4.10. Consequently, although the presence 
of the perturbation is strongly felt by the flow in the structure that it creates, it does
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Figure 5.5: Two dimensional velocity perturbed (M =  1 , Rp = 1.2) flow using a Gaussian 
profile function. The flow is less structured than its top-hat model counterpart shown in 
Fig. 4.9, while the response of the perturbation to the driving force is very similar to the 
top-hat case.
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Figure 5.6: Two dimensional velocity perturbed (M  =  1 , R p =  4) flow using a Gaussian 
profile function. The flow is less structured than its top-hat model counterpart shown in 
Fig. 4.10, while the response of the perturbation to the driving force is very similar to the 
top-hat case
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not condense into a high density structure such as is seen in the top-hat case. This is 
further evidence that the flow properties, whilst dependent 011 the radiation driving, also 
are strongly affected by the hydrodynamics.
Although the Gaussian profile function increases the fidelity to the real physical wind 
solution, the main advantage of this model is that it decreases the noise (and therefore 
the structure) of the background flow. The wavelength of small scale noise can extend 
down below the A u/u th > Ax limit, thus meaning that there is more inherent structure 
in the top-hat case. The evolution of diffuse features will naturally be affected by this 
upgrade, since there is less structure present to disrupt them, increasing their lifetime as 
coherent features.
5.2 Subsonic boundary condition
Until this point we have used only a supersonic boundary condition. As a first step 
towards relaxing this boundary condition, we experimented with changing the velocity 
at the inner boundary from a constant value vBC =  ao to a constant velocity gradient 
so tha t d2v /d z 2 =  0 (with an initial value of uBC =  ao)- The evolution of models with 
these different boundary conditions show qualitatively similar results, containing structure 
which appears at the same point in the wind (cf. Fig. 3.20), with the same time-averaged 
velocity. This implies that if the boundary conditions are sensitively chosen the wind will 
find the maximum velocity solution. This is for a model which does not include any finite 
disc correction.
A problem with assigning values at the inner boundary to both velocity and density 
is tha t the solution can become over specified. If the chosen values are completely in­
compatible it can trap  a shock at the inner boundary. Flows with a similar form were 
investigated by e.g. Williams, Hartquist &; Dyson (1995), as models for the structure of 
planetary nebulae (where a supersonic stellar wind can be stagnated by mass loading). 
In Fig. 5.7 we show the behaviour of the wind, while it tries to establish a steady solu­
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tion, with pBC = 10- 11gcm - 3  and vBC = ao. This behaviour persists because the density 
boundary condition is fixed at a value to high for the solution to relax; the velocity and 
density boundary conditions are incompatible for an equillibrium to be formed.
In order to probe the sub-sonic region of the wind we relax the point star approximation 
of OCR. The wind must start deep enough into the hydrostatic region of the atmosphere 
th a t any disturbances from the outside are damped to zero. This is best modelled by 
using a finite-disc correction factor.
The finite disc has been modelled in an analytically soluble way by various different 
authors (Pauldrach et al. 1986, Puls et al. 1993) however they do not consider time 
dependent models so detailed feedback with the radiation driving force is not necessary 
(as a first approximation) or they use a smooth wind solution and assume the Sobolev 
approximation. These authors use a finite disc correction factor, which is different to the 
angle average approach used below.
In order to account for the effect of the finite stellar disc the form of the radiation force 
is altered to include an angular average of the incident radiation field at each point in the 
flow £. The angle tha t a ray makes with a local, outward radius vector is 9 = cos- 1  p. This 
method still assumes tha t the force is calculated from a single radial ray. The definition 
of p  is given by,
T V 2'
A* =
1 / 2
(5.1)
where we introduce another term  y = (z t& nO /R * ) 2 the ray parameter. Following Owocki 
& Puls (1996) we re-express equation (2.42) to account for finite disc effects as,
PPrad =  / ' d y
Jo
Prad =
dP rad(^) / )^ 
dz
Qihm r(ck) [°°
(5.2)
f  dx(p(x ~  v ( r ) / v th)[r)(x, Z, p) + l /K max + (pix)/^] '  Q , (5.3)
K  q  1 —  OL J — oo
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Figure 5.7: The result of having a shock trapped at the inner boundary is shown by the 
curves in this figure. The behaviour is cyclic as the wind continually tries to establish an 
equilibrium solution. The gas rushes in towards the inner boundary trying to match the 
high density boundary condition. The wind cannot sustain the steep velocity gradient 
and the equilibrium is destroyed as a high density shell is ejected from the inner boundary. 
The sequence of the curves runs from solid, dash, smaller dash to dot in time intervals of 
«  4ks
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where we modify the definition of r](x,z) to,
f z dv
/  p(r)<f>(x-pv(r)/vth) —  . (5.4)
Jr.. p
The integral over y  has a range [0,1] which reflects only rays th a t impact on the stellar 
core are considered.
The above form of the driving was incorporated into the numerical method shown in 
§ 2.3.6 using a gaussian form of the profile function. The angular integral was discretised 
using an impact parameter step-size of A y  = 0.01, which gives sufficient angular resolution 
without causing the force calculation to be slowed down drastically.
Fig. 5.8 shows a representative dataset for the above model using the param eters for £ 
Pup as given in Table 3.2. There is a substantial amount of structure in both the velocity 
and density plots, much more than  is seen in Fig. 3.20. The reason for this is the subsonic 
boundary condition. In this case the velocity at the inner boundary condition can vary. 
The density at the inner boundary in this case is much higher than  in Fig. 3.20 possibly 
giving rise to large amounts of structure also. The high level of noise can be attributed 
to the spatial resolution of the grid and is reduced on a finer grid. We keep the resolution 
the same as in all previous models.
The time averaged value of the terminal velocity is 1520km s- 1  and the mass loss rate 
is 2.43 x 10- 6Mo yr-1 . These values are in good agreement with observed values (cf. 
Howarth et al. 1997).
5.3 Line Drag
The treatm ent of line driving thus far has only been to implement a pure absorption 
approach, whereas in reality the driving is provided by scattering. It is however compu­
tationally demanding to perform a complete scattering calculation since the trajectory of 
each photon incident on a gas particle of interest and the re-emitted photon trajectory
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Figure 5.8: Model results for C Puppis using the physical parameter data  in Table 3.2. 
The flow contains much structure. The very sharp structure is due to the isothermal 
assumption being stretched where the gas shocks.
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must be calculated. Interesting work has been done by Stamatellos & W hitworth (2003) 
which tracks ~  1 0 8 photons incident on a molecular cloud and after performing detailed 
radiative transfer calculations on the gas and using a Monte Carlo method to predict the 
re-emission trajectories, updates the cloud temperature. Because of the computationally 
intensive nature of this model, it is at present neither time-dependent nor hydrodynamical.
In a diffuse radiation field, at each point in the flow photons are scattered by ions. If the 
flow is smooth and monotonic the scattering of photons is symmetrical and the amount 
scattered downstream balances the amount scattered upstream. The force from this 
scattered radiation also balances in the upstream and downstream directions, resulting in 
no net force on the flow from this diffuse radiation field.
This idea is further developed by Owocki & Puls (1996) in the context of a non- 
Sobolev approach to the calculation of the optical depth. Following their formulation of 
the problem we write the intensity of the radiation field as,
/ o o dx(f){x -  v ( z ) /v th)[Idir(x, z, n) +  /diff(x, 2 , /x)], (5.5)-oo
where Id\r is the frequency integrated intensity of the radiation field direct-ly from the 
star and 1 ^  is the frequency integrated intensity of the diffuse radiation field.
Owocki & Puls (1996) show how the diffuse force can be calculated using a Smooth 
Source Function (SSF) approach. This assumes th a t the radiation field is a smoothly 
varying function of radial distance which is insensitive to changes in the state variables 
(e.g. velocity, density). This allows T^ iff t°  be calculated without prior knowledge of the 
form of the Source function, which we can now write as,
I m ( x , p , r )  =  S (r)[ l -  (5.6)
which uses the optical depth variable t(x,  p, 2 , z*,), the frequency dependent line-optical
depth along a ray path p from z to  Zb where again x  is the dimensionless frequency
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variable.
Owocki Sz Puls (1996) write the acceleration (or retardation) from the diffuse field in 
the following form,
~  „ r (Q) Sint{r)9 m  ~  5thi„2(1 +  ^ ) 5 ^ (r) (5 .,)
r  1 r o c
x dy dx<t>{x -  / iv{r)/vih)[tZQ( - x ,  r, y) -  t~Q(x, r, //)],
JO J —oo
A commonly used source function is the optically thin form (or weak line limit) of the 
Sobolev function, allowing the above equation to be written as,
r(a) , x
9 m  “  5thin2(l +  /v ) (5’8)
r  1 r o c
x dy dx(f)(x -  f iv{r)/vth)[tZQ{ - x , r ,  y) -  t~a{x, r, /i)],
JO J—oo
where
We adopt the optical depth notation of Owocki & Puls (1996),
£+(x,r,/z) =  k0 ( ——  +  /  — p(r')<f>(x -  nv(r ' ) /v ih) \  (5.10)
\^ max Oc J R* fJ J
(  1 f°° dr' \
£ _ (-x ,r ,/z )  =  k0 ------- + /  — p(r')(p{x -  f.w{r')/vth) . (5.11)
\  ^max Jr (L J
The ‘-I-’ and ‘ — ’ signs refer to the direction which the optical depth is derived from, 
compared to the flow direction. The positive optical depth extends from the stellar 
surface to a point in the flow r  and so includes the atmospheric reversing layer term 
(second term on RHS) in addition to the optically thick line limit (first term  on RHS). 
The negative optical depth term integrates the profile weighted column density (previously 
called r](x, r)) from r to oo. The negative optical depth can be obtained from the following
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relation,
£ _ ( -x ,r , / i )  -  R max,v)  = t+{x, Rmax,/^) - t + ( x , r , n )  (5.12)
which expresses tha t the negative optical depth is equal to its positive counterpart over a 
large range (r, R max), reinforcing th a t the diffuse force is a local effect and tha t globally this 
diffuse field is isotropic. From this we can see that if Rmax) is defined as a boundary
condition, £_(—x, r) can be calculated from the positive optical depth alone, thus saving 
much computational effort. It can be written as a reflection boundary condition,
t— ( •£? Rmax) =  t+(2u(Rmax) %•, Rmax)- (5.13)
The diffuse radiation field requires information about the wind beyond R max (and out to 
oo). It is this problem that the reflection boundary condition solves.
5.3.1 N um erical SSF form ulation
We can re-write the fundamental equations for the calculation of the line drag force in the 
notation that we introduced in §2.3.6 using our method for the calculation of the optical 
depth. In terms of a sum over frequency in each spatial grid cell this can be written as,
X2
Sradl; «  Y  l^-Xi -  (V+%,,] Ax  (5-14)
71 — X  \
a  Y  [M -  n+,n,i)~a -  »££,(] Az, (5.15)
n = x  i
using the notation we introduced in §2.3.6. The relation in equation (5.12) allows us to 
re-write 77^  =  77* -  77+ti using 77* =  r]+4Tnax -I- rj-fiTnax. This requires knowledge of rj^ i^rnax
at each step of the calculation and therefore this is calculated outside of the main force
calculation loop. This is only the diffuse force and must be added to the direct force for 
the complete treatm ent.
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5.3.2 N um erical results o f SSF
Using the characteristics for £ Pup, given in Table 3.2, we created a model using the above 
SSF formulation. The inclusion of the line drag force should be to increase the stability 
of the wind producing a less structured flow. In Fig. 5.9 we show results which include 
the diffuse force in the calculation of the dynamics. The solid curves are those calculated 
with the above SSF approach while the dashed curves are for a model which is exactly the 
same but does not include the diffuse force. Both models employ a finite disc correction 
and have a sub-sonic boundary condition at the surface of the star and a Gaussian line 
profile function.
The presence of the line drag force increases the stability of the wind as can be seen in 
Fig. 5.9. There is much less structure in the wind solutions. The line drag damps the LDI 
throughout the flow but especially in the early wind. This directly affects the structure 
present in the outer wind which is seeded by the structure in the early wind and develops 
because of the instability.
From these results we can obtain a mass loss rate of M  =  1.2 x 10-6Mo yr-1 and a 
terminal velocity of Voo = 1520km s-1 . These values are in agreement with other published 
results for £ Pup (e.g. Runacres & Owocki 2002) out to a radial distance of 4R*.
As was done in § 3.6.3 we have calculated the statistical variables fci (clumping factor). 
t>disp and Cvp (velocity-density correlation function) for both the subsonic pure absorption 
model and the SSF model. These averages were calculated over the time range 1.25 — 
2.5 x 106s (i.e. data  which is free from any effects of the starting conditions and can be 
thought of as representative). The distribution of the statistical variables for each model 
are shown as functions of radial distance in Fig. 5.10.
The dashed curves in Fig. 5.10 are for the pure absorption model and the solid curves 
are for the SSF model. Fig. 5.10(a) shows tha t the clumping factor for the SSF model 
is always at a lower value than th a t of the pure absorption model. This illustrates that 
there is less high density structure in the SSF model. Both models initially have f c\ = 1
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Figure 5.9: Representative results for models of £ Pup. SSF approach (solid) and pure 
absorption approach (curve). The graphs show plots of a) Velocity, b) density in the 
cases. This demonstrates that the inclusion of the line drag force reduces the amount of 
structure present in the outer wind by reducing the perturbations which seed it in the 
inner wind.
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where the flow is smooth. The clumping factor rises earlier in the pure absorption model 
than the SSF model, showing tha t the structure appears at an earlier point in tha t model.
The velocity dispersion, shown in Fig. 5.10(b), shows th a t the dashed curved is higher 
than the solid curve at each 2 . This indicates that there is more velocity variability in the 
pure absorption model than in the SSF model. A consequence of introducing the diffuse 
force in the calculation of the radiation driving on the wind is a reduction in the amount 
of structure present in the wind. This is borne out by the results of Figs. 5.10(a) and (b) 
where both the velocity dispersion and the clumping factor are higher in the case of the 
pure absorption model indicating a more structured wind.
The correlation function measures the correlation between velocity and density at each 
point in the wind. For both models there is a strong anti-correlation (C ~  —0.8) in the 
early wind which is similar to the findings of Runacres &: Owocki (2002). Both models then 
increase at 2  ~  1.3i?* to show approximately zero correlation. At this point the value of C  
for each model diverges but neither show any significant positive or negative correlation. 
The SSF model rises to show a slight bias towards a positive correlation (indicating that 
forward shocks become more im portant) while the pure absorption model shows a slight 
negative bias (indicating a region where reverse shocks are more important). The function 
then increases up to a slight positive correlation at 2  ~  3.5R+.
5.3.3 V elocity gradient approach to  line drag
From the premise tha t the diffuse radiation field is a local phenomena we explore an 
alternative solution to the calculation of the line drag force. Line drag occurs when 
there is a small local difference in the optical depth calculated in the up and downstream 
directions. W ith their Sobolev treatm ent, Owocki &; Puls (1996) show tha t there is no 
difference between the up and downstream optical depths when viewed from a distance, 
i.e. the Sobolev length, showing tha t the effect is indeed highly localized. The reason 
for this is tha t the Sobolev approximation calculates the optical depth at a point in flow
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Figure 5.10: The above graphs show the variation of each of the statistical descriptors 
from equation (3.1) with radial distance. The data has been binned from 800 grid cells 
to 80 bins of equal size, to reduce the scatter at each 2 . This scatter does not represent 
noise in the data but th a t the flow features move quickly across the grid and are under 
resolved in the time average.
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from the conditions (velocity gradient and density) at this point, and therefore the diffuse 
force calculated by this method is zero, since there is no fore-aft asymmetry.
As we showed in §3.5.1, in the Sobolev case the optical depth is different depending 
on which direction the velocity gradient is calculated in. This is shown by the fact that 
the velocity gradient calculated in the downstream direction (i.e. v' = (t’i+i — V{)/Az)  
produces stable flow whereas when it is calculated in the upstream  direction (i.e. v' = 
( — Vi- i ) /Az)  the flow is highly unstable (cf. Fig. 3.7).
The difference in the up and downstream optical depth is a type of fore-aft asymmetry, 
similar to tha t discussed above which causes the line drag effect. This difference does not 
remain constant but is large where the flow is locally asymmetric, i.e. in the presence of 
structure, and tends to zero when the gradient is constant, i.e. mean flow regions, thus 
behaving in a similar manner to the physical approach of Owocki &: Puls (1996). We 
express the line drag acceleration as,
9 dm(z) = £thinr(a)e~*,(z) (t~a -  ^ Q) (5.16)
where we define tu and t j  as the Sobolev optical depths calculated using t = Vx^pKo/v' 
from velocity gradients in up and down-stream directions respectively. In this notation 
tu replaces t+ from the SSF formulation, and t j  replaces t _ . In this analysis tu ^  t j
and therefore differs from the analysis of Owocki & Puls (1996), which uses the Sobolev
optical depth calculated in one direction only.
We express the source function in the form,
S(z)  =  / ,  =  /.°e-''<2>, (5.17)
so tha t in regions where there is likely to be a high level of noise (where the wind is 
structured the velocity differencing will have large errors) the source function will be 
small. The variable t'(z) represents the optical depth interior to point z as calculated
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from the function 77 in the direct force calculation, over all contributing frequencies,
In our numerical scheme this can be approximated to t(z) = f*™* Korj+(x, z)dx  and 
xmin/max refers to the minimum and maximum values of the dimensionless frequency 
within the area interior to the point z.
The effect that this method will have on the evolution of wind structure and mean
the effect of this driving largest in the early part of the wind. Nevertheless, it will evoke 
the same response in downstream features but with decreasing affect until only the largest 
features are affected.
5.3.4 Num erical sim ulation o f line drag
We use this velocity gradient approach to  the calculation of the diffuse force in conjunction 
with the non-Sobolev calculation of the direct force from §2.3.6. The results will be 
compared with those of the previous section gained using the SSF method. In order to 
calculate the diffuse force using our convolution approach to the optical depth calculation 
requires an extra 3 lines of code to be performed to be performed at each frequency at 
each grid cell, plus the initialization of the spectrum at the beginning of each timestep. 
The velocity gradient method calculates the diffuse radiation force in about 1/3 of the 
time that SSF uses. This saving may become significant for a long integration over many 
timesteps, however the price for this saving is that the velocity gradient approach has 
higher noise component than SSF and an unphysical degree of freedom in the definition 
of t'(z), as we will see below.
We employ the same toy model th a t has been consistently used to investigate the dy­
namics of the line drag phenomenon, with a top-hat profile function. We choose the value
(5.18)
flow conditions will be to increase stability, since the form of the source function makes
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Ko =  1.3 x 104cm2g-1 which shows a significant line drag effect (much larger values damp 
the diffuse field to an insignificant level and much smaller values yield an unfeasiblv dom­
inant contribution). This value is smaller than the value used in the full SSF treatment 
of the previous section, ac0 =  1.7 x 107cm2g-1 . Artificially adjusting this to a lower value 
in this velocity gradient method introduces an unphysical degree of freedom. A value of 
Ko which is too high exerts a perturbing influence on the early wind, and far from causing 
stability is responsible for making the wind unstable by accelerating it inward interior to 
a certain radius.
Line drag acceleration
We now construct the acceleration associated with the line drag by the means discussed 
above and embodied in equation (5.16). Fig. 5.11 shows the acceleration of the wind from 
the direct radiation force (upper curve) and the diffuse radiation force (lower curve). This 
figure suggests tha t the direct force is at least an order of magnitude larger than the diffuse 
force for most of the domain, howrever there are places where the diffuse component is 
comparable to the direct component. These are well aligned with shock structure, where 
the change in acceleration and optical depth is severe.
Compared with the curve for #dir, <7diff contains much noise. This can be attributed  to 
the differencing nature of its calculation and can be little improved upon by employing a 
more sophisticated differencing technique, without losing some of the uniqueness of this 
approach. We recognize this as a lim itation of the method.
Velocity and density w ith line drag
The effect of including line drag in the calculation of the driving force is shown in Fig. 5.12. 
The source function has strong coupling with the line acceleration (Fig. 5.11) in the early 
part of the wind. On comparing the structure of the wind in Fig. 5.12 we observe th a t the 
net effect of the line drag is th a t it appears to damp the unstable structure; the unstable
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Figure 5.11: In this logarithmic plot, the line acceleration from the direct component of 
the acceleration is shown as the solid top curve, whereas the dotted lower curve shows 
the diffuse component of the acceleration
structure appears further downstream in the model which includes line drag. Line drag 
effectively reduces the amplitude of the structure which does form, however this effect 
only occurs where the source function does not vanish.
Having seen the effect of line drag on the background flow in ID we now move to the 
2D domain. In order to explore the line drag effect we perturb a steady flow background 
with 2 perturbations, similar to those of § 4.6. A major feature of all of the results until 
this point is that they contain a noticeable wake which appears upstream of the perturbed 
region as it propagates in the flow (e.g. Fig. 4.10(c)). Two models were considered, with 
characteristics, (A)RP =  1.2, M  = 1 and (B) R p =  10, M  =  1. The evolution of the 
perturbation in model (B), shown in Fig. 5.14 has an evolutionary pattern similar to that 
shown in Fig. 4.10, although the initial perturbation size is 2.5 times the density amplitude 
of the pure absorption model (Fig. 4.10). The motivation for using extreme perturbations 
is firstly to investigate the effect this has on the upstream wake and secondly to test 
stability of the model.
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Figure 5.12: A comparison of the (a) velocity and (b) density structure in the pure 
absorption case (dotted) and the case including line drag (solid).
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Figure 5.13: Pure absorption and line drag effect expressed as a two dimensional grey-scale 
plot. The steady flow was supplied with a perturbation 20% larger than the background 
density. The structure of the flow is less noisy than the equivalent pure absorption results 
of Fig. 4.9. This implies that the modelling of the line drag does serve to pacify the flow.
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In two dimensions the effect of line drag is immediately noticeable when comparing 
Fig. 4.9 with Fig. 5.13, both with perturbations of R p = 1.2, M  = 1 the first in the pure 
absorption case and the second adding line drag . The initial conditions of the models of 
this section are similar to those in § 4.6. The upstream wake is greatly reduced, resulting 
in a less structured flow after the initial perturbation has passed. The line drag force 
serves to smooth flow features especially at low R  (where the Source function is largest), 
thus the wake is substantially reduced. The flow continues to produce dense shells from 
the inherent wind instability and the general structure is reminiscent of tha t produced in 
the pure absorption model. There is less structure compared with the results shown in 
§4.6, which has its root in the damping effect that line drag has on deviations from the 
mean flow, reducing the structure at the base of the wind and (to a lesser extent) further 
out in the wind, in the dense shell structure. The results are qualitatively similar to those 
obtained by using a Gaussian profile § 5.1.3.
The results from model (A), Fig. 5.13, are similar to those of Fig. 4.9. The evolution of 
the perturbation is easier to follow in the line drag case, as the dense shell structure does 
not provide such a destructive influence, not dominating the flow as strongly as in Fig. 4.9. 
The effect of the LDI flow is still highly evident, as well as the effect this has on the dense 
shells, inducing hydrodynamical instabilities in them. The perturbation in model (B) 
evolves in a manner similar to th a t of the perturbation in Fig. 4.10. The high density 
region forms an upstream facing bow shock which develops instability structure on its face. 
The downstream gas is strongly shadowed by the perturbation, producing a large region 
of in-falling gas which is not accelerated by the radiation field. The perturbation expands 
as it propagates and also is bloated by swept up material, as has been shown to happen 
throughout this chapter. There is a visible, but faint, wake upstream of the perturbation 
in Fig. 5.14(b) and (c). It is well defined and has little effect on its surroundings; the life 
of the wake is strongly dependent on the perturbation, it does not linger to a great extent 
in the post-perturbation flow, leaving a more ordered flow.
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Figure 5.14: Pure absorption with line drag force. The steady flow is perturbed with a 
region of Rp =  10, M  =  1. The line drag solution is numerically stable and the flow 
solution appears to be similar to published results. The behaviour of the perturbation is 
similar to that of Fig. 4.10, which has a 2.5 times smaller density amplitude.
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This formulation provides a qualitative model describing the line drag force which, far 
from containing any numerical pathologies, appears similar to the results tha t previous 
authors observe (Owocki & Puls 1999). Directly comparing Fig. 4.9(f) and Fig. 5.13(f) 
illustrates the increased stability of the wind base, as the unstable structure begins a t z = 
1.3 (pure absorption, top-hat model) and 2  % 1.5 (line drag, top-hat model), respectively. 
Additionally it is evident tha t the upstream wake of the perturbation is constrained better 
by this method, although not completely eradicated. The final state of the flow is less 
dominated by the presence of the perturbation than in the pure absorption model, as it 
returns to a smooth state.
Sum m ary
In this chapter we refine the non-Sobolev model of Chapter 2.
•  we account for a more realistic line profile function, with a functional form of a 
Gaussian. We show th a t above a certain spectral resolution ( A u /t’th > Ax) the 
top-hat and Gaussian are virtually indistinguishable, whilst below this the Gaussian 
model ensures a smoother spectral response.
•  we simulate a wind with the characteristics of £ Pup, including a sub-sonic inner 
boundary condition and calculate the mass loss rate and terminal velocity. These 
were found to be qualitatively similar to observational values at a distance of 47?* 
from the stellar surface.
• we build on our model of £ Pup and move to an approach which includes line drag 
in a smooth source function approach, similar to tha t of Owocki & Puls (1999). 
We obtain results which are in agreement with the structure th a t they observe in 
velocity and density, and also we obtain a mass loss rate and terminal velocity which 
agrees well.
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• we include the contribution of the diffuse force to the original top-hat form of the 
pure absorption case. We approximate the diffuse radiation field using the know­
ledge from the instability arising from the velocity-gradient direction calculation, 
expressed in Chapter 3.
W ith first and last of these refinements we first investigate a ID model and then 
perform 2D calculations to complement those of Chapter 4. We find th a t the stability 
of the background flow is increased by each of the methods, reducing both the level of 
background structure and pushing the point at which the background structure appears 
further downstream.
In the next chapter we investigate the shape of the absorption and emission contri­
butions to synthetic P-Cygni profiles along a single ray from the stellar surface. This 
explores a different way of visualizing the results from this chapter and Chapter 4.
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Chapter 6
Spectral details
This chapter is concerned with processing the density and velocity da ta  from the simu­
lations of the previous two chapters into observable quantities, specifically synthetic UV 
spectra. Although the simulation of these winds provides us with insight into the physics 
of such flows, it does not reveal how such features would appear in the spectrum of a star. 
Current observational techniques cannot resolve small surface and nearby wind features 
such as unstable shells.
The models that we use to construct spectra are: (i) pure absorption using a top-hat 
profile, (ii) pure absorption using a Gaussian profile, (iii) pure absorption (top-hat) with 
velocity gradient line drag. We have seen in the previous chapter th a t these 3 methods 
produce results which are quantitatively different and this is our motivation to study the 
previous models in a way which could be distinguished observationally. In this chapter we 
investigate the differences which exist between the models, in the observational domain.
6.1 Synthesizing spectra
During the calculation of the radiation driving force (which is computed alongside the 
hydrodynamics) it is necessary to calculate the absorption of the radiation field by the 
gas in the wind, which is achieved by the method described in §4.6. We show below that
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the absorption which is calculated in this fashion can be used to generate synthetic UV 
spectra. The data  from the 3 models is converted into spectral information using the 
formulation of Lucy (1983) which was further developed by Puls, Owocki &: Fullerton 
(1993; hereafter POF) for a resonance emission line singlet.
We will not re-derive the formulation here since we use this method as a tool rather 
than being concerned with it as a detailed physical argument. We will explain the more 
im portant assumptions tha t PO F use in addition to the ones tha t we make in our ap­
proach.
6.1.1 C alculation o f sp ectra
Calculating the source function for a pure-scattering line involves an angle average of the 
escape and core-penetration probabilities, which are in turn  calculated from the optical 
depth at each point in the flow. The approach of POF employs the Sobolev approximation 
to simplify the calculation of the source function. The Sobolev approach although not 
suitable for a hydrodynamical non-monotonic flow, where fine-scale structure is rife (and 
therefore important), can be used here because in the calculation of the emission com­
ponent of a spectral line the averaging over angle serves to smooth out fine-scale spectral 
features. The coupling between distinct resonance points in a non-monotonic flow is an 
issue which POF treat more specifically, whilst still using the Sobolev optical depth. For 
our analysis the Sobolev approach adequately models the escape probability. The escape 
probability is the probability of a photon arriving at a point r  will escape to an observer 
at infinity. The coupling between different points along each ray is implicit in each data  
set, since a non-local approach was used in its calculation (as part of the driving force 
calculation).
The calculation of the source function is written in the form provided by Sobolev 
(1960) as follows,
0 ,  ,  0 c ( r ) I c
s { r ) = w  ( <u )
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where the angle-averaged escape probability is
1 1 - em  = 2  /_, (6-2)
and the angle-averaged core-penetration probability is
1  r \  1 _  e - r
& (r) =  -  /   dn, (6.3)
^  J f i .  T
where p+ = yj 1 — R ^ /r 2 and p  is the cosine of the angle between the normal to the
photosphere and the chosen ray path  (/z =  1 , radially outwards; jx = — 1 , towards the
star). The optical depth is calculated using the Sobolev approximation along p  (Lucy
1983) as follows,
r (^ r )  =  —--------------------------------------------------------- (6-4)
The equations for the emission and absorption components to  the spectrum  are given as 
follows,
f R m ax 2 p d p  /^ (" -P -2 m in) S  ( r )  ,  ,
/ —±-J.e~ dt (6.5)
70 / i f
t/
*  -  r  ^  <w»u
where the distance along the path  in the radial direction z =  pr  and the tangential 
direction p =  ryj 1 — p 2 and the stellar intensity, / c, is assumed to be constant.
We re-express the absorption component as,
S f t a b s  =  e - t ( z ) ?
but we perform the angular integration for the emission component, equation (6.5). We 
make this compromise since in our simulations all the photon rays are parallel and there­
fore there is no angular absorption over which to integrate. This absorbed radiation is
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scattered in all directions, hence the calculation of the emission component must include 
the integral over /i.
6.1.2 R esonance line form ation
The potency of the line driving in winds is due to the presence of metal ions. The effective 
cross-section of a metal ion is larger than tha t of H+ and He+ ions, and increases with 
the resonant frequency of the ion. Metal ions have more electronic line transitions at 
lower frequencies than HI . From atomic theory the line profile integrated form of the line 
strength is given by
_  7re2 1 
m ec A^d 1 - e x p ( - ^
(6 .8)
where e and m e are the charge and mass of an electron, A^d is the line width, Dop­
pler broadened by thermal motions, c is the speed of light. The parameter f mn is the 
oscillator strength, which is a function of the line centre wavelength and the Einstein B  
coefficient (excitement probability). N n is the population of the ions in the lower state, 
n  and assumed to be proportional to the mass density at a particular radius. A further 
assumption is tha t the exponential term  in equation (6 .8 ) can be neglected, implying that 
this is a high frequency or low tem perature limit. W ith these assumptions in mind we 
re-express equation (6 .8 ),
a i(r)  =  ki p(r) (6.9)
with K\ as the mass absorption co-efficient or line opacity, and is taken to be constant.
It is useful to introduce the dimensionless line opacity parameter, defined by Hamann
(1980),
M
k ' =  ( 6 1 0 )
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where both M  and Voo are taken from published stationary models. If we take values of the 
stellar characteristics of £ Pup from Table 1 .1  with a therm al velocity of uth =  7.5 km s-1 . 
We can calculate a value of k\ = 1.6 x 10- 4  gem ~ 2k/. The maximum value of k\ can be 
found by replacing k\ with «0, where k\ «  1 0 3.
6.1.3 Spectral structure
We consider two lines with different strengths, a m oderate strength line with k\ = 1 
and a strong line with k\ =  100. The m oderate line shows much detail which reflects the 
structure in the wind whereas the strong line saturates, thus swamping the wind structure 
and exposing the blue absorption edge structure.
Once the wind approaches the term inal velocity, the bulk of the mass should be travel­
ing at this velocity (according to the mean flow solution). However in reality the structure 
present in the wind will persist, causing rarefactions and high density patches. In the mean 
flow solution (monotonic and unstructured) the blue absorption edge is sharply defined 
(Lucy 1983), since the wind cannot travel faster than  the term inal velocity. In such a sta­
tionary solution there is strong absorption a t the blue edge, since there is a large amount 
of mass in this spectral region. However the gas is much more diffuse in this region than 
at the inner wind, making it optically thinner, and thus the absorption due to individual 
flow elements is insubstantial, while the to ta l absorption from all of such flow elements is 
considerable due to the large spatial area they cover.
Of course this is only applicable for a stationary and unstructured wind. In the more 
realistic case of a wind with time-varying non-monotonic structure, the blue absorption 
edge will not be well defined. S tructure present in the wind, traveling faster (and slower) 
than the terminal velocity, notably alters the shape and definition of the blue edge. High 
velocity clumps cause the sharp cut off of the edge to be smoothed into a curve by the 
strong absorption. The am ount of variation or smoothing in the blue edge is dependent 
on how widely populated the outer wind is with structure. This is something which we
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will return to in the context of processing the results of the downstream approach to 
structure evolution.
The P-Cygni profiles which we generate are not complete, nor are they intended to 
be definitive. Our intention is to compare structure in the physical domain with their 
spectral manifestations and thus learn more about the observational relevance of such 
hydrodynamical models. As has been discussed we employ a supersonic condition a t the 
inner boundary. The subsonic region of the wind does not make a substantial contribution 
to the low velocity part of the absorption profile.
Since we are missing the subsonic part of the spectrum in both absorption and emis­
sion our P-Cygni profiles are truncated in a region about zero velocity (at the line rest 
frequency). This not only affects the subsonic region, but also the region out to «  3o0 
where the rapid acceleration of this wind solution makes the gas optically thin (but in­
creasing in optical thickness rapidly). A solution which passes through the critical point 
corresponds to gas which has a large optical depth initially and decreases further out in 
the wind. Our model does not establish such an optically thick region and spatially the 
optical depth of the early wind increases rapidly (as the velocity gradient is initially large). 
However in the spectral domain this appears as a gap where the wind is optically thin, 
which is an effect of the early supersonic wind not being able to establish an optically 
thick region in such a spatially small area of the wind (contains only a few spatial grid 
cells).
6.2 Synthetic P -C ygn i profiles
We first compare the results from a /3-law (power law of radial distance) wind solution 
with those of a representative mean flow, individually showing the absorption and emission 
components to the spectrum. We do not include the radiation which is scattered back 
to the core. This radiation is reflected back towards the star and is therefore seen in 
absorption at the red wing of the line. It only affects the positive velocity part since
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Figure 6.1: The comparison of two m ethods of P-Cygni profile calculation for (a) a mod­
erate strength line, k\ =  1, (b) a strong line, k\ = 100. The solid curve is formed from 
a structured wind solution shown in Fig. 5.4(a), and the dashed line is formed from the 
/3-law description given in equation 6.11. It is seen th a t the strong line (b) saturates the 
spectral features exposing the blue absorption edge, whereas the m oderate strength line 
(a) displays the wind structure well.
the negative region of the emission contribution is by definition from velocities directed 
towards the observer.
We use the results from the top-hat and Gaussian pure absorption models and the line 
drag model to generate synthetic P-Cygni profiles.
6.2.1 A bsorption  and E m ission  com ponents
In the calculation of the P-Cygni profiles shown in Fig. 6.1 we choose two different 
line opacities reflecting (a) m oderate strength line opacity, k\ = 1 , and (b) strongly
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absorbed line, k\ = 100. In the case of the high opacity line, Fig. 6.1(b), the absorption 
component is highly saturated, whereas the emission component sharply steepens towards 
zero velocity. This effect cannot be directly seen in Fig. 6 .1 (b) since there is information 
missing concerning the velocity structure of the inner wind, but the steepening is visible. 
The higher opacity line, by saturating the lower velocity spectral features, allows the 
low amplitude features which exist in the wind (in this case at high velocity) to be 
exposed. This is especially im portant for investigating the variability of the blue edge 
of the absorption spectrum, which arises from gas propagating at the terminal velocity.
The contrast between the smooth (3-law (Lanier &. Cassinelli 1999) solution (dashed) 
with form,
v(r)  % Vq T  Uqo^  1 -  ^  (6.11)
and the pure absorption model data  emphasizes the importance of a structured wind, 
not only on spectral absorption features but also on blue edge variability. Comparison of 
Fig. 6 . 1  with the results of PO F and the stationary wind result of Lucy (1983), shows 
th a t although the low velocity region is ignored the results of our approach bear a strong 
resemblance.
6.2.2 Pure A bsorption spectra
We generate P-Cygni profiles from the 2D results shown in §4.6. In order to gain an 
accurate impression of the profile shape the results from an entire star should be averaged 
over the stellar disc solid angle. The spectra that we calculate here are only relevant for a 
narrow slice through the wind. When calculating the spectra we use only the da ta  along 
a central ray and do not average over the width of the 2D slice in the physical domain. 
Averaging the optical depth would dilute the extreme characteristics of the perturbed flow 
and also confuse the analysis since the spatial resolution would be further complicated 
by absorption components in non-central rays. The structure in the rest of the wind (i.e. 
z > 4R+) is unknown so we do not perform this averaging since it would involve making
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assumptions about the state of the outer wind.
In the physical domain it is clear w hat is meant by ‘pertu rbation’, since a region of high 
density or velocity gas remains at or close to its position from the previous timestep and 
the evolution of the condensation is clear. In the spectral domain, at any velocity there 
is an absorption contribution from across the flow which obscures the evolution of any 
particular physical flow feature. This makes the spectra more difficult to interpret as the 
amount of structure increases. In a simple monotonic background flow any perturbation 
is obvious as a non-uniform spectral feature. T hat luxury is not afforded by a real, 
highly structured wind, however it does not mean th a t the evolution of a perturbation is 
unobservable.
For the purpose of spectral analysis we must consider the perturbation as an object 
which has two velocity components, corresponding to the high density part (low velocity) 
and its accompanying downstream rarefaction (high velocity). Physically these two parts 
are adjacent, however the distinction between the two sections in the spectrum is evident 
after consideration of, for example, Fig. 6.2.
These model spectra are highly idealized since they are calculated from the absorption 
along a single ray only. Observations are the sum of all rays directed towards an observer 
therefore small local features will be smeared out, further removing the association of a 
particular spectral feature w ith a particular spatial feature.
Top hat line profile m odel
In the spatial domain the top-hat models have a large amount of structure from the LDI, 
is largely due to the shape of the profile function (cf. Fig. 5.3). We take the results 
from one of the models discussed in §4.6, with contrasting perturbation characteristics. 
The synthetic spectra shown in Fig. 6.2 m atch those shown in Fig. 4.8; the spectra are 
calculated from the d a ta  along the central ray at each of the times shown in the physical 
plots.
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Figure 6.2: The set of P-Cygni profiles generated from the wind data  shown in Fig. 4.8. 
R p = 1, M  = 1.2. From the markers the evolution of the two components of the perturba­
tion can be observed. In all subsequent P-Cygni profiles the dense part of the perturbation 
is labelled ‘p ’, while the rarefied part is labelled ‘r ’. There is strong absorption from a 
feature not correlated with the perturbation (labelled ‘clump’) which interferes with the 
spectral evolution of the perturbation. The ‘clump’ is not physically linked to the per­
turbation.
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There are various strong absorption features visible in the spectra of Fig. 6 .2 . It is 
clear from the spectra at different times tha t the structure is not constant and we infer 
from this tha t the wind is indeed highly structured (els was demonstrated in the 2D results 
of §4.6). From these results we can trace the evolution of the perturbation as it accelerates 
into the outer wind.
We have traced the evolution of the perturbation across the stellar spectrum from its 
inception to its disappearance from the grid. In Fig. 6.2(a) we can see that initially the 
dense and rarefied parts of the perturbation have not yet spread apart in velocity. As time 
progresses, the spectral positions of the two components spread apart. The dense part 
is quite visible els a discrete absorption region. Although there is some contamination of 
this feature from the non-monotonic flow, the majority of the absorption in this feature 
is from the high density region which the perturbation has evolved into.
The rarefied region is optically thin and, although this assists its propagation through 
the flow, it hinders its ability to be observed in the spectrum. In Fig 6.2(c) this is partic­
ularly obvious, where the rarefactions velocity is marked showing tha t there is very little 
absorption. At the next time shot, Fig. 6.2(d), this optically thin part is superposed with 
an optically thick downstream clump of gas, and thus completely obscured, illustrating a 
disadvantage of the lack of spatial resolution in this domain.
Gaussian line profile model
Moving from the top-hat line profile function to the Gaussian line profile function does 
not generate significantly different spectra. This is not unusual since the wind remains 
non-monotonic and contains structure at all velocity scales. In the physical domain (cf. 
Fig. 5.6) the effect of the change in profile shape is shown by the increased stability of 
the inner wind. This phenomenon is not easily conveyed to the spectral domain as when 
structure does appear in the wind, it is present at similar scales to the top-hat model.
The P-Cygni spectra generated from the Gaussian models, the results of which are
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Figure 6.3: The set of P-Cygni profiles generated from the wind data  shown in Fig. 5.6, 
R p =  4, M  =  1 , generated from the Gaussian line profile function. The labels V  and ‘p 
refer to rarefied gas and the densest part of the perturbation, repspectively.
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shown in Fig. 5.6, are shown in Fig. 6.3. Similar analysis of the spectra, to th a t of 
the previous section, shows th a t the change of driving does not significantly affect the 
evolution of perturbations. The specifics of the spectra are different to those of the top- 
hat model.
In Fig. 6.3(c) the strong absorption feature r, does not represent a contribution 
entirely from the rarefied part of the perturbation, but the superposition of this with a 
dense shell further out in the flow. At a subsequent time, Fig. 6.3(d), the observation 
of the perturbation becomes less clear. Inspection of the physical domain at th a t time, 
Fig. 5.6(d), shows that the high density region begins to thermally expand spreading 
the perturbation out and blurring the physical distinction between the rarefied and dense 
regions. This feature continues to expand and propagate with the flow until a dense shell 
from the background impacts into its upstream end, causing the shell to bow and become 
unstable. This can be observed in Fig. 6.3(e) where an optically thin clump q, which is 
unrelated to the initial perturbation p (and has a higher velocity) appears. We will see 
in § 6.3 how this feature spectrally interacts with the perturbation in more detail.
The flow in this Gaussian model evolves back to a structured spectrum similar to the 
initial condition, (cf. Fig. 6.3(f)). The low velocity spectrum is initially dominated by 
the strong absorption of the perturbations, in both cases. As the perturbations accelerate 
to higher velocities, the low velocity region ( 0  < v < — 1 0 ao) becomes more exposed and 
its smooth structure more easily observable.
6.2.3 Line drag
As with the spatial results we consider the effect of introducing the line drag effect to the 
pure absorption model. We have included a diffuse radiation field term in the top-hat 
model only.
The perturbation model tha t we consider here was introduced in §5.3.4, Fig. 5.14. 
The resulting spectrum is seen in Fig. 6.4. A notable difference between these spectra
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and the pure absorption spectra is the amount of small amplitude velocity structure. The 
line drag spectra contain a lesser amount of low velocity absorption structure than the 
pure absorption models. This is to be expected since the diffuse radiation field stabilizes 
the flow against small wavelength structure, meaning tha t there is less variation in the 
velocity field and tha t the spectra will tend to contain larger absorption features. As 
discussed in §5.3, the line drag force is most potent in the early part of the wind where 
the source function is large, which specifically will affect lower velocities. This can be 
seen in the flow once the effect of the perturbation abates, the inner wind is more uniform 
than the equivalent pure absorption case (top-hat model). In the spectral domain this 
is manifest in the smooth absorption feature from — 1 0  < x < 0 , seen in for example 
Fig. 6.4(f).
The perturbation shown in Fig. 6.4 matches that shown in Fig. 5.14 and has a rather 
extreme initial density. Fig. 6.4 shows the upstream (p) and downstream (a) parts of 
the initial perturbation as it expands. Initially we see th a t the absorption characteristics 
of the two parts are very similar, implying tha t initially the shell expands isotropically, 
which can be confirmed in the density plot (Fig. 5.14), the perturbation initially expands 
with fore-aft symmetry. As the perturbation continues to expand, a becomes disrupted by 
hydrodynamical instability, so we now indicate the evolution of the dense upstream part 
and the rarefaction associated with the perturbation p since it remains distinct in the flow 
for the majority of its life on the grid. The dense part of the upstream edge continues 
to grow optically thicker as it moves across the spectrum and its rarefied counterpart 
grows optically thinner. In Fig. 6.4(e) there is another example of the superposition of 
this optically thin region with other flow features, emphasizing tha t the lack of spatial 
resolution can confuse the spectral analysis.
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Figure 6.4: The set of P-Cygni profiles generated from the wind data shown in Fig. 5.14, 
Rp = 10, M  =  1 , using the top-hat pure absorption model in conjunction with the approx­
imate line drag model. The label ‘a ’ refers to the downstream part of the perturbation 
and ‘p ’ the upstream denser part, ‘r ’ refers to the region of rarefied gas which accompanies 
the dense perturbation.
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6.3 Trail diagrams
Much information can be gained from a quantitative analysis of the spectra, such as has 
been done above, since discrete velocity structure can be identified and correlated with 
physical components to the flow. However since this data is isolated in time the continuous 
evolution of the flow features can be difficult to visualize. In order to further explore the 
spectral evolution we plot the P-Cygni profile generated at each time step as a linear 
greyscale. Each greyscale strip is laid contiguously onto th a t of the previous time step, 
forming an absorption trail diagram.
In this section we show trail diagrams which accompany each of the models shown in 
§ 6.2.2 and 6.2.3; pure absorption using a top-hat line profile (R p = 1.2), pure absorption 
using a Gaussian line profile (Rp = 4) and the top-hat profile model with line drag effect 
(Rp = 10) the velocity is unperturbed for all of them ( M  = 1 ).
There are many interesting effects which can be observed in this trail diagram, reveal­
ing information about the character of the flow and the perturbations. The acceleration 
history of features is clearly dem onstrated by looking at an optically thick (dark) trail. A 
steep trail indicates slow acceleration, and a shallow trail likewise shows fast acceleration. 
Typically the slope of any trail will change as the wind evolves and generally a dark trail 
will be steep and a light trail will be shallower. This is not always the case, for two main 
reasons. Firstly the acceleration of a region of gas is not entirely governed by the radiation 
field coupling (in non-monotonic structured flow the dynamics are also constrained by the 
motion of the surrounding gas), so optical depth is not a reliable indication of radiative 
acceleration. Secondly, since the flow is non-monotonic there is no spatial resolution in 
the spectra and therefore features from different physical positions in the flow can be 
superimposed contributing to an absorption feature at a particular velocity. These will 
often quickly broaden as the two separate physical features evolve differently in the flow. 
There are also numerous incidents of colliding trails which does not necessarily indicate 
a physical collision of gas clumps and may just reflect a superposition (although it does
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imply an interaction between the shells by line de-shadowing).
The trails end suddenly as the features disappear from the edge of the grid. This 
lends support for having a larger grid size but any grid must have a finite size which 
would be reflected in a similar manner. The majority of the trails exist out until x  ~  30ao 
which gives an estimation of the terminal velocity. There is only small scale, optically 
thin structure which exists beyond v — 30ao, from small amounts of structure which exist 
with a velocity greater than Voo (e.g. Runacres & Owocki 2002). In a real wind the trails 
would disappear gradually as the flow diverges.
6.3.1 Top-hat line profile: R p =  1.2
Fig. 6.5 shows the evolution of the smallest of the density perturbations in the top-hat 
line profile model. The dense part of perturbation is indicated by p and the rarefaction 
by r as before. Its evolution is quite indistinct from the evolution of other flow features; 
the dark trail of the optically thick p component blends into the flow amongst a myriad 
of similar features and whilst being among the strongest is by no means unique.
At various places in the flow, optically thin regions appear to be bounded by optically 
thick lanes (one example is marked a, Fig. 6.5). This structure is a chance alignment of 
two regions with similar optical depth (the optically thick lanes) which evolve in a similar 
manner (which are not directly physically connected). The example a shows th a t the 
optical depth of both the lanes and the rarefied region remains segregated and roughly 
constant. They have similar optical depth which makes their propagation similar.
This structure is reminiscent of the segregated optical depth structure seen in Discrete 
Absorption Components (DACs) of UV spectra (e.g. Prinja & Howarth 1988), which 
contain optically thick features which move across the spectrum. These results look 
similar to the features of Fig. 6 .8 . This is observational data for an emission line doublet 
and which is the reason for the apparent duplication in the figure.
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Figure 6.5: A trail diagram, graphically displaying the evolution of the optical depth for 
the model shown in Fig. 4.8 (pure absorption, top-hat line profile). Emission is light, 
strong absorption is dark. We observe the evolution of many optically thick clumps in 
the flow, some arising out of clump collisions and others with a more hydrodynamical 
origin. The perturbation is shown at the points labelled ‘p ’ a t two different times. Label 
‘a ’ shows two features which evolve in a similar way but at different velocities.
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6.3.2 Gaussian line profile: R p — 4
The spectra are not substantially altered by changing to a Gaussian line profile function 
as Fig. 6 . 6  shows. Generally there is a subtle difference in the amount of optically thick 
structure. Fig. 6 . 6  shows th a t there is a relatively small number of optically thick features. 
In the top-hat method the shape of the profile function generates much small scale dense 
noise. The Gaussian line profile does not generate this and so there is less peripheral 
optically thin structure, leaving only the more constrained (optically thicker) features to 
evolve in the flow.
The perturbation in this case is more dense (Rp = 4) than tha t shown in Fig. 6.5 
and thus the evolution trail is more substantial. The dense part, shown in Fig. 6 .6 , 
initially displays a near to constant velocity evolution, since at first it is very optically 
thick and is pushed outward by upstream  gas. As it evolves it becomes optically thinner, 
while still remaining optically thick enough to be accelerated effectively by the incident 
radiation. At a this compact, optically thick area begins to thermally expand becoming 
optically thinner and accelerates more quickly. At b the initial perturbation appears to 
split into two dense parts, but this is a superposition effect, and not a physically accurate 
description of the state of the gas. The perturbation is accompanied by a rarefied region 
as shown in §6.2.2 and 6.2.3. The rarefied region is well defined and increases in extent, 
spreading over a larger range of velocity with time. The leading edge of the diffuse region 
accelerates faster than the dense part of the perturbation, because it is optically thin.
The optically thick structure at d in Fig. 6 . 6  apparently ends disappearing into optic­
ally thinner gas, and later a similar optically thick feature appears. This is in fact the 
same feature which at d becomes narrow and lower density therefore the velocity width 
decreases as does the optical depth. The effect seen is a result of the thermal expansion 
of the clump making it optically thinner (the break in the dark line at d) which allows 
the clump to coast along until part of it moves out of the shadow of upstream material 
and is accelerated by the LDI. This part sweeps up the rest of the clump reforming the
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Figure 6 .6 : A trail diagram, graphically displaying the evolution of the optical depth for 
the model shown in Fig. 5.6 (pure absorption, Gaussian line profile). *r* marks a rarefied 
region while ‘a ’, ‘b ’, ‘c’ and ‘d ’ are time markers in the evolution of the main perturbation.
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Figure 6.7: A trail diagram, graphically displaying the evolution of the optical depth for 
the model shown in Fig. 5.14 (pure absorption, top-hat line profile augmented by the line 
drag effect). This plot is more squat than the previous two trail plots even though the 
time span is roughly comparable, due to a larger timestep.
optically thick feature.
There are some very small features which are not fully resolved in Fig. 6 .6 , and also 
in 6.5, that appear to decelerate in the flow. An example of this phenomenon is shown at 
d in Fig. 6 .6 . This is again due in part to a superposition effect of clumps with different 
dynamics but mostly it is caused by dense shell expansion. While a dense shell is narrow 
we can assume that the shell as a whole has a particular velocity. Once it begins to 
expand the chief contribution to the optical depth is from the highest density part of the 
dense shell (also the area with the smallest velocity gradient) and as the shell expands 
this part decreases in velocity even though the shell as a whole is not decelerating.
6.3.3 Line drag model: Rp =  10
The evolution of the largest perturbation (Rp =  10) is described in Fig. 6.7 using the 
line drag method shown in §5.3. Once again there are only slight differences between
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the spectra from this model and the previous models. The most notable spectral feature 
is the smooth low velocity region. This region extends to v = 1 2 o0 in the line drag 
case, v =  10ao in the Gaussian model and v =  8 ao in the top-hat model. However once 
structure does appear, the form of the radiation driving makes only a slight difference to 
the spectra.
The evolution of the perturbation is particularly distinct in this case, which is to be 
expected since the amplitude is in excess of twice that of the previous perturbations con­
sidered in this section. The dense edge of the perturbation increases in optical depth as 
the evolution progresses.As the density increases, the velocity contrast across it becomes 
smaller and it appears to spread out in velocity space. The companion diffuse region is 
not contiguous with it in spectral space. This again is due to the superposition of struc­
ture elsewhere in the flow onto the velocity region occupied by the diffuse region. At the 
end of the evolution of the perturbation the dark trail begins to bend more towards the 
vertical, propagating outwards with a velocity near to terminal. The trail ends abruptly 
where the optically thick region propagates off the edge of the grid. This structure is 
similar to the DACs shown in Fig. 6 . 8  (Howarth, Prinja h  Massa 1995) but these are 
periodic and associated with rotation. Brown et al. (2004) show recent support th a t the 
formation of DACs is closely associated with the rotational velocity of the star. Cranmer 
Sz Owocki (1996) strongly implicate velocity plateaus in CIRs as being responsible for 
DAC structure and not high density regions.
Although the models we have shown here indicate how the results of perturbed physical 
models would appear in a stellar spectrum, we can draw no conclusions about the global 
effect of such perturbations to the general shape of such spectra.
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Figure 6 .8 : The DACs observed by Howarth, Prinja h  Massa (1995) in the wind of £ 
Pup. There is some similarity between these DACs and the strong absorption features in 
the trail diagrams, Figs. 6.5, 6 . 6  and 6.7, in the way that a strong absorption feature can 
propagate across the spectrum without being lost in the noise of the system. However the 
periodic nature of these observational features makes it unlikely that they have the same 
cause as the features shown in our models.
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Sum m ary
In this chapter we study the spectral signatures from the 2D non-Sobolev line-driven 
results of Chapters 4 and 5. These plots allow us to:
•  identify physical structure in the wind with structure seen in the spectra of a wind 
solution.
• further illustrate how structure appears and what effect the lack of spatial resolution 
can have on the understanding of flow properties.
•  show tha t the effect of refinements to the numerical simulations (e.g. using a Gaus­
sian profile function, including line drag) have a diminished effect in the observa­
tional domain because the spatial resolution is reduced.
However what is usually seen in observations is large-scale, ordered, localized structure. 
The rotational modulation of DAC structure has been shown to be to connected to the 
photosphere (cf. Cranmer & Owocki 1996). Although the structures which we have seen in 
this chapter are similar to DACs they are highly local features and could not produce the 
macroscopic structures seen in observations. This analysis has been useful in visualizing 
the results of Chapters 4 and 5 and to put in context variations in P-Cygni profiles.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this concluding chapter, we summarise the content of each of the chapters and draw 
conclusions from the work undertaken.
7.1 General remarks
It has been our aim in this thesis to show how approximate methods can be employed to 
simulate the winds from hot stars and structure similar to tha t found by previous authors 
is generated. In our perturbation models we have shown tha t the flow is seriously affected 
by the presence of an obstacle in the flow. The main thrust of previous research has been 
to add a periodic signal (Owocki 1991 and subsequent authors) to the base of the wind 
with the aim of investigating the driving and flow response to noise. We adopt a different 
approach and concentrate on the behaviour of macroscopic additions to the flow.
Our approach was one of the first investigations of line driving in two dimensions 
adopting a single ray approach for a region in the downstream flow (where the spherical 
divergence of the photons is not im portant), to simplify the calculation of the driving 
force.
Another important discovery of this work has been to show tha t the stability of flows 
driven using the Sobolev approximation is affected by the direction which the velocity
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gradient is calculated. The more stable gradient direction is the one which is opposite to 
the direction of information propagation (i.e. the downstream direction). This is thought 
to be because information is artificially transm itted upstream by the gradient calculation 
which acts to stabilise the flow.
Recognition of the fact th a t the state of the flow and the interaction of flow features 
is primarily responsible for the observed structure seen in the spectra of hot star winds, 
was im portant in directing our line of research. The study of interactions between flow 
features often occurs on a scale which is independent of the form of the driving, dominated 
by isothermal gas pressure. Thus the driving force is im portant for the background flow 
and formation of structure, while the equation of state is im portant for interactions within 
the flow.
7.1.1 D riving force calculation
In Chapter 2  we presented three different driving mechanisms: perfect gas pressure driving 
(Parker wind), radiation driving proportional to density (Continuum driving), radiation 
driving proportional to a power law of the optical depth (CAK and non-Sobolev driving). 
We propose a convolution method for calculating the driving force in a non-Sobolev driven 
wind. The essential point of this m ethod is tha t the non-local calculation can be reduced 
to a local calculation at each grid point. The algorithm convolves the shape of the line 
profile function with a top-hat function (representing a constant density gradient across 
a spectral grid cell). This method records the absorption in each frequency bin at each 
spatial grid cell location.
We have shown in Chapter 5 th a t using a more realistic Gaussian profile function yields 
results which although qualitatively similar to those of the top-hat function, produce less 
noise in all of the state variables. In essence, this noise reduction is a result of the smooth 
shape of the profile function thus making the spectral absorption features smooth. The 
top-hat model, having a sharp edged profile function, causes the spectrum to not only
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have features which are also sharp edged but also to contain much noise due to the aliasing 
of overlapping profile functions.
Undoubtedly the Gaussian model is more faithful to the physical response of the 
photospheric gas to the incident radiation than the top-hat model. The difference in the 
profile will cease to have a significant effect on the growth of perturbations once their 
velocity amplitude is a few times greater than the thermal profile, i.e. comparable to the 
sound speed in the flow. In reality, it is likely that photospheric structure and oscillations 
will seed the wind with fluctuations at this level.
7.1.2 One and two dim ensional models
From the one dimensional results in Chapter 3 we show that low amplitude perturbations 
are highly accelerated by the driving. In the non-Sobolev models the effect of the inherent 
instability is present in the high velocity low density regions. Dense shells are formed 
immediately downstream of high velocity regions causing shocking at their interface. This 
behaviour is seen often throughout the flow especially in the non-Sobolev models where 
the instabilities in the wind grow to form macroscopic structure. It is thought th a t from 
such strong shock fronts comes therm al radio and x-ray emission (as discussed in Chapter
i).
There is much hydrodynamical information which lies hidden if we are confined to 
calculations in one dimension, and for that reason we make a tentative investigation in 
two dimensions. We consider, as a tractable first attempt, a single ray approach which 
only requires the radiation force to be calculated from absorption along a single photon 
ray in the x direction. We assume th a t the physical domain of calculation is located in 
the downstream flow where all the photons can be considered to be parallel.
These two-dimensional calculations show that the flow features are strongly affected 
by the hydrodynamics as well as the line-driving. It is clear tha t the line-driving causes 
unstable dense structure in the flow, while the hydrodynamics enhances some effects and
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damps others. The initial perturbations, through the line de-shadowing instability, cause a 
downstream disturbance which triggers the onset of hydrodynamically unstable structure. 
The growth of this structure is not im portant if the gas is expanding on a timescale faster 
than  the instability growth timescale.
The combination of hydrodynamics and radiation driving gives im portant insight into 
further understanding the dynamics of macroscopic clumps in the flow. We have shown 
th a t depending on the density contrast and initial velocity of such a clump, it will have 
a severe effect on the whole downstream flow before it is in direct physical contact with 
th a t region (because of the nature of the line driving). The clumps survive to a greater or 
lesser extent into the downstream flow suggesting th a t directly observable features could 
derive from them. This is possible but unlikely since the downstream flow, with its noise 
structure, will tend to break up a feature which is growing more diffuse.
7.1.3 Supersonic boundary condition and SSF
The simulation of the wind from the star £ Puppis was modelled including both a finite disc 
correction factor and the diffuse force (using a Smooth Source Function approach (Owocki 
&; Puls 1996)). Changing from a supersonic to a subsonic inner boundary condition 
produces a flow with a larger noise component to the flow but average values for the mass 
loss rate and terminal velocity which is in agreement with observed values.
The inclusion of the diffuse force in the model of the wind from £ Pup, decreases the 
amount of structure present and increases the size of the smooth flow region a t the base 
of the wind (although only marginally). The increase in calculation time is not significant 
making this method practicable for the simulation of more detailed winds or the winds of 
different OB stars.
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7.1.4 Spectral results
It is important both to investigate the effect of explicit flow perturbations on the spatial 
dynamics and the spectral dynamics. The region of hot star winds, close to the central 
star, can only be examined quantitatively through spectroscopy. The different models for 
the line-driving are not too dissimilar once we have moved into the spectral domain. The 
models where there is less structure in the physical domain show less structure in the spec­
tral domain. W ith increased structure there is the possibility of increased superposition 
of features with the same velocity in the ensuing spectra.
7.2 Future refinem ents
The main thrust of this research has been to develop an approximate model for the 
solution of the line-driving force calculation, although we have used other driving forces 
to illustrate the nature of winds in general. We have not considered the possibility of 
extending the research of these other types of driving, and while we do consider it a 
worthy topic of work it does not naturally follow on from the work in this thesis. There 
are many other modifications which can be made to the line-driving models we have 
presented here.
Building on this work and these results there are a number of directions th a t the 
modifications can progress. The isothermal equation of state while we feel is justified 
within the boundaries of this work, is a limitation and should be replaced with a therm al 
equation of state which can represent the temperature behaviour of the wind more ac­
curately. The most im portant observational support for this is to investigate both the 
thermal radio and x-ray emission.
Moving to a larger physical domain is clearly advantageous as it would allow the 
evolution of flow features to be traced for longer as they retreat further from the central 
star. This has the main advantage of giving additional information about the asymptotic
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nature of the flow. The flow predominantly travels at the terminal velocity and therefore 
the structure present will have a strong effect on the blue absorption edge. Observers 
are undecided as to the exact effect of DACs on the blue edge, but there appears to be 
evidence tha t DAC structure is accompanied by blue edge variability. We feel it im portant 
to further study this in the light of our perturbation models.
It would be interesting to vary the luminosity at the photosphere to see what effects 
this would have on the wind in 2 D. The temperature and luminosity of the star is not 
constant (the grainy structure of the Sun is well observed, as are Sun-spots although 
these involve magnetic field effects), and could have an impact on the stability of the 
flow, specific spectral features and mass loss rate. Also to simulate large mass loss events 
or a moving photosphere, would give further insight into observed spectral variations.
The last major refinement th a t we consider to be im portant is a two dimensional 
multiple ray approach. The radiation emanating from the star cannot be thought of as 
purely radial, especially in the inner wind. The inclusion of non-radial rays could give 
more insight into the structure observed in the winds of OB stellar spectra. The inclusion 
of these has been attem pted by previous authors but was limited in its development. 
Unfortunately it is a hugely computationally intensive process to trace rays across grid 
cells which do not have a direct sight line to the stellar surface. Any non-radial rays would 
have to follow a locally crooked path back to their origin. This however is not holding 
back the simulation of winds in two dimensions, as we have dem onstrated in this work.
7.3 A nd finally..
Research into line-driven winds has developed steadily over the last 3 decades to the stage 
where computational models can predict the structure found in observations. The physics 
has gone from being reactive to proactive as more refinements are made to the theory and 
faster algorithms assist the representation of real winds by computational wind models. 
There is hope in the next 30 years th a t all the observations will be clearly explainable by
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hydro dynamical models of stellar winds, but as the discovery of quantum mechanics has 
told us, nature is always stranger than mankind expects.
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Appendix A
Hydrodynamics
A .l  Introduction
The aim of this appendix is to introduce the equations of hydrodynamics in differential 
form and to discuss numerical methods for solving them. The basic equations of hydro­
dynamics are derived from the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy. 
From the differential form of these conservation equations a Finite Difference method can 
be used to numerically determine the values of the flow variables at discrete points. More 
details of these numerical methods will be given below
A .2 Hydrodynam ical conservation equations
The differential form of the Eulerian conservation equations, for a single inviscid, non­
magnetic fluid, are as follows:
Conservation of mass
^  + V • (pv) = 0 (A.l)
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Conservation of m om entum
^  +  V • (p it-1?) =  - V P  +  p f
at
(A.2)
Conservation of energy
(A.3)
where p is density, v is the Cartesian velocity vector (=  ui +  v j  +  wk), p is the pressure
dynamical calculations in this thesis. The Eulerian form uses distance as the independent 
variable which is conceptually simpler to consider than  the Lagrangian form where the 
conservation equations are re-expressed with mass as the independent variable. The above 
equations are complicated to solve analytically due to their coupled nature. They are of 
course highly valuable in perturbation analysis. Here a Taylor expansion of the state 
variables about a fixed point can be solve. There is no closed-form solution to the above 
hydrodynamical equations.
In their current form there are 6  unknown flow variables (p.p.e and v) with only 5 
equations with which to solve them. In order to eliminate this redundancy we can impose 
an equation of state which marries the density and pressure in the system allowing each 
variable to be uniquely solved for, P  — R T p , where R  is the molar gas constant and T  
is the temperature. It is sufficient for most astrophysical applications to only consider a 
Perfect gas because of the near asymptotic nature of the environment, since the extreme 
conditions allow us to assume th a t the intermolecular forces are zero. This equation of 
state is often called the Thermal equation of sta te  and it only partly ameliorates the 
redundancy problem. In this research we have assumed th a t the gas is isothermal, which
/ is the Cartesian force vector(= f xi + f yj  +  f zk), e is the internal energy of the fluid, q 
is the volumetric heating rate per unit mass and t is time.
This system of coupled partial differential equations form the basis for all of the hydro-
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removes this final redundancy, but we could have allowed the tem perature to vary by 
imposing further conditions on the temperature. A caloric equation of state, e = cvT , 
where cv (ratio of specific heats) remains constant, is a possible alternative.
It is not entirely necessary to attem pt to solve the partial differential equations 
(equations(A.l)-(A.3)) to examine shock structure. The Rankine-Hugoniot jum p condi­
tions can be used to examine individual shock cases. These jump conditions do not resolve 
shocks but they can be used to predict the values of the flow parameters downstream of 
a shock, and in this regard they can be used for Shock fitting. This is not practical for 
a hydrodynamical simulation since it requires advance knowledge of the location of each 
shock front. The only way which this can be achieved satisfactorily is in a Shock capture 
scheme. For this scheme the conservation equations (A.1)-(A.3) are numerically solved 
using a finite differences m ethod1.
A .3 F inite difference m ethods
Since the partial differential equations are difficult to solve for simple boundary conditions, 
their solution is further complicated as more complicated structure appears in the flow. 
Further levels of complexity which appear with more structure make analytical solutions 
decreasingly practicable. Ultimately an analytical approach requires the hydrodynamic 
equations to be in closed-form where each flow variable can be written as a continuous 
function of an independent variable (e.g. distance), which is not possible except in a 
simplified form. The vast majority of hydrodynamical calculations are performed with 
the assistance of numerical routines where the values of flow variables are defined at 
discrete points in the flow.
1 While other methods are used this is the most common.
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A .3.1 G eneral m ethods
By replacing the partial differential equations with finite difference quotients we can obtain 
approximations to the conservation equations. The continuous functions are sampled at 
intervals which can be regular or variable (regular in our implementation); the continuous 
function can be thought of as being superimposed onto a grid (in two dimensions) where 
the indices i and j  represent the location of a particular grid-cell.
The simplest (and most common) method of solution of the flow variables from the 
conservation equations is by using the Taylor approximation. If we define the discretized 
flow variable in a cell with co-ordinates (?, j )  as Uij we can represent the value of the flow 
variable in the next cell in the x direction as follows:
( ®u \  a (  d2u \  (A x )2 ( cPu\  (A x ) 3
ui+Uj -  Uij +  ^ — j  ^  A* +  J  ^  —  +  ( ^ J  ^ —  +  . . .  ( 4)
This representation is mathematically exact provided th a t there is an infinite number of 
terms in the sequence on the RHS and th a t the series converges. The expression will also 
be exact when the spacing of the grid tends to zero, which is strictly the definition of 
an derivative. The definition of the partial derivative in the finite difference m ethod is 
obtained from re-arranging equation (A.4),
( ! ) „  * T ? '  <«>
while the remainder of equation (A.4) gives us the truncation error in the result
, . ( d2u \  (A x ) 2 ( d3u \  (A x ) 3
2 +M„4L <A,)
This scheme is called forward difference since it looks ahead of the current grid cell, 
taking no account of cells to the left of i. This method of replacing the partial differential 
equations with finite difference quotients is a highly versatile technique and forms the
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basis of many hydrodynamical grid codes (e.g. VH-1 (Blondin 1991), Z E U S  (Stone & 
Norman 1992), A Q U A L U N G  (Williams 1999)), each flow variable being represented by an 
algebraic difference equation.
There are other variations on this method, backward and central difference and also 
higher order difference methods. Throughout all of this analysis we assume th a t the 
grid spacing A x  is constant, irrespective of the difference method used. The m ethod of 
difference calculation also determines the numerical direction of information propagation. 
One might imagine that it would be most consistent to follow the direction which the 
hydrodynamic flow is in. However the flow direction can locally change mid-flow so a 
direct tracking of this may be neither desirable nor practical. A numerical calculation th a t 
includes cells which are not in the domain of interest can cause spurious results. However 
if the majority of the flow is smooth with continuous variation, there is no significant effect 
to the choice of direction .2 When a shock wave passes through the flow the differencing 
direction can be critically im portant. The response of the central difference method is to 
produce oscillations, often severe, around the disturbance which are spurious numerical 
artifacts and do not represent the physics of the scenario.
A .3.2 Upwind m ethods
Because of such spurious effects as these, so called Upwind methods have been developed. 
The philosophy of these is to only include cells which are in causal contact with the 
current cell in the differencing. Therefore along an outward directed characteristic the 
cell i is immediately effected by cell i — 1. For higher order approaches this backward 
differencing method can include further cells interior to z, and to increase the accuracy 
of the results, higher order algorithms should be used. The upwind techniques are stable 
and therefore an advantage over the central and forward difference methods, which has 
lead to many different implementations of this philosophy, such as Reimann solvers and
2From an entirely hydrodynamical point of view this is correct. We discuss the effect of difference 
direction on the stability of a driven wind in more detail in §3.5.1 and §3.6.1.
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Godunov schemes.
Godunov scheme
Until this point we have discussed approximate solutions to the partial differential con­
servation equations. Godunov (1959) suggested an alternative which involved an exact 
solution of the conservation equations for a small local region. Many such regions are 
created to span the entire physical region and pieced together to simulate the flow. This 
assumes tha t the flow is piecewise constant, in tha t the flow variables from one cell can be 
bolted on to those of the next. This can produce microscopic effects in rapidly changing 
flows since there is a step between the variables in each cell. A second order method was 
proposed by van Leer (1979) where from the cell average values of the flow variables, a 
linear interpolation can be used to piece the cells together (piecewise linear). However 
there are still problems with small oscillations in flow associated with shock fronts. This 
leads to the development of the piecewise parabolic method.
Piecew ise Parabolic m ethod and v h - 1
Throughout this thesis we use a hydrodynamical code called V H - 1  which uses the piecewise 
parabolic method (PPM) and was written by John Blondin (1994). This is a third-order 
extension of the Godunov scheme as detailed by Collela &; Woodward (1984). The differ­
ence between this and a piecewise linear method is tha t the flow variables are calculated 
from the cell average values and then the distribution of each fluid variable is calculated by 
using a parabolic interpolation between each grid cell. This algorithm has been compared 
with many other schemes and has out performed them all.
V H - 1  is freely available code which can make 1 ,  2 and 3 dimensional calculations 
constructed on Cartesian, cylindrical or spherical co-ordinate systems. All of the code 
is open source and can be tailored to the needs of any scenario. We used the code in 1 
and 2  dimensions adding extra subroutines to calculate the line driving force along side
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the hydrodynamical calculation, minimising the number of interations required. V H - 1  
simplifies the exact calculation of the flow variables within each cell (called the Riemann 
problem) by mapping the Eulerian grid onto a Lagrangian grid solving the Riemann 
problem and then remapping to an Eulerian grid. The code also resolves shocks to within 
two cells with good stability and no oscillatory features. This code has been extensively 
tested with over a decade of use and has been updated as necessary, it is currently being 
used by many people for a wide range of astrophysical applications.
A .4 H ydrodynam ical response to shocks
A good example of the evolution of a shock in a purely hydrodynamical scenario (i.e. 
without any external forces, only the force from ideal gas pressure) is the Sod shock tube 
(Sod 1978). The model describes a tube of constant velocity which has a two regions with 
different density and pressure separated by a diaphragm. When the diaphragm is removed 
a disturbance forms and shock propagates into the low density gas. This is followed by a 
contact disconinuity and a rarefaction which propagates in the opposite direction to the 
shock. Thus the tube is split into four regions as shown in Fig. A .l (P ittard 1999); 1) 
undisturbed flow at pressure Pi, 2 ) shocked, accelerated gas at a higher pressure P2 , 3) a 
rarefaction where P2 = pz since the gas cannot support a pressure discontinuity, 4) the 
undisturbed higher pressure region at pressure p±. In regions 2 and 3 the pressure and 
velocity are constant (and have no discontinuities) until the gas becomes rarefied.
During this work we have shown how perturbations of different amplitude behave when 
added to a driven flow. In the m ajority of cases the perturbation has been a rectangular 
slab, with fixed height. This approximates to a pair of shock tubes, placed back to back. 
In the above model the velocity, pressure and density is initially constant in the two 
regions, but in our models (cf. Chapters 3, 4 and 5) this is not the case. To directly 
compare our models with the results obtained for a model with only ideal gas pressure 
we use a typical starting condition for the models in Chapter 3, for a line driven wind,
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Expansion wave 
propagating to the left
Contact
surface
Normal shock wave 
propagating to the right
W
time t = t
u,= w.
u = 0 w=0
time t = t.
Figure A .l: Schematic of flow in a shock tube. Conditions at t > 0.
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and perturb it with a rectangular slab of amplitude Rp = 2. The model was run in the 
abscence of all forces except ideal gas pressure, and the results are shown in Figs. A.2 and 
A.3.
The initial conditions used (cf. Fig. A.2 ) are a representative soltuion in the line driven 
flow. When line drivin is switched off and the wind is driven by gas pressure alone, so the 
flow undergoes global changes as it tries to relax into its own equilibrium solution. For 
comparison we superimpose the evolution of the background flow (dashed) onto th a t of 
the perturbed flow (solid), to distinguish the structure associated with the perturbation 
with that associated with the flow.
The perturbation evolves in a very similar manner to the schematic diagram shown in 
Fig. A .l. The velocity of the perturbation is antisymmetric about the centre line of the 
perturbation because the pair of shocks accelerate away from each other. The density plot 
is not exactly the same as the schematic diagram since there is no contact discontinuity. 
This is because we have used an isothermal model, as we have used in the simulations 
for Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Aside from this the density plot is also highly similar to the 
schematic, as it includes a shock and rarefaction matching the velocity evolution.
Comparison of these results and those of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 shows that when extra 
forces are present the analogue of a shock tube can no longer be applied to the evolution 
of a slab perturbation.
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Figure A.2 : Initial conditions of an example flow with only gas pressure, a) Velocity, b) 
density
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Figure A.3: The state of the flow shown in Fig A.2 after a short time. The evolution 
of the flow is reminiscent of that shown in Fig. A.l. The dashed curves indicate flow 
evolution without the rectangular perturbation.
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Appendix B
Convolution mathematics
In Chaper 5 we use a Gaussian form of the profile function as part of our covolution 
method to calculate the line driving force. Here we give the explicit calcaultation and 
form of the convolution of a Gaussian profile function phi(x),  with the top-hat function 
for hte shape of the gridcell in velocity space h(x). Inthe calculation of the optical depth 
we now include an integral average over the width Ax,
1 r x 2 r v 2
^  =  A~ / dx h(v/vth)(f)(x -  v / v th)dv (B .l)
l\ X  J x i  J v i
where Ax is the resolution of the spectral grid and h is a top-hat function with a a width 
A v  and a height of pAz, which varies between spatial grid cells (cf. analysis in § 2.3.6).
In the case of a top hat we do not include this averaging, partly to reduce the com­
plexity of the calculation and partly because for large velocity differences the averaging 
wings are vanishingly small. The above expression can be re-expressed in terms of a triple 
convolution in velocity space. In order to do this we must consider the frequency variable, 
x, in terms of a velocity. If we consider a line with a stationary frequency, x', at a point 
r in the flow it will be Doppler shifted to a frequency x =  (v(r) /c  — l)x ' ,  and we have x
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as a function of v. The above expression becomes,
A Tji = A x  <g> [hi G> 4>i\
A g t =  [Ax ® hi] ®
thus simplifying the mathematics, since Ax { is a top-hat function (the shape of each 
spectral grid cell) and we take h{(v/v th) to be a top-hat function also.
The form of the two top-hat functions A = A x  <g> hi is given bv the expression,
A v  — A x  A x  — A v  . , A x.  -----  <  x  <    A  =  (1 +  x j  A x )  hi
A x  — A v  A v  — A x  .
 r   < X < ------   A = hi
2 2
A v  -  A x  A v  +  Ax / \  \ i /o  -------< X <  ------   A = (1 -  x / A x ) h i  (B.2)
where once again hi = pi A x /  A v  for grid cell i. This is the shape of the spatial grid cell i 
on the spectral grid.
This we can convolve with the profile function, as was done in § 2.3.6 for a top-hat 
profile function. Below we give the resulting functional form of g(x),  which we define such 
that,
A v ( x )  =  ^ 9 ( x ) ■
which must be summed over the contributing range of x  to give the absorption in each 
spatial grid cell,
X2
Arfc =  ^ 2 tj( x ) A x .
We define the function g(x),  the scaled convolution of the function A  with a Gaussian 
profile function, as,
213
> \x -  x\ > w, g(x) = gn(x)
1
2 A x (A v  — Ax)
Y  i
/— -| w — i \ x
erf(y) -  Y 6””2
1 A
2(Av — Ax) J W
where w = (Av — A x)/2, x =  (x2 +  X i ) / 2  is the centre of the x range for each spatial
expressions show the normalised value of the convolution in the two discrete domains of 
its existence. The first expression, equation B.3(a), shows the convolution for the range 
|x — x| < w or where the Gaussian centre passes along the maximum of Ax*®/^. The value 
of the resulting convolution is therefore the difference between error functions separated 
by the spectral width the region.
The second expression, equation B.3(b), is the convolution of the Gaussian profile with 
the wings of Ax* <8> hi. This is region is small since generally the velocity difference is 
much larger than the resolution of the spectral grid Ax »  Av.
The above form is implemented and used in the Gaussian profile function calculation 
in Chapter 5.
grid cell, and erf(t) =  2 /Y 7F Jq exp(—t2)dt is the Error Function. The infinite extent of 
the Gaussian is the reason for the inclusion of gn(x) in equation B.3(c). These three
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